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Synopsis 

The study of nuclear reactions is important to explore nuclear structure and properties of 

nuclei through the de-excitation process of the composite system. Decay of a hot nuclear system 

formed in the interaction of two heavy nuclei at low to intermediate energies constitutes an 

important field of study as several processes other than evaporation and non-equilibrium 

reactions participate. The energy carried away by individual particles depends on its mode of 

generation, i.e. at which stage of nuclear reaction, it is emitted from the excited nucleus. In the 

initial phases of energy exchange between the target and projectile, only some nucleons share the 

projectile energy. As a result the emitted particles carry large energy (direct or pre-equilibrium). 

Gradually energy gets shared amongst large number nucleons through nucleon-nucleon 

interaction and complete system reaches an equilibrium. Then emissions become evaporative in 

nature, with almost quasi-continuous distribution at lower energies. At low projectile energies, 

the evaporation is predominant process but as projectile energy increases, contribution from the 

pre-equilibrium (PEQ) process increases. Cross section for direct reactions is much smaller 

compared to the other two processes in the reaction regime considered. To understand the 

interaction processes taking place within a nuclei, careful analysis of relative contributions of 

different processes involved and the energy-angle distribution of the ejectile is necessary.   

Distribution of fast particles emitted in these reactions could not yet be fully explained 

even with the several reaction models available to explain heavy ion reactions. Neutron emission 

in these reactions is still more important as this is one of the predominant channels in the energy 

domain discussed. Thus study of neutron distribution provides us with the insight into the 

reaction mechanism involved. Secondly, heavy ion reactions at low to intermediate energies are 

largely investigated in various accelerator facilities in the country. Neutrons constitute the major 
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component of the prompt radiation field in these facilities. Knowledge of neutron energy 

distribution from these reactions provides us with the source term for radiation dose calculation, 

helps plan an experiment, ensure equipment and personnel protection around the accelerator. 

These studies also provide us with the input data for shield design and planning in similar 

facility.  

Neutron interactions vary widely in their characteristics at various energies and in different 

interacting media. Neutrons also deliver energy through elastic or inelastic collisions (more 

probable with low Z elements), through nuclear reactions with the interacting medium etc., 

depositing a large amount of energy in proton rich/aqueous substances. Biological effect of 

neutrons to different human tissues and organs vary largely depending on the neutron energy and 

the aqueous fraction in the tissue. So, for the radiation workers, members of the public as well as 

for the environment very careful estimation of the neutron energy, yield and angular distribution 

is very important from radiological protection purposes. To address the energy dependent 

behavior of the neutrons, International Commission on Radiological Protection has proposed an 

energy dependent radiation weighting factor (ICRP-74) [1] for neutrons.  

In an experiment for the study of atoms and nuclei, the primary requirement is to probe the 

system with energies of the order of few MeV to hundreds of MeV, primarily generated using 

particle accelerator facilities worldwide. Among many others, FOTIA, BARC-TIFR pelletron 

accelerator, Mumbai; pelletron at IUAC, New Delhi, K-130 and K-500 cyclotrons at VECC, 

Kolkata and INDUS-I and INDUS-II at RRCAT, Indore are the facilities available for academic 

and material science research in India using particle beams or synchrotron radiation. These 

generate a large neutron field during operation. Study of the energy-angle distribution within the 

shielded enclosure or in the control area is important for academic as well as for radiological 
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safety interest. In these accelerator facilities, the energy of fast neutrons generated varies from 

keV to few tens / hundreds of MeV. Presently neutron dose equivalent (NDE) measuring 

instruments are conventionally used for protection purposes in the restricted or open access 

areas. But the conventional NDE measuring instruments do not produce reliable estimate of dose 

for neutrons beyond 20 MeV energy. So for higher projectile energies, dose due to higher energy 

neutrons cannot be estimated properly. Secondly, the NDE instruments are calibrated for dose 

estimations based on the neutron fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients provided by ICRP and 

gets modified over time based on different simulation studies, while the neutron energy-angle 

distribution remains invariant for a given combination of target, projectile and beam energy. So 

determination of the neutron spectrum is important. The evaporation component is well studied 

and can be estimated in the framework of Weisskopf-Ewing or Hauser Feshbach formalism. 

Keeping these facts in view a model has been developed in the present work to estimate the PEQ 

neutron fluence, using the basic exciton model framework with two body scattering with a 

modified spatial nucleon density distributions. This model has been validated using existing 

literature data and supported with experimentally observed data. The prime objective of the work 

is to estimate the yield and angular distribution for fast neutrons above 20 MeV emission 

energies, generated from heavy ion reactions in accelerator and analyse the effect of relativistic 

mean field and angular momentum of the composite system on neutron distributions. The thesis 

has been divided in six chapters and a brief description of each is as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter describes the significance and quantification of neutrons generated from 

different reactors, accelerator facilities and radioactive sources. The energy ranges of fission, 

spallation and heavy ion reaction neutrons, for different reaction mechanism like direct (DIR), 
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pre-equilibrium (PEQ), evaporation and their importance are discussed. The chapter also 

provides a brief account of the conventional dosimetry involving as for example, thermal neutron 

detection and spectrometric techniques like pulse height, pulse shape discrimination or time of 

flight. The advantages as well as limitations of these conventional techniques have been 

discussed. The scope and aim of the work with respect to the need for an accurate estimation of 

the equivalent doses to the radiation workers, has also been discussed at the end of this chapter.   

Chapter 2: Basic theoretical models 

The details of the three neutron emission processes, DIR, PEQ and evaporation in terms of 

the nuclear reaction time scales, various available models for estimation of the yield and angular 

distributions from these processes are discussed in this chapter. A brief chronological 

advancement in the development of the models, their advantages and limitations in reproducing 

the experimental cross-section measurements or yield studies are also mentioned here. The 

details of the evaporation formalisms like Weisskopf-Ewing and Hauser-Feshbach theory and 

model codes for evaporation neutron yield estimations - PACE and EMPIRE have also been 

discussed. A brief discussion on the progressive development of the PEQ models using two-body 

scattering kinematics, starting from the Griffins [2] work in 1967 to the present day, using 

different models like exciton [3], hybrid, master equation models or quantum mechanical 

approaches [4] like multi-step direct or compound has also been presented in this chapter. For 

radiological protection and shielding calculations, the yield of neutrons from a stopping target, 

where the projectile deposit all its energy is an important aspect. At the end of this chapter, the 

basic mechanism and assumptions need to be incorporated to estimate the neutron yield from 

these stopping targets by superposition of the continuously degrading projectile energies is also 

discussed.  
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Chapter 3: Development of the PEQ Model and validation with existing data 

This chapter discusses the formalism developed for estimation of the PEQ neutron yield 

and angular distribution incorporating the influence of relativistic mean field (RMF) and multiple 

PEQ emission. The assumptions used are discussed along with the basic physics framework. 

Influence of RMF on PEQ neutron emission is studied through the nucleon density distribution 

in the composite nucleus. Contribution of simultaneous and sequential PEQ processes in neutron 

emission has also been investigated. In a few studies by earlier workers PEQ nucleon emission 

from heavy ion reactions was studied through nucleon-nucleon (N-N) scattering using two body 

collision kinematics. The basic assumption used in the PEQ model heavy ion (HION) of Ghosh 

et. al. [5] considers the progressive energy sharing between the projectile and target nucleons 

through a series of two-body interactions at different exciton hierarchy. The effect of nuclear 

excitation was introduced by considering the fused system to consists of two different sub 

systems within the, viz. the hot and cold spots. The mutual interaction between the nucleons of 

hot spot or between a nucleon in the hot spot and one in the cold spot excites the nucleons when 

the emission channel may open up and particle emission becomes probable. If no emission 

channel opens, the nucleons enter into further two-body scattering resulting in further energy 

sharing. Energy-angle partition amongst the nucleons is calculated using the scattering kernels 

[6]. Particle emission probability is calculated from the ratio of the emission rate to the total 

interaction rate (collision and emission). In the present work, influence of relativistic mean 

field (RMF) in PEQ neutron emission has been studied. In order to do this nucleon-nucleon 

collision rate is calculated from the spatial variation of nucleon density in the composite system. 

Spatial nucleon density distribution is obtained from RMF theory [7] and a 

semiphenomenological approach. The final emission probabilities are calculated and compared 
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with the existing literature data at energies between 10-30 MeV per nucleon. The comparisons 

are done for available neutron multiplicity data [8-10] from 20Ne and 12C induced reactions on 

165Ho target. Our comparisons showed that inclusion of the modified collision rates largely 

improved the agreement of the calculated distributions with the measured data at backward 

angles but an under-prediction compared to the experimental measurements at forward angles, 

intermediate emission energies existed for projectile energies beyond 15 MeV per nucleon. 

Multiple PEQ formalisms [11] -- simultaneous multi-particle emissions from a single exciton 

hierarchy and further PEQ emission from the residual nucleus after the first particle emission 

(sequential) have been proposed to improve the underprediction and reproduce the experimental 

neutron multiplicities. The multiple PEQ formalism reproduced the experimental observations 

and has been found to have significant contributions in the yield at projectile energies above 15 

MeV/A. In the present study, it has also been found that at higher projectile energies, the relative 

contribution of the sequential emissions is more than the simultaneous one.   

Chapter 4: Experimental validation of pre-equilibrium estimates with present model 

This chapter discusses the experimentally obtained neutron distribution from heavy ion 

reaction at 7.5 and 8.8 MeV/A and compares the measured high energy emissions with the 

present model HION3 [12] using the single particle PEQ emission formalism. An experiment 

was carried out at the BARC-TIFR Pelletron LINAC facility (PLF), Mumbai using 16O as 

projectile beam. The projectiles bombarded a thick stopping Al target at two different beam 

energies 120 and 142 MeV. The yield of neutrons from this reaction was measured using proton 

recoil scintillator detectors at five different angles using the time of flight technique. The 

measured neutron yield and angular distribution data corrected for detector efficiencies were 

further compared with the modified HION estimates. In this chapter, the basic experimental 
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setup, detector efficiency and spectra measurement using the time-of-flight technique are also 

discussed. The n-γ separation from their pulse shape and energy spectra measurement from the 

time difference data were carried out in offline analysis using the linux advanced multi-

parameter system (LAMPS) software [13]. The measured data are compared with the HION3 

estimates. As the projectile energy was 7.5 and 8.8 MeV/A only single PEQ emission has been 

considered instead of multiple PEQ emission. HION3 estimates are found to have a good 

corroboration with the measured data at all five angles (0°, 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°) for the high 

energy emission neutrons beyond 20 MeV. This indicates that even at energies below 10 MeV 

per nucleon, modified HION has been able to reproduce the PEQ neutron yield from a heavy ion 

reaction. From the measured neutron spectra at different angles and energies, a dosimetric 

estimate has been evaluated using the ICRP-74 dose conversion coefficients (DCC). These are 

then compared with the experimentally obtained dose from neutron dose equivalent (NDE) 

meter. The result shows that the doses detected by the NDE meter, are 6-10% less than the total 

dose obtained from measured spectra at the forward angles for both the projectile energies. The 

under-prediction reduces to 3-6% at the backward angles (90° and 120°). This may be attributed 

to due to the fast neutrons beyond 20 MeV. The dose estimated from the measured spectra upto 

20 MeV neutron energy agrees well with the NDE measurements. So, from the radiation 

protection perspective, the HION estimates can serve as an additional support over the NDE 

meter estimates to arrive at an accurate estimate of the equivalent doses for radiation workers. 

Chapter 5: Estimation of Pre-equilibrium component for heavy ion reactions at large 

projectile energies 

  This chapter deals with the fast neutron emission above 20 MeV obtained from different 

target-projectile combinations using the code modified HION (HION3 and HION4) [12] at 
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projectile energies between 10 MeV/A – 50 MeV/A. In this work, an estimate of the fast neutron 

contribution and the percentage contribution of the PEQ yield with respect to evaporation has 

been estimated. For this study, the most commonly used projectile beams for basic research and 

different applications have been chosen as projectiles. Major elements in the beam dump (Cu, 

Ta), shielding, construction material (Fe, C) in the accelerator and commonly used target 

materials such as Au, Ag have been chosen as the target elements. The five projectiles, 7Li, 12C, 

16O, 19F and 28Si are chosen in the present work based on the fact that these are the five most 

abundantly used beams in the PLF in last 25 years of operation. Evaporation estimates were 

calculated from the PACE4 code at projectile energies from 10 MeV per nucleon to 50 MeV per 

nucleon. The results show that, at lighter mass targets, the PEQ contribution is large compared to 

the high Z targets, where the PEQ contribution varies between 3-20% at projectile energies 

between 10-50 MeV per nucleon of the corresponding evaporation estimates. For the lowest 

mass fused system of 19F (7Li+12C), the PEQ contribution is found to vary between 2.7% at 10 

MeV per nucleon to 30% at 50 MeV per nucleon. For other low mass composite systems like 

24Mg (12C+12C), the PEQ estimates were found to be 8% of the evaporation contribution at 120 

MeV projectile energy but significantly increases at 600 MeV. Apart from these systems, rest of 

the composite systems showed an average increase in the PEQ contributions varying from 3-

20%. In this work, a simplified empirical relation has also been proposed to estimate the total 

energy integrated PEQ contributions for different target-projectile systems at various incident 

energies using multi-particle emissions. Based on the ICRP-74 DCC values, the total estimated 

dose from the fast neutrons were also found to vary similarly for the low mass composite 

systems. So this work will provide an additional safety factor for estimating the dose from the 

fast neutron components beyond energies of 20 MeV and incorporation of these dose 
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components will ensure a better safety margin over the conventional NDE meter readings. At the 

end of this chapter, an estimate of the high energy neutrons in the range of few hundreds of MeV 

has also been carried out using the HION code, to compare the yield and angular distribution 

from a 12C on 12C system at 100 MeV per nucleon projectile energy, to check the higher energy 

regime of applicability of this model. The result showed a good match in the forward angle 

spectral yield but further modifications are needed to be incorporated to account for the angular 

distributions at backward angles of emission.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 The concluding chapter of the thesis provides the major conclusions of the present 

work which are summarized as follows: 

1. The in house developed formalisms, modified HION (HION2, HION3 and HION4) provides 

an accurate estimate of the PEQ neutrons from heavy ion nuclear reactions at low to 

intermediate energies. Spatial density distribution of neutrons calculated from RMF theory 

and a semiphenomenological approach modifies the nucleon-nucleon collision rate at 

different impact parameter and subsequently the emission probabilities. 

2.  The modified emission probability produces a better agreement with the available 

experimental neutron multiplicity distribution in the projectile energy range between <10-30 

MeV per nucleon.  

3. At projectile energies of 20 MeV per nucleon and onwards, multiple emissions from the 

excited nucleus contribute to the PEQ neutron distribution. 

4. Experimental measurements carried out at PLF, Mumbai showed that the model can estimate 

the fast neutron spectra and the associated angular distribution, in a large angular range of 0° 

to 120° even at energies below 10 MeV per nucleon. Dosimetric estimates carried out 
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using the ICRP-74 DCC values and NDE meter showed a considerable difference in the 

total doses, which can be supplemented using the HION code estimates. 

5. An estimate of the PEQ neutron emission, in the framework of the code HION3 and HION4, 

for different target projectile combinations, commonly encountered in accelerator facilities 

shows that, neglecting the PEQ estimates at higher projectile energies can underestimate the 

neutron yield and the dose by 20- 30% at forward angles compared to the conventional NDE 

meter results. So to ensure an accurate equivalent dose estimate for radiological protections, 

the PEQ estimates need to be incorporated. An empirical expression for the total energy 

integrated PEQ yield as a function of the target and projectile masses and the projectile 

energy has also been proposed in the present work. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that, this work can estimate the experimental PEQ yield 

from heavy ion nuclear reactions for the incident energy ranges  of less than 10 MeV per nucleon 

to 30 MeV per nucleon. Estimations with the modified HION code till energies 50 MeV per 

nucleon have also been tried. At larger energies of 100 MeV per nucleon, the code estimates the 

forward angles neutron spectra significantly well. But at backward angles neutron emissions are 

overestimated and further modifications need to be incorporated for obtaining the proper angular 

distributions.   
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Energy-angle distribution of particles emitted in a nuclear reaction provides information on 

the reaction mechanism and gives us the insight into the property of the nuclei. Both the nucleon- 

and heavy ion induced reactions have been studied in great detail starting from the beginning of 

last century. But the latter is not yet understood well over a large energy domain.  Particle 

emission from a hot nucleus is characterized by its excitation energy and the probable mode of 

de-excitation pathways. At low excitation energy of the composite nucleus reaction proceeds 

mainly through evaporation from an equilibrated compound system. In the high energy domain, 

the system behaves as a free fluid favoring direct reaction and fragmentation. In the intermediate 

energy range non-equilibrium reaction mechanism pre-dominates and determines the double-

differential particle distribution [1-4]. Analysis of the particle spectra endows one with the 

understanding of the de-excitation channels and the mechanism of the particular reaction [5-8]. 

Moreover, a nuclear reaction serves as the source term for numerous applications starting from 

the nuclear reactors to the production of medically important radioisotopes. In all these areas 

neutron emission is an interesting area of study for multiple reasons: it is the most favorable 

among all particle emission pathways considering its zero Coulomb barrier. Secondly, fast 

neutrons constitute one of the primary components of the prompt radiation field in positive ion 

accelerators [9-11]. Interaction of these neutrons with the human tissues and organs vary widely 

depending upon the composition of the interacting material, energy of the neutron and its mode 

of interaction [12-20]. The possible mode of interaction can vary between elastic collisions, 

inelastic collisions and different types of nuclear reactions including fission. Neutron dose 

delivered to the tissue is determined by the mode of interaction and the neutron energy besides 

other factors. So a very careful investigation of the production pathways for neutrons, the 

emission yields and an evaluation of energy spectra, angular distribution using both experimental 
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and theoretical models is important. In the present work, the emphasis is to determine the 

energy-angle distribution of pre-equilibrium (PEQ) neutrons from heavy ion reactions for 

different kind of target projectile combinations with the help of a reaction model developed [21-

22]. In order to do that a theoretical approach developed earlier has been modified, validated 

using measured data by other workers as well as measured in this work, PEQ neutrons estimated 

for different systems using this model and empirical formalism developed for neutron yield and 

dose distribution. In the next section we describe the relevance of estimating the energy-angle 

distribution of neutrons in order to have a proper estimate of the neutron yield and equivalent 

dose to the human organs and tissues. A proper understanding of the processes will help 

overcome the operational limitation of the conventional radiation meters to assess the neutron 

dose accurately and ensure better overall safety to radiation workers, member of the public and 

environment.  

 

1.1 Necessity for Neutron yield Studies  

 The neutron sources can broadly be classified in three major categories:  reactors (fission 

neutrons), particle accelerators including spallation sources and portable sources. The neutron 

spectrum from low-flux [23, 24] and high-flux [25 – 31] reactors are typical fission-evaporation 

neutron spectrum extending upto around 8 – 10 MeV. The pulsed proton driven neutron sources 

or spallation neutron (SNS) sources [32 – 36] use the high energy protons (~GeV) on a heavy 

mass target and is a recent technique for generation of high flux of high energy neutrons (~upto 

few hundreds of MeV). The high energy electron accelerators produce high energy photo 

neutrons. Neutron distribution from all the SNS sources and electron accelerators needs a careful 
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estimation of the high energy component for both radiological protection and shielding 

calculations [12-15]. 

  Apart from these, the conventional neutron sources (radioactive sources) involving 

radioactive decay provide energies up to around ~ 5 MeV. In the low to intermediate energy 

positive ion accelerators neutrons of energies up to few hundreds of MeV are obtained. These are 

used for basic research, medical applications, material studies etc. [37-41]. In all these cases, a 

knowledge of the neutron field is very important to understand the reaction mechanism, estimate 

the reaction product yield, the extent of the neutron damages to the materials, to properly plan 

the experiment and to protect the radiation workers, public and the environment as a whole. 

 The conventional dose measuring units available measures the dose or the neutron yield 

upto 20 MeV neutron energy only. Other neutron detection systems like Bonner spheres use 

thermal neutron detector along with a moderating material to measure neutrons mostly upto 20 

MeV.  Moreover the spectrum determination in these systems requires a prior idea of the neutron 

spectrum in a similar situation. In order to measure the neutron distribution over the entire 

energy spectrum in an accelerator facility neutron flight time measurement or pulse height 

unfolding is employed which provides a good estimate of the neutron spectra using different kind 

of unfolding techniques [42-54]. But these techniques require advanced instrumentation and 

good proton recoil scintillator detector [55-57] assembly etc. Moreover, in positive ion 

accelerator facilities the prompt radiation field consists of gamma radiation in addition to the 

neutrons. So neutron spectrum measurement requires good discrimination of the neutrons from 

the associated gamma rays and determination of the energy distribution. This does not offer a 

convenient choice for regular evaluation of neutron doses in these accelerator environments. 

Secondly, for numerous possible combinations of target-projectile and beam energy it is not 
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feasible to carry out the neutron spectrum measurement. So, one of the preferred choices to 

understand the neutron energy-angle distribution in such accelerator facilities is the reaction 

model calculation. This will also provide a strong support to ensure radiological protection for 

neutron energies to hundreds of MeV.  

 The evaporation neutron yield and the corresponding angular distribution are accurately 

determined using the Weisskopf-Ewing theory [58-59] or the Hauser-Feshbach [60-61] 

approach. In high energy domain, the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) approach [62-64], 

intra-nuclear cascade models [65-72], fluid dynamics models, viz. Vlasov or Vlasov-Uehling-

Uhelnbeck (VUU) models [73-76] predict the particle emissions. But at intermediate energies, 

both characteristics co-exist and a hybridised model with proper optimization become necessary 

to estimate the emission yields. In the present work, a formalism based on nucleon scattering has 

been developed where the collision rates are determined from spatial distribution of neutrons. 

This model is used to calculate the neutron yield with emission energies beyond 20 MeV in 

heavy ion reaction. The low energy evaporation neutrons are calculated using the conventional 

evaporation codes PACE4 [77-78] and EMPIRE (ver. 3.2) [79]. Our interest is centered on the 

neutrons emitted from PEQ process in a heavy ion reaction in the energy range of few tens of 

MeV per nucleon. In the next section we shall briefly discuss about the production of neutrons in 

such reactions and the basic mechanisms involved.   

 

1.2 Neutron production processes with basic mechanism 

 In an accelerator environment, the neutron production pathways are different for positive 

ion and electron accelerators. The electron accelerators produce neutron through photonuclear 

reaction induced by the high energy bremsstrahlung radiation. The detail of neutron production 
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processes in electron accelerators will not be discussed here, as this directly does not come under 

the scope of this work. In the case of positive ion accelerators, neutrons are produced through 

different reaction channels. The basic mechanism of neutron production in heavy ion 

accelerators is similar to that for proton accelerators but other competing channels like deep 

inelastic scattering, quasi elastic transfer influence the particle yield. Particle emissions from 

heavy ion interactions at low to intermediate energies are assumed to proceed mainly through 

three different processes: emissions from a direct reaction involving a single interaction – here 

only a small part of the target nucleus is involved and most of the other nucleons behave as 

spectator. As the emissions take place from the first interaction the emitted neutron carries a 

large amount of energy and often leaves the residual nucleus in one of the discrete states. The 

angular distribution of such emissions is forward peaked. The second process consists of 

multiple interactions (mostly a few body scattering interaction involving small parts of both the 

target and the projectile nuclei) leading to energy sharing between the nucleons within the 

composite system known as the pre-equilibrium reactions. Finally all nucleons interact in a long-

time evolution of the composite nucleus and energy sharing takes place among all the constituent 

nucleons. The composite system attains an equilibrated configuration and is called the compound 

nucleus. Particle emissions from this equilibrated compound nucleus are considered as 

compound nuclear emission or evaporation. These are low energy emissions as the energy 

available per particle is small and the angular distribution is symmetric around 90o centre-of-

mass angle. The energy distribution of the emitted particles follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution. At the juncture of the direct and evaporation part of the neutron energy spectrum, 

there exists a gray energy region where the pre-equilibrium emissions are important and 

enhances the neutron yield. The direct reaction occurs within 10-22s, evaporation neutron 
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emission within 10-15-10-18s and the PEQ processes by 10-20-10-21s. In a medium energy heavy 

ion accelerator with typical excitation energy ~ 10 MeV/A (Pelletron Linac facility, Mumbai or 

IUAC facility, New Delhi), the contribution of the direct component is small and the evaporation 

is the major contributing component in the total particle yield. There are a number of published 

works [80-83], both experimental and theoretical confirming the presence of PEQ emissions in 

this projectile energy region. The detail of a typical neutron energy spectra and the relative 

contribution of the components will be discussed in the next chapter.  

In the next chapter we will also focus on the chronological advancements in the theoretical 

models and approximations made to estimate the PEQ particle emissions from heavy ion nuclear 

reactions. But before that, we would like to emphasize on the importance of such models in the 

next section.   

 

1.3 Importance of fast neutrons-- challenges in the yield and energy estimations 

 In the previous section, we have discussed about the processes and typical orders of 

reaction time for direct, evaporation and PEQ processes. In all these cases, the most important 

aspect is the respective yields and angular distributions of the ejectiles from different reaction 

modes. While the compound nuclear and direct reactions are well understood there are still gray 

areas in understanding the PEQ emissions. The first model put forward to estimate the energy 

distribution of the emitted particles in this process is the exciton model [84]. This model 

proposes a stepwise attainment of the statistical equilibrium through a series of two-body 

interactions between a part of the target and projectile nucleus through a number of excited 

particle-hole pairs (known as excitons) within the nuclei. This brings the transition from the 

stage of potential overlap to the partial energy sharing between the parts of the fused nuclei. 
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Further different modifications on this theory were carried out by Blann [85], Gadioli et al [86] 

and others to predict a large number of experimental particle energy spectra and corresponding 

excitation functions successfully. The difficulty in estimating the PEQ yields and angular 

distributions stems from two reasons: firstly the cross-section for PEQ emissions is much smaller 

compared to that for compound nuclear emissions. Secondly, the PEQ reaction involves only a 

few nucleons in an unequilibrated system. As a result it can neither be described by the statistical 

model, nor by a quantum mechanical prescription. Researchers have shown that while describing 

the evolution of the composite system in the framework of two-body scattering, after four to five 

stages of scattering interactions the fused system reaches equilibrium [21]. This point is 

considered as the termination of the PEQ process and emissions at later stages should be dealt 

with using the evaporation models.  

 After the proposition of exciton model, in a very quick succession a number of different 

propositions like Fermi gas equilibration model [21-89]; hybrid model [85,90], the Master 

equation model [91], quantum molecular dynamics [62-64] etc were developed and tried to 

estimate the increased yield in the high energy particle emissions. A quantum mechanical 

prescription defining of the PEQ emission process, viz. a multi-step direct (MSD) and multi-step 

compound (MSC) is also proposed using the quantum mechanical theory [92]. These were 

considered to be the relaxation processes with at least one particle in the unbound states or with 

all particles in the bound state respectively within the fused systems. MSD is a more like direct 

reaction type approach and MSC with evaporation like behavior for describing the PEQ process. 

A brief discussion of these will be given in the next chapter. Similar quantum mechanical 

treatments proposed by Nishioka et al, Tamura et. al. [93-95]. estimated the angular distribution 

and yields from PEQ emissions with considerable accuracy. Along with these, some 
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semiphenomenological and theoretical models, like Fermi jet model or the moving source 

parameterization using empirical relations with different arbitrary coefficients has been also tried 

to fit the increased neutron yield at higher emission energies.    

 

1.4 The present work 

In the earlier sections, a set of models to describe the PEQ emissions have been mentioned. 

Of these QMD, moving source, Fermi jet models are employed to assess nucleon emission from 

heavy ion reactions. But none of these models can explain the angular distribution of the emitted 

nucleons over a wide emission energy range. The moving source parameterization is based on 

fitting the experimental data by optimizing a set of arbitrary parameters and does not rigorously 

consider the physical properties of the reaction system. It shows good fit with the experimental 

measurements in some cases with a set of coefficients which vary quite strongly with the 

parameters of the system under study and fails for systems with halo nucleus or magic 

configuration. The physical basis for choosing the coefficients is not justified. The Fermi jet 

model predicts the high energy forward angle emissions in most of the systems but fails to 

predict the backward angle emissions. The model predictions have also been found to 

increasingly underestimate the experimental neutron yield at high projectile energies. In QMD 

approach, the nucleons are considered as the wave packets and the composite nucleus is 

represented as convolution of a large number of wave packets. It employs a Monte Carlo random 

sampling engine to trace the time evolution of nucleons through two-body collisions using the 

Newtonian equation of motion in a self-consistent mean field. The complex physical processes 

involved makes it very time consuming. Moreover the requirement of a large sample size to 

achieve an acceptable limit of uncertainty in the calculation restricts its usage for the heavy mass 
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composite systems. Other dynamical models like the Boltzmann transport model or the fluid 

dynamics models like Vlasov or VUU formalisms predict the nucleon emissions at good 

accuracy for high excitation energies. So this creates an empty space for understanding the non-

equilibrium emissions from a composite system at an excitation of few tens of MeV per nucleon. 

In order to cater to these requirements, the present work has been carried out to estimate the 

neutron emissions from heavy ion interactions at intermediate energies using a PEQ frame work. 

The modified version of the pre-equilibrium reaction model heavy ion (HION) [96], namely 

HION2, HION3 and HION4 [97] to estimate the PEQ neutron emission is one of the prime focus 

of the present work. An elaborate discussion on the basic model can be found in some earlier 

work [21, 98-101], but for the sake of completeness the model will be briefly discussed in 

chapter 3. It uses a two-body scattering kinematics for estimating the PEQ emission yields and 

the corresponding angular distributions. During the progress towards equilibrium, the particle 

emissions are calculated in the basic exciton model framework. The number of excitons at the 

initial stage was calculated assuming a Fermi sphere of the composite system in momentum 

space. The evolution of the system at consecutive scatterings was calculated using the scattering 

kernels. The nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interactions within the fused system considers two 

subsystems, one represented by a finite temperature and the other by a zero temperature Fermi 

distribution. During the nucleon-nucleon scattering, the nucleons are excited from these two 

subsystems and exciton-hole pairs are created, annihilated or redistributed within the fused 

nucleus. Mathematical evaluation of the process is done using a set of recursion relations. The 

process continues till the system reaches a quasi-static condition for exciton number, i.e. 

attainment of the equilibrium stage. A brief discussion on mathematical formulation for the 

particle emission probabilities can be found in chapter 3. The major modifications in the 
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present work compared to the older versions are as follows: modification of the effective 

excitation of the composite system by considering the rotational energy at higher impact 

parameters and incorporation of the collision rate calculated from the spatial nucleon 

distribution to obtain a modified emission probability. The second modification provides a 

larger impact in the emission probability calculations. Two different formalisms, viz. 

semiphenomenological [102-103] and relativistic mean field (RMF) [104-105] approaches were 

used to estimate spatial variation in the nucleon distributions from the centre to skin of the 

nuclei. In this work, the spatial density distribution has been utilized to calculate the two body 

collision rates from nuclear mean free path (mfp) of interacting nucleons inside the nucleus. In 

the earlier version of the model, the collision rates were calculated based on empirical relation of 

Blann [85], which uses only the excitation energy of the composite system and the binding 

energy of the ejectile. This relation does not provide a true physical representation of the 

collision rates within the nucleus. The modified approach gives a realistic collision rate leading 

to significantly altered emission probabilities compared to that obtained from the empirical 

estimates. The variation in neutron emission probabilities for different systems using both 

empirical and mean field approaches are discussed in chapter 3.  

With this modified physics core, the methodology has been validated using reported 

experimental data of earlier workers for heavy ion reactions (Ne and C as projectiles and Ho as 

the target at projectile energies between 10-30 MeV/A) [106-108]. A careful investigation at 

higher projectile energies showed that the density dependent collision rate helps to reduce the 

overprediction at backward angles but fails to reproduce the experimental observations and 

underestimates the emission yields at forward angles. Then a multiple pre-equilibrium (MPEQ) 

formalism [90] has been incorporated to consider simultaneous or sequential multiple PEQ 
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neutron emission. Incorporation of MPEQ is found to reproduce the experimental data. 

Secondly, one experimental study has been carried out at TIFR Pelletron-Linac facility (PLF) to 

estimate the thick target neutron yields and PEQ contribution at energies below 10 MeV per 

nucleon. Neutron distribution from bombardment of 16O beam on a thick Al target at two 

different projectile energy 120 and142 MeV at five different angles (0°, 30°, 60°, 90° and 120°) 

was measured using the time of flight (ToF) technique [97]. The experimental data were 

compared with the HION estimates at higher emission neutron energies and found to have a 

good match at both forward and backward angles. Along with the ToF measurements, a 

conventional neutron dose equivalent (NDE) meter was also used for measuring the doses at 

aforementioned angles. Finally the ToF measured values at different energy bins were folded 

with ICRP 74  dose conversion coefficients (DCC) [12] to estimate the equivalents doses and 

compared with the NDE meter readings. 

Upon validation of the present model developed for the PEQ neutron emission a theoretical 

study of neutron yield distribution for different target-projectile combinations has been carried 

out at different projectile energies. Subsequently neutron dose distribution for these systems has 

been estimated. This study will help augment the database for radiological protection. PEQ 

contributions have been calculated for targets like 12C, 56Fe, 63/65Cu to heavy mass element like 

197Au. In this part of the work projectile beams like 7Li, 12C, 16O, 19F and 28Si are chosen, as these 

are the most frequently used particle beams in last 25 years in the PLF facility, Mumbai. An 

estimate of the PEQ contribution for different composite systems at varying projectile energies 

has been carried out using the modified HION code. A comparison of the neutron dose from the 

PEQ process and the evaporation contribution has been carried out. A simple empirical relation 

to estimate the total PEQ yields for different target-projectile combinations has also been 
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formulated in the present work. Estimates based on this empirical relation can be used to 

improve the radiological safety factors against neutron dose in the accelerator environment. This 

will help us to correct the underestimation in the total dose registered by the conventional 

neutron dose equivalent meters for neutron energies above 17 MeV. In the next section we will 

discuss the need for improvements in the estimated doses due to the high energy neutron 

components and the contribution of PEQ neutrons at different projectile energies. 

 

1.5 Improvements in the dosimetric estimates from PEQ emissions 

 Neutron spectrometry serves both academic studies and protection purposes in any 

radiation environment. Understanding of the energy-angle distribution provides insight into the 

reaction mechanism, energy levels of the participating nuclei and the interaction processes 

involved. From the radiological safety point of view, it becomes very important for estimation of 

the source terms, validation of shielding thicknesses, demonstration of the regulatory 

compliances and above all to meet the principle of as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) 

during all operational conditions. This also provides a support for interpretation of the doses 

measured by the conventional radiation survey meters and personal dosimeters. 

  At lower energies the evaporation codes can well predict the neutron spectrum and the 

resultant dose distribution. NDE meters or REM meters provide a validation for the theoretical 

estimates of the total dose at low emission energies (upto 17-20 MeV). At higher emission 

energies, experimental measurement is not always feasible. So a theoretical model which can 

provide yield and angular distributions for non-equilibrium reactions and validated with 

experimental data can be used to estimates the equivalent doses. In this work a detailed analysis 

of the high energy emission estimates from the modified HION code indicates a contribution of 
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6-10% in the equivalent doses from the PEQ neutrons even at projectile energies below 10 MeV 

per nucleon when compared with the measured readings from a conventional NDE meter. 

Similar results have been found with the theoretical study at progressively higher projectile 

energies for heavy projectile-target interactions.   

 

1.6 Organization of the thesis 

 In chapter 1, the motivation of the present work in view of the limitations of earlier work 

in the area of intermediate projectile energies has been briefly discussed. The requirement for the 

development of a new theoretical model in the presence of available PEQ models has also been 

discussed. Importance of neutron with energies beyond 20 MeV and its significance in the 

radiation protection purposes has been discussed briefly in this chapter. 

 The second chapter discusses the basic nuclear physics aspects like emission processes 

and underlying theory to estimate the yield and angular distributions with a brief description of 

the evaporation codes like PACE and EMPIRE. A brief review of the pre-equilibrium emission 

mechanisms and the process of estimating the thick target neutron yields from the corresponding 

thin target estimates by the principle of superimposition of the thin target yields have also been 

discussed here. 

In chapter 3, the HION model (the basic model from earlier works and the modifications 

incorporated in this work) has been brief discussed. Validation of the code by comparing some 

earlier reported data with the older version of the HION code and modified one has been 

presented in this chapter. The emission probabilities of neutrons are calculated for different fused 

systems at various energies, considering the spatial nucleon distribution by both 

semiphenomenological and relativistic mean field (RMF) approaches. A further modification to 
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reproduce the higher yields at forward angles - a multiple PEQ module have also been added and 

its requirement at projectile energies of 25 MeV per nucleon onwards has been demonstrated.   

 Chapter 4, describes the measurement of neutron distribution from a heavy ion reaction at 

7.5 and 8.2 MeV per nucleon and validation of the modified HION code for these reactions. An 

effort has been made to estimate the PEQ neutron yields from bombardment of 16O beam on a 

thick Al target at two projectile energies 120 and 142 MeV using the time-of-flight technique. 

The neutron yields and angular distributions at higher emission energies were compared with the 

HION estimates. Requirement of dose estimates for neutrons above 20 MeV for radiological 

protection has also been envisaged in this chapter. The measured yields were converted to 

equivalent neutron doses using ICRP-74 DCC's and compared with the conventional NDE meter 

readings to estimate the dose contributions from PEQ neutrons.  

 In chapter 5, a theoretical study of neutron yield and dose distribution has been carried 

for different projectile-target combinations at increasing projectile energies up to 50 MeV per 

nucleon. The target projectiles combinations were chosen based on the type of structural 

materials used in the accelerator environment and on the particle beams predominantly used 

during operation. The corresponding yield and angular distributions for evaporation (from 

PACE4 code) are also reported for those composite systems. The extent of underestimations 

expected in the doses estimated by NDE meter due to its limitation of operation beyond 20 MeV 

has been calculated. A theoretical estimate to show the progressive increase in the PEQ 

contributions at high projectile energies is discussed. 

 Chapter 6, concludes the thesis with an executive summary and list of conclusions 

obtained from this work and scopes for the future work in this area.   
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Chapter 2 
 

Basic theoretical models 
 
 

2.1 Neutron emission processes at different time scale--Direct/Compound/PEQ reaction  
2.2 Direct reaction and angular distribution 
2.3 Compound nuclear reaction and angular distribution 
      2.3.1 The compound nuclear reaction Cross-section 
 2.3.2 Weisskopf-Ewing theory 

2.3.2 Hauser-Feshbach Theory 
2.4  Pre-equilibrium emission mechanism 
 2.4.1 Exciton model 
 2.4.2 Hybrid Model 
 2.4.3 Master Equation model 
 2.4.4 The Harp-Miller-Berne model 
 2.4.5 Multistep direct/compound mechanisms 
 2.4.6 Multiple two-body scattering kinematics  
2.5 Nuclear reaction model codes 
 2.5.1 EMPIRE 
 2.5.2 PACE  
2.6 Thin to thick target neutron yield and implementation in the code 
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In nuclear reaction the emission of neutrons is more probable compared to other charged 

particles due to absence of the Coulomb barrier. In low to intermediate energy heavy ion 

reactions this emission process from the composite system can be classified in three different 

categories based on the interaction time, viz. the direct, pre-equilibrium and compound nuclear 

reactions. The basic characteristics of these processes and associated theoretical models for 

estimating the respective cross-sections or yields will be discussed briefly in the next subsections 

 

2.1 Neutron emission processes at different reaction time scale 

 In a nuclear reaction as the two nuclei approach each other their potentials overlap. But if 

the two nuclei are not close enough, internal degrees of freedom are not excited. The projectile 

then interacts with the target as a whole through elastic scattering. The second possibility is, that 

due to potential overlap, the internal degrees of freedom are excited, a fused system is formed, 

inelastic reaction channels open up and particle emission can take place. In the third possibility 

nucleon-nucleon interaction takes place in the target+projectile composite system, energy of the 

incoming projectile is shared by the interacting nucleons and the system proceeds towards 

equilibrium. Eventually an equilibrated system is formed.  

 Depending upon the time taken for the reaction to take place, the nuclear reaction 

mechanisms can be classified in major three categories: reactions taking place from the first 

stage of target-projectile interaction are called the direct reactions (~10-22 sec), emissions from 

equilibrated compound nucleus are known as compound nuclear reaction  (~10-18 sec) or 

evaporation. As the energy brought in by the projectile is being shared by the nucleons of the 

composite system taking it towards equilibrium, particle emission can take place from any stage 

of this relaxation process. This is called pre-equilibrium nuclear reaction (~10-19 sec). 
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Figure2.1. A Typical neutron emission spectra from heavy ion nuclear reaction [109, p-310] 

In the next subsections we will discuss about these three categories of nuclear reactions. Among 

these, the direct and compound nuclear reactions does not come into the direct purview of this 

work so an overview of the physical processes and models describing those will be presented 

here. A typical example of the neutron emission spectra from a heavy ion reaction is presented in 

Figure 2.1. 

 

2.2  Direct Reactions 

 The nuclear reactions which are completed in a time frame similar to that required for the 

transit of the projectile through the target nuclei, are known as the direct reactions. Due to very 

short interaction time multiple interactions and sharing of energy amongst many nucleons are not 

possible. As a result a large amount of energy is transferred to a single nucleon or a small cluster 
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of nucleons of the target nuclei. These energetic nucleon or the cluster escapes out of the 

composite system in different ways: knock on, stripping or transfer type of nuclear reactions as 

shown below.   

 

Figure2.2. Typical examples of different direct reactions [109] 

The direct reactions have a number of common features: 

a) The projectile interacts with a small part of the target nuclei. 

b) A fraction of the projectile momentum is transferred to the ejectile which results in high 

emission energies predominantly in the forward direction.  

c) This is a single step interaction between the projectile and the target nuclei. So the 

interaction can be studied by means of a standard one-body wave-equation, i.e., the Schrodinger 

equation.  

d) The reaction time is short and is typically of the order of time taken by the projectile to pass 

through the target nucleus. So the reaction time is of the order of �𝑟0𝐴1 3⁄ �2𝐸 𝑚⁄� � sec [109], r0 
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being a constant ~ 1.2 fm, A the target mass number and  E and m the projectile energy and mass 

respectively. 

      So, in summary we can say that reaction occurring in a time ∼10−22seconds and having the 

characteristic features of forward peaked angular distribution and high ejectile energies are called 

direct nuclear reactions. These are single-step interactions which often populate the residual 

nucleus in discrete states. The corresponding ejectile energy distribution is represented by the 

discrete peaks towards the right end of the energy axis in figure 2.1. 

 

2.3  Compound Nuclear Reactions 

The characteristics of nuclear reactions other than single-step processes are quite different 

from those discussed above – particularly with respect to the reaction time. After the first 

interaction between the projectile and the target nuclei, energy is gradually shared among 

increasing number of nucleons through nucleon-nucleon interactions and finally the composite 

(target + projectile) system reaches a statistical equilibrium.  The equilibrated composite system 

is called a compound nucleus. The interactions among the nucleons lead to formation and decay 

of different configurations, but the average number of excited degrees of freedom remains 

unchanged after equilibration.  During the process, due to statistical fluctuation sufficient energy 

may be concentrated on a single nucleon or a cluster and particle emission may take place. The 

large number of interactions involved in the energy sharing process results in the long reaction 

time of the order of 10−13 -  10−15  sec. This also ensures that the memory of the entrance 

channel is lost. As a result the ejectile angular distribution is found to be symmetric about 90° 

centre-of-mass angle on account of angular momentum conservation. Since the compound 

nucleus has lost the memory of the incident channel, its decay will be uncorrelated to its 
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formation. This is known as the Bohr’s independence hypothesis [110]. In contrary to the case of 

direct reactions, the energy per nucleon is small and emissions will carry relatively less amount 

of energy. Since, the compound nucleus may be in one of its collective states, the wave function 

of the excited compound nucleus is formed from a very complex configuration. So we use the 

methods of statistical mechanics to study compound nuclear reactions. 

2.3.1  The compound nuclear reaction Cross-section 

For a compound nuclear reaction 

𝑎 + 𝑋 → 𝐶 ∗→ 𝑌 + 𝑏 

based on the independence hypothesis, the cross-section is given by, 

𝜎(𝛼,𝛽) = 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼).𝑃𝛽                                                            (2.1) 

where, 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼) is the formation cross-section of the excited compound nucleus, 𝐶∗, through the 

α-channel and 𝑃𝛽 is the probability of 𝐶∗ decaying through the β-channel. 

The total reaction cross-section consists of three components, a direct reaction component 

𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟(𝛼), a preequilibrium component  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝛼) and a compound nuclear component 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼). If 

we assume that 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟(𝛼), 𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝛼) ≪ 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼), then we have 

𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝛼) = 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼) = 𝜋𝜆𝛼
2�(2𝑙 + 1) 𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)

∞

𝑙=0

                               (2.2) 

where Tl are the transmission coefficients for the partial wave l, 𝜆𝛼 is the de Broglie wavelength 

for the entrance channel. When this assumption  𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟(𝛼),𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝛼) ≪ 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼)  does not hold 

good, 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼) is to be obtained from (2.2) by separately estimating 𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑟(𝛼)  and   𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝛼). 

The aim of a nuclear reaction theory is to explain the observed ejectile spectrum and 

angular distribution, determined by the angular momentum carried away by the ejectile. There 
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are two important models that describe the emission of ejectile from the excited compound 

nucleus. These are Weisskopf-Ewing formalism [59] and the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [60]. 

2.3.2  The Weisskopf-Ewing Formalism 

At low energies, the excitation of compound nuclear states proceed via resonance through 

individual states and is described by Breit-Wigner theory [111] for absorption cross section for 

the process 𝛼 → 𝛽 at the resonance energy 𝐸𝑟, with corresponding total width, partial width of 

formation and decay Γ, Γ𝛼, Γ𝛽 respectively. The statistical factor 𝑔, includes the spin of particles 

forming the resonance and the total angular momentum 𝐽. 

𝜎𝛼𝛽(𝐸) =
𝜋
𝑘2

𝑔. Γ𝛽 . Γ𝛼
(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑟)2 + Γ2

4�
;    𝑔 =

(2𝐽 + 1)
(2𝑠𝛼 + 1)(2𝑠𝛽 + 1)

                         (2.3) 

As the energy increases, the compound nucleus energy states overlap with no possibility to 

identify individual states. The reaction amplitude corresponds to the excitation of overlapping 

states leading to an energy averaged cross-section. From independence hypothesis, following 

eqn. (2.1) and considering the reaction (𝛼 → 𝛽) proceed through the compound nucleus C, one 

can write 

𝜎𝛼𝛽~𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝐶)
Γ𝛽
Γ

;     Γ = �Γα
α

;     Γα ∝  𝑔𝛼𝑘𝛼2𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝐶)                          (2.4) 

So finally the cross-section can be written as; 𝜎𝛼𝛽 = 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝐶)
𝑔𝛽𝑘𝛽

2𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛽)

∑ 𝑔𝛼𝑘𝛼2𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼)𝛼
 . In the same 

system with compound nucleus energy and binding energy of the ejectile as 𝐸𝐶𝑁  and 𝐵𝛽 

respectively, if the energy of the ejectile range between 𝐸𝛽  to 𝐸𝛽 + 𝑑𝐸𝛽  leaving the residual 
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system in the energy range of 𝑈𝛽 to 𝑈𝛽 + 𝑑𝑈𝛽, then 𝑈𝛽 = 𝐸𝐶𝑁 − 𝐵𝛽 − 𝐸𝛽. In this energy level, 

introducing the density of states 𝜔�𝑈𝛽�, we get, 

𝜎𝛼𝛽𝑑𝐸𝛽 = 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝐶)
𝑔𝛽𝑘𝛽2𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛽)𝜔�𝑈𝛽�𝑑𝑈𝛽

∑ 𝑔𝛼𝑘𝛼2𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼)𝛼 𝜔(𝑈𝛼)𝑑𝑈𝛼
                     (2.4𝑎) 

Since, 𝑘2 = 2𝜇𝐸,  

𝜎𝛼𝛽�𝐸𝛽�𝑑𝐸𝛽 = 𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝐶)
�2𝐼𝛽 + 1�𝜇𝛽𝐸𝛽𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛽)𝜔�𝑈𝛽�𝑑𝑈𝛽

∑ ∫ (2𝐼𝛼 + 1)𝜇𝛼𝐸𝛼𝜎𝐶𝑁(𝛼)𝜔(𝑈𝛼)𝑑𝑈𝛼
𝐸𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥

0𝑐

                     (2.4𝑏) 

where, 𝜇𝛽is the reduced mass of ejectile. This is the Weisskopf-Ewing form of angle integrated 

cross-section. To a good approximation nuclear level densities, 𝜔(𝑈) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑈 𝑇⁄ ), where  𝑇 is 

the nuclear temperature. So the ejectile spectrum from the Weisskopf-Ewing formalism [59] will 

be of Maxwellian type, promptly rises above the threshold energy and falls exponentially at 

higher emission energies. 

2.3.3  The Hauser-Feshbach Formalism 

The Hauser- Feshbach theory [60] in its simplest form, assuming that the projectile, target, 

residual and ejectile all have zero intrinsic spin and also that there is no relative orbital angular 

momentum in either the entrance channel or exit channel, can be written as: 

𝜎(𝛼,𝛽) = 𝜋𝜆𝛼
2 𝑇𝛼𝑇𝛽
∑ 𝑇𝛽𝛽

                                                      (2.5) 

The general form of the Hauser- Feshbach formalism includes the effects of angular 

momentum and spin of the compound nucleus. Considering the target to be in its ground state 

with spin 𝐼 and the projectile with an intrinsic spin 𝑆𝑎����⃗  having an orbital angular momentum 𝑙 

relative to the target, the reaction is represented as, 
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𝑎𝛼′′
𝑆𝑎����⃗

+𝑋𝛼′
𝐼

𝑙 ��⃗
→𝐶∗
𝐽 

𝑙′���⃗
→ 𝑏𝛽′

𝑆𝑏����⃗
+𝑌𝛽′′

𝐼′��⃗
 

The compound nucleus angular momentum, 𝐽 can be expressed as 𝑙 + 𝑆𝑎����⃗ + 𝐼 = 𝐽. Similarly, 

the entrance channel spin   𝚥 = 𝑆𝑎����⃗ + 𝐼 and 

𝑙 + 𝚥 = 𝐽                                                                                (2.6) 

This is the angular momentum conservation in the entrance channel. A similar approach will 

provide the angular momentum conservation condition in the exit channel as 𝑙′��⃗ + 𝚥′��⃗ = 𝐽 with 

𝚥′��⃗ = 𝑆𝑏 + 𝐼′��⃗  

The objective at this point is to obtain the compound nuclear double differential cross-

section 𝜎�𝛼, 𝜀𝛽 , 𝜃�, i.e., the cross section of the reaction channel (𝛼,𝛽) where the ejectile is 

emitted with energy 𝜀𝛽 in the direction  𝜃 with respect to a pre-determined Z-axis. The angular 

distribution is determined by the angular momentum couplings. We therefore, first evaluate the 

cross-section, 𝜎�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑗′� where, a transition takes place from the initial 

channel α, characterized by the angular momenta (𝑙,𝑚𝑙)  and �𝑗,𝑚𝑗�  through the compound 

nuclear state (𝐽,𝑀) , to the exit channel defined by the ejectile energy 𝜀𝛽 , its direction of 

emission 𝜃 and the angular momenta (𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′) and �𝑗′,𝑚𝑗′�. We begin by defining a few symbols 

[60]. 

𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝜀𝛼 , 𝑙𝑚𝑙 , 𝑗𝑚𝑗� ∶  the formation cross-section of the compound nucleus with spin (𝐽,𝑀) from 

the entrance channel energy 𝜀𝛼 , orbital angular momentum  (𝑙,𝑚𝑙)  and 

channel spin  �𝑗,𝑚𝑗�. 

𝑃�𝐽𝑀; 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′,𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�:  the probability of exit channel orbital angular momentum (𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′)  and 

channel spin �𝑗′,𝑚𝑗′� coupling to give angular momentum (𝐽,𝑀)   
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𝑌𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃,𝜙):         the eigen function of the exit channel orbital angular momentum(𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′). 

�𝑌𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃,𝜙)�

2
is the probability of the ejectile having orbital angular 

momentum(𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′) moving in the direction (𝜃,𝜙).   

𝑃𝛽:  the emission probability of 𝑏 with energy 𝜀𝛽  in any direction with orbital 

angular momentum (magnitude) 𝑙′.  

Thus we can write, 

𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�

= 𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝜀𝛼 , 𝑙𝑚𝑙 , 𝑗𝑚𝑗�.𝑃�𝐽𝑀; 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′,𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�. �𝑌𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃,𝜙)�

2
.𝑃𝛽                             (2.7) 

A nuclear energy level can be assigned a well-defined spin, only when it is a discrete level − 

but in the continuum of states various levels overlap and an unambiguous spin assignment is not 

possible. For transitions to discrete levels the reciprocity relation, 
𝜎(𝛼,𝛽)
𝜆𝛼2

= 𝜎(𝛽,𝛼)
𝜆𝛽
2  is valid and  𝑃𝛽 

is given by, 𝑃𝛽 =
𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽
 . Taking into account the orbital angular momentum 𝑙′ in the exit 

channel the earlier can be written as, 

𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�     

= 𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝜀𝛼 , 𝑙𝑚𝑙 , 𝑗𝑚𝑗�.𝑃�𝐽𝑀; 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′,𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�. �𝑌𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃,𝜙)�

2
.

𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

                             (2.8) 

Formation of the compound nucleus through the 𝑙𝑡ℎ partial wave with angular momentum 

coupling can be obtained as, 

 𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗) = 𝜋𝜆𝛼
2(2𝑙 + 1)𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼).𝑃�𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗; 𝐽𝑀�                           (2.9) 

where, 𝑃�𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗; 𝐽𝑀�  is the probability that angular momenta (𝑙,𝑚𝑙)  and  �𝑗,𝑚𝑗�  couple 

together to give angular momentum (𝐽,𝑀). The probability of a given 𝑙 and 𝑚𝑙 combining with a 
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given 𝑗  and 𝑚𝑗  to form the state (𝐽,𝑀)  is the square of the Clebsch-Gordon co-

efficient �𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑙𝑚j �𝐽𝑀�. With proper constraints, it can be shown that, 

𝑃�𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗; 𝐽𝑀� =
��𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑙𝑚j �𝐽𝑀��

2

(2𝑙 + 1)(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)                                      (2.10) 

Substituting (2.24) in (2.23), we have 

𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗) = 𝜋𝜆𝛼
2𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼).

��𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑙𝑚j �𝐽𝑀��
2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)                                  (2.11) 

The probability 𝑃�𝐽𝑀; 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′,𝑗′𝑚𝑗′� can be evaluated in exactly the same way. The square of 

the Clebsch-Gordon co-efficient �𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′  �𝐽𝑀�  is the probability that angular momenta 

(𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′) and  �𝑗′,𝑚𝑗′� couple together to result in the angular momentum (𝐽,𝑀). The probability 

of 𝑀  has already been defined by 𝑃�𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗; 𝐽𝑀�  and with �𝑌𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃,𝜙)�

2
 giving us the 

probability of 𝑚𝑗′. We than have,𝑃�𝐽𝑀; 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′,𝑗′𝑚𝑗′� =  �𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′  �𝐽𝑀�
2
. So finally 

𝜎𝐽𝑀�𝛼, 𝑙𝑚𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑚𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑗′�  

=
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)𝑇𝑙
(𝜀𝛼). ��𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑙𝑚j �𝐽𝑀��

2.  ��𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′  �𝐽𝑀��
2. �𝜒𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′

(𝜃)�
2

             

×
𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽
                                                                                                                                          (2.12) 

So far we have considered the formation of the state (𝐽,𝑀) through only given values of 𝑚𝑙 

and 𝑚𝑗 and its decay also through given values of 𝑚𝑙′  and 𝑚𝑗′. But a given (𝐽,𝑀) can be formed 

from all values of 𝑚𝑙 = −𝑙  to 𝑚𝑙 = +𝑙  and the values of 𝑚𝑗 = 𝑀−𝑚𝑙 . Similarly, (𝐽,𝑀) can 

decay through all values of 𝑚𝑙′ = −𝑙′  to 𝑚𝑙′ = +𝑙′  and values of  𝑚𝑗′ = 𝑀−𝑚𝑙′ .If we sum 

(2.26) over 𝑚𝑙  and 𝑚𝑗 , we get the cross-section 𝜎(𝛼, 𝑙𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑗′�  involving all the Z-

component values of the four angular momentum relevant to the reaction. Note, that because of 
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the constraints 𝑚𝑙 + 𝑚𝑗 = 𝑀 and 𝑚𝑙′ + 𝑚𝑗′ = 𝑀. There is no need to sum over 𝑚𝑗 and 𝑚𝑗′ for a 

fixed 𝑀. 

𝜎(𝛼, 𝑙𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑗′�

=
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)����𝑙𝑗𝑚𝑙𝑚j �𝐽𝑀��
2.  �𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′  �𝐽𝑀�

2

𝑚𝑙′𝑚𝑙

. �𝜒𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃)�

2

×
𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

                                                                                                                                           (2.13) 

If we consider the projectile momentum to be parallel to the Z-axis we can write (2.27) as, 

𝜎(𝛼, 𝑙𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑗′�

=
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)�
|⟨𝑙𝑗𝑀 |𝐽𝑀⟩|2.  �𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′ �𝐽𝑀�

2

𝑚′

. �𝜒𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃)�

2 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

            (2.14) 

Eqn. (2.14) is the cross-section of transition from α-channel to β-channel via the intermediate 

compound nuclear state with angular momentum (𝐽,𝑀). The effect of 𝑀, the spin orientation, is 

not observed in a nuclear reaction unless one is working with polarized projectiles or targets. So, 

summing eqn. (2.14) over 𝑀 we get, 

𝜎(𝛼, 𝑙𝑗|𝐽,𝑀|𝜀𝛽 ,𝜃, 𝑙′𝑗′� =
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1)𝐴𝐽
(𝑙, 𝑗|𝑙′, 𝑗′|𝜃)

𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

            (2.15) 

where, 𝐴𝐽(𝑙, 𝑗|𝑙′, 𝑗′|𝜃) = ∑ ∑ |⟨𝑙𝑗𝑀 |𝐽𝑀⟩|2.  �𝑙′𝑗′𝑚𝑙′𝑚j′  �𝐽𝑀�
2

𝑚′𝑀 . �𝜒𝑙′,𝑚𝑙′
(𝜃)�

2
with the 

summation over  𝑚′ is from  𝑚′ = −𝑙′ to  𝑚′ =  𝑙′ and that over  𝑀 from 𝑀 =  −𝐽 𝑡𝑜 𝐽. 

Eqn. (2.15) is the angular distribution for the transition from 𝑙 and 𝑗 spins to 𝑙′and  𝑗′ spins 

through the intermediate state spin 𝐽. The observed angular distribution is obtained by summing 

(2.15) over 𝑙, 𝑗, 𝐽, 𝑗′ and 𝑙′ 
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𝜎�𝛼; 𝜀𝛽 , 𝜃� =
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1) � 𝐴𝐽(𝑙, 𝑗|𝑙′, 𝑗′|𝜃) ×
𝑙,𝑗,𝐽,𝑗′,𝑙′

𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

                      (2.16) 

where the summation limits are, 

0 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ ∞
 |𝐼 − 𝑆𝑎| ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐼 + 𝑆𝑎

 |𝑙 − 𝑗| ≤ 𝐽 ≤ 𝑙 + 𝑗
 |𝐼′ − 𝑆𝑏| ≤ 𝑗′ ≤ 𝐼′ + 𝑆𝑏

 |𝐽 − 𝑗′| ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽 + 𝑗′ ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

                                                      (2.17) 

Eqn. (2.16) is the standard expression for Hauser-Feshbach formalism of compound nuclear 

reactions leading to population of discrete levels of the residual nucleus. 

The angle-integrated cross-section is obtained from (2.16) as, 𝜎�𝛼, 𝜀𝛽� = ∫𝜎�𝛼, 𝜀𝛽 , 𝜃�𝑑Ω. 

The spherical harmonics, 𝑌𝑙′,𝑚′(𝜃,𝜙) are the normalized eigen functions of 𝑙′2 and 𝑙𝑍′ . Hence, 

��𝑌𝑙′,𝑚′(𝜃,𝜙)�2 𝑑Ω = ��𝜒𝑙′,𝑚′(𝜃)�2  𝑑Ω = 1                                   (2.18) 

Again, the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are normalized probability amplitudes. Therefore using 

limits and constraints over spin and angular momenta, we can achieve, 

𝜎�𝛼, 𝜀𝛽� =
𝜋𝜆𝛼

2

(2𝐼 + 1)(2𝑆𝑎 + 1) . � (2𝐽 + 1)
𝑙,𝑗,𝐽,𝑗′,𝑙′

.
𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝛼)
∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑙′�𝜀𝛽�𝑙′𝛽

                         (2.19) 

as the angle integrated Hauser-Feshbach equation for compound nuclear transition to discrete 

levels of the residual.  

 From Bohr’s independence hypothesis the angular distribution in compound nuclear 

reactions should be isotropic. The symmetry in angular distribution arises from the conservation 

of angular momentum and parity, first for the formation and then for the decay of intermediate 

state. If the observed angular distribution does not show symmetry about 90°, it is clear that no 

intermediate state is formed with well defined spin and parity and the reaction mechanism is not 

compound nuclear type. 
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The direct and compound nuclear reactions taken together accounts for the greater part of 

the nuclear reaction cross-sections. However, these are not the only mechanisms by which 

particle emission can occur in nuclear reactions. Particle emission is also possible while the 

composite nucleus is proceeding towards statistical equilibrium. Emissions taking place after the 

first projectile-target particle interaction are the direct emissions. Emissions from the second 

interaction onwards in the non-equilibrated system belong to the category of pre-equilibrium or 

pre-compound nuclear reactions. 

 

2.4  Pre-equilibrium emission mechanism 

The importance of the pre-compound mechanism in understanding nuclear reaction cross-

sections is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The high energy end shows discrete peaks corresponding to the 

excitation of discrete nuclear states. This part of the spectrum is dominated by the direct reaction 

mechanism. As the energy of the ejectile decreases, the excitation of the residual nucleus 

increases. At high excitation the residual nucleus is populated in the continuum of states and the 

ejectile spectrum is continuous. The broad peak on the low energy side is explained by the 

compound nucleus theory and can be described by a Maxwellian distribution (the broken line in 

Fig. 2.1). In between these two regions there is a portion of the continuous ejectile spectrum 

which cannot be accounted for either by direct reaction or by the compound nuclear process. 

This is the region dominated by pre-compound or pre-equilibrium (PEQ) emissions. 

The characteristics of pre-compound reactions are midway between those exhibited by 

the direct and compound nuclear processes. As the composite nucleus proceeds towards 

statistical equilibrium the projectile energy and momentum are shared between more and more 

particles after each nucleon-nucleon interaction. So the particles emitted from the initial stages 

carry more energy than those emitted from the equilibrated compound nucleus. This qualitatively 
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accounts for the high energy tail of the continuous energy spectrum in Fig. 2.1. Moreover, in the 

initial stages of the pre-compound process the composite nucleus retains the memory of the 

projectile direction. So the emission spectrum from these initial stages is preferentially forward 

peaked. However, in the later stages, as the number of excited degrees of freedom increases the 

memory of the projectile direction gets more and more diffused and the ejectile spectrum tends 

towards isotropy. As a result though the pre-compound emission shows forward peaking it also 

exhibits substantial cross-section in the backward angles as well. 

There are a few different approaches proposed for quantitative estimation of pre-

compound contribution in the particle emission spectra. Among these, exciton model is the 

earliest one for pre-compound nuclear reactions and was proposed by Griffin [84]. The model 

was developed to explain the emitted neutral spectrum in 117Sn (p, n) 117Sb reaction at 14 MeV 

proton energy. Subsequently the Fermi gas equilibration model [88, 112] (also known as Harp-

Mi1ler-Berne (HMB) model) and the hybrid model [85, 90] were proposed. The hybrid model 

combined the approach of the exciton model to the HMB model. The original exciton model has 

been extended by a number of authors [113-119]. All these semi-classical models are fairly 

successful in explaining angle integrated spectra of pre-compound ejectiles but often fail to 

explain back-angle cross-sections, which through some modifications [120-121,98,101] removed 

the shortcoming to some extent. 

In the early eighties some quantum mechanical theories have also been formulated 

[92,95] to explain pre-compound reactions. They reproduce the observed cross-sections quite 

well particularly for higher energy ejectiles. However, the semi-classical exciton and hybrid 

models are used extensively to describe both light and heavy particle induced reactions. Some 

features of the quantum mechanical theories have been incorporated in the exciton model later 
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[114,122-124]. In the following sub-sections, the models for angle integrated energy spectra and 

angular distributions will be described. 

 

2.4.1 Exciton model 

Exciton model considers that relaxation of the composite system  proceeds through two-body 

scattering. Each stage of this process is characterized by the number of excited particles (p) and 

holes (h) which are called excitons (𝑛:  𝑛 =  𝑝 + ℎ). 

The simple exciton model [84] is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 for nucleon induced reaction. The 

nuclear potential is shown with equally spaced single particle levels. Initially the target nucleus 

is in the ground state. A nucleon projectile with a given energy 𝜀𝑝 enters the target nucleus and 

forms a 1particle - 0hole (1𝑝 − 0ℎ) state, i.e., 𝑛 =  1. 

 

Figure 2.3 The schematic of equilibration process in the exciton model with relative 

probability and direction of transitions indicated by length and direction of the arrows 

[109, p-312]. 
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In order to be absorbed and to initiate the reaction the projectile must interact with an 

individual target nucleon. Since all levels below the Fermi energy are filled the first interaction 

between the projectile and a target nucleon will raise the latter above the Fermi energy and leave 

a hole below. Thus a 2𝑝 − 1ℎ or 𝑛 = 3 state is formed. After formation of the 𝑛 =  3 state either 

of the excited particles may be emitted if it has sufficient energy to escape. If, however, particle 

emission does not occur then there will be a further two-body interaction either between one of 

the two excited particles and a particle below the Fermi surface or between the two excited 

particles themselves. The first results in the formation of a 3𝑝 − 2ℎ or 𝑛 = 5 exciton state while 

the second would lead either to a new 2𝑝 − 1ℎ state (with different energy configurations of the 

particles and holes) or back to the original 𝑛 = 1 exciton state. Thus a two-body interaction will 

lead to transitions in which the change in the exciton number ∆𝑛 = ±2,0. 

The transition rates are proportional to the level density of the, final accessible states (Fermi's 

Golden Rule). A simple expression for the partial level density at exciton number n for a nucleus 

with excitation energy 𝐸𝐶, is given by Williams [127] as, 

𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  ) =
𝑔𝑛𝐸𝑐𝑛−1

𝑝!ℎ! (𝑛 − 1)!
                                                                (2.20) 

where, g is the single particle level density and p and h are the number of excited particles and 

holes, respectively. As can be seen from (2.20) the partial level density is a rapidly increasing 

function of n for small values of n. Thus the transition with ∆𝑛 = 2  is far more probable than 

the transitions corresponding to ∆𝑛 = −2 𝑜𝑟 0 when n is small. As n increases the partial state 

densities gradually level-off. Finally when equilibrium is reached there are as many ∆𝑛 = 2  

transitions as ∆𝑛 = −2  and the exciton number becomes constant at 𝑛 = 𝑛� . 
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 During the transition from 𝑛 = 3  to 𝑛 = 𝑛� state particle emission is possible from every 

exciton state if a particle has energy greater than its separation energy. The energy differential 

pre-equilibrium cross-section  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ), is the sum of the cross-sections from each exciton state: 

  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ) =   𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 � 𝐷𝑛.𝑃𝑛(𝜀)
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛 =2

                                                  (2.21) 

where,   𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 is the absorption cross-section of the projectile by the target. 𝐷𝑛 is the probability 

of reaching the n exciton state without prior emissions (the depletion factor). 𝑃𝑛(𝜀)  is the 

emission probability of the ejectile with energy 𝜀 from the n exciton state. The summation starts 

from the initial exciton number 𝑛0 which is 3 if the projectile is a nucleon. In the case of cluster 

projectiles 𝑛0 is often assumed to be equal to the number of nucleons making up the projectile 

plus 2 (1 excited particle + 1 hole). 

 The depletion factor 𝐷𝑛 is given by [109], 

𝐷𝑛 =  � �1 −�𝑑𝜀 𝑃𝑛′(𝜀) �
𝑛

𝑛′= 𝑛0
∆𝑛 =2

                                                 (2.22) 

The exciton model assumes that every partition of energy occurs with equal a priori 

probability. The emission probability, 𝑃𝑛(𝜀) , is then the ratio of the emission rate with energy 𝜀  

from exciton state n to the rates of all transitions (collision + emission) from n at all energies. If  

𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) be the emission rate with energy 𝜀  from the n exciton state and 𝜆+𝑛  , 𝜆−𝑛  , and 𝜆0𝑛 be the 

rates of ∆𝑛 = 2,−2, 0 transitions, respectively, then 

𝑃𝑛(𝜀) =
𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀)

𝜆+𝑛 + 𝜆−𝑛 + 𝜆0𝑛 + ∫𝑑𝜀. 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) 
                                     (2.23) 

Hence, the emission rates are summed over all 𝜀  in the denominator to obtain  𝑃𝑛(𝜀) . The 

emission rate is obtained from the principle of detailed balance as, 
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𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) =
𝜌𝑛′(𝑈)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  )

.
(2𝑠 + 1)𝑚 𝜀 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝜀)

𝜋2 ℏ3
                                     (2.24) 

where, n' is the exciton number after emission of the ejectile with 𝑣 nucleons: 𝑛′ = 𝑛 −  𝑣 .U is 

the residual excitation energy given by 𝑈 = 𝐸𝑐 − 𝐵 − 𝜀  with B the ejectile separation energy. 𝑠 

and 𝑚 are the intrinsic spin and the reduced mass of the ejectile and  𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝜀) is the inverse cross-

section, i.e., the cross-section of the time-reversed process of absorption of the ejectile by the 

residual nucleus. The evaluation of the inter-nuclear transition rates 𝜆±,0
𝑛   are discussed in 

Appendix-A. 

 

2.4.2 Hybrid Model 

The hybrid model [128-129 and references therein] calculates PEQ energy-differential cross-

section 𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) of a nucleon x (x: proton or neutron) as sum of energy-differential cross-

sections from each exciton state n: 

𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) = 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑎). � 𝐷𝑛𝑃𝑛𝑥(𝜀)
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛=2

 =      � 𝐷𝑛.𝜎𝑛(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀)
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛=2

                                   (2.25) 

𝑃𝑛𝑥(𝜀) is the probability of emission of x-type ejectile from n-exciton state with energy 𝜀. 𝑛� is the 

average number of excitons once statistical equilibrium is reached.  

𝑃𝑛𝑥(𝜀) can be written as, 

𝑃𝑛𝑥(𝜀) = [𝑓𝑛𝑥.𝑃𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)].𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)                                 (2.26) 

where, 𝑓𝑛𝑥  is the number of x excited per absorbed ‘a’ in the n-exciton state, 𝑃𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) is the 

probability of x having energy 𝜀 in the n-exciton state, 𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) is the emission probability of x  

with energy 𝜀 from the n-exciton state. The hybrid model evaluates the probability 𝑃𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) from 

the ratio of the number of states available to the system of n-excitons at excitation 𝐸𝑐, where one 
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particle is at energy 𝜀 to the total number of states available to the system when there is no such 

restriction. 

𝑃𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) =
𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)                                                              (2.27) 

𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐) is the density of states when all n-excitons (particles and holes) share the energy 𝐸𝑐 . 

𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) is the density of states available to the n-excitons under the constraint that one particle-

exciton has energy E and the rest (n-1) excitons share the energy 𝑈 = 𝐸𝑐 − 𝐸. E is the energy of 

the ejectile x inside the nucleus and is related to 𝜀 as 𝐸 = 𝜀 + 𝑆𝑥, 𝑆𝑥 being the separation energy 

of x. The relations between 𝜀,𝐸,𝑈 and 𝐸𝑐 are shown schematically in the adjoining figure where 

V stands for the potential depth. 

 

Figure 2.4 The schematic of energy levels used for Hybrid model description [109, p-319] 

We then write as, 𝜎𝑛(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) = 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑎). �𝑓𝑛𝑥. 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)

� .𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)                                      (2.28) 

 The quantity in the square bracket of (2.28) is the probability of x having energy E 

(corresponding to the emission energy  𝜀 ) in the n- exciton state. There are now only two 

possibilities available to x − it can either be emitted with the rate  𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) or it can undergo a 
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two-body interaction with another nucleon with the rate  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀). Thus the emission probability 

𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) is, 

𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) =
 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)

 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) +   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)                                               (2.29) 

Substituting (2.29) in (2.28),  𝜎𝑛(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) = 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑎). �𝑓𝑛𝑥. 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)

� .  𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥,𝜀)
 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥,𝜀)+  𝜆𝑡

𝑛(𝜀)
                    (2.30) 

Substituting (2.30) in (2.25) we have the familiar hybrid model expression [109]: 

𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) = 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑎) � 𝐷𝑛.
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛=2

�𝑓𝑛𝑥.
𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐) � .

 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)
 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) +   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)                    (2.31) 

 The emission rate  𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) is evaluated from principle of detailed balance, assuming  

initial level density available to x inside nucleus is single particle level density g and final density 

of state is the number of states per unit energy interval available to a free nucleon moving with 

energy 𝜀. So, the emission rate can be expressed as, 

 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) =
2𝑚𝜀𝜎𝑖𝑛𝜈(𝜀)
𝑔𝜋2ℏ3

                                                              (2.32) 

The two body interaction or collision rates are related to nucleon mean free path and is given by 

the empirical relation of Blann [85]. 

  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) = [1.4 × 1021(𝜀 + 𝑆𝑥) − 6 × 1018(𝜀 + 𝑆𝑥)2]𝑘−1  𝑠𝑒𝑐−1                  (2.33) 

For the complete information regarding the PEQ cross-sections using hybrid model, the 

only unknown quantities remaining is to evaluate 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)  and 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)  and the required 

ratio 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)⁄  there from. This can be found in detail at Appendix - B. 
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2.4.3 Master Equation  model 

 In the master equation exciton model the occupation probability, 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡), of the exciton 

state 𝑛 at time 𝑡 is obtained from the time-dependent master equation developed by Cline and 

Blann [91] : 

𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡) = 𝜆+𝑛−2𝑃(𝑛 − 2, 𝑡) + 𝜆−𝑛−2𝑃(𝑛 + 2, 𝑡) − 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡) �𝜆+𝑛 + 𝜆−𝑛 + �𝑑𝜀. 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) �        (2.34) 

The equation is similar to the radioactive decay equation. The first two terms give the 

growth rate of the n-exciton state by creation and annihilation of a particle-hole pair from 

(𝑛 − 2) and (𝑛 + 2) states respectively. The terms in the square bracket give the decay rate of 

the 𝑛-exciton state by ∆𝑛 =  ±2 transitions and particle emission. The master equation is solved 

numerically. Having obtained 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡) the mean life 𝜏𝑛 of the 𝑛-exciton state is obtained from 

𝜏𝑛 = � 𝑑𝑡𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡)
∞

0

= � 𝑑𝑡𝑃(𝑛, 𝑡)

𝑡𝑒𝑞

0

                                              (2.35) 

𝑡𝑒𝑞 is the time taken to reach compound nuclear equilibrium. The emission probability 𝑃𝑛(𝜀) is 

obtained from 

𝑃𝑛(𝜀) = 𝐷𝑛. 𝜏𝑛. 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀)                                                            (2.36) 

and effectively 𝜏𝑛can be represented as, 

𝜏𝑛 =
1

𝜆+𝑛 + 𝜆−𝑛 + 𝜆0𝑛 + ∫𝑑𝜀. 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) 
                                              (2.37) 

  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ) =   𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 � 𝐷𝑛. 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀).𝑇𝑛(𝑝,ℎ)   
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛 =2

                                 (2.38) 
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2.4.4  The Harp-Miller-Berne model  

Both exciton model and master equation model assume that all energy partitions between 

particles and holes in a given exciton state have equal a priori probability. But in reality ‘equal a 

priori probability’ does not hold for the energy distribution of the excitons which influences the 

PEQ particle emission spectrum. This aspect of the pre-equilibrium phenomenon was first 

studied by Harp, Miller and Berne [88,111] and taken into account in the model developed by the 

authors. The nuclear single particle states are grouped into energy bins of some constant size  ∆𝜀. 

The model calculates the occupation probability of an average state in the 𝑖-th bin as a function 

of time. At the onset of the reaction all levels below the Fermi energy are filled up (since the 

target is in its ground state) and the projectile is in an excited state. This gives the bin occupation 

probabilities at time 𝜏 = 𝜏0 . Consequently, two-body interactions lead to a redistribution of 

probabilities and the system proceeds towards equilibrium. This goes on until a steady state 

configuration is reached. At each time during the equilibration process the energy spectrum of 

emitted nucleons are calculated. A net spectrum is obtained by summing the spectra over the 

total interaction time. 

The basic assumptions of the model are: 

 (1) Interactions within the nucleus arise from scattering between two nucleons;  

(2) The transition probabilities are dependent only on the energies of the particles involved in 

the scattering;  

(3) The transition probabilities vary slowly with energy over the energy interval ∆𝜀 so that a 

constant value of the transition probability may be used for all levels within the bin. 
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The HMB model gives the time evolution of the equilibration process. Secondly it calculates the 

transition rates from nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections. It avoids the uncertainties 

involved in the calculation of the transition matrix probability |𝑀|2 of the exciton model.    

 

2.4.5 Multistep direct/compound mechanisms 

The break-up of the pre-equilibrium emission spectra into multi-step direct (MSD) and 

multi-step compound (MSC) components was suggested by Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin 

(FKK) in their quantum mechanical theory of pre-equilibrium reactions [92]. At initial stages of 

relaxation process only a few degrees of freedom are excited and the excitation energy per 

particle is large enough for one or more particle to be unbound with a finite probability of being 

emitted. These emissions from configurations of the composite nucleus where there is at least 

one unbound particle at each stage of the cascade of two-body interactions (P chain) are 

termed as MSD emissions. 

After several two-body interactions enough number of particles get excited so that the 

excitation energy per particle is insufficient for any particle to become unbound. At this stage all 

excited particles in the composite nucleus remain bound. Emissions can take place from any of 

these bound configurations if a particle acquires sufficient energy as a result of statistical 

fluctuation. Such emissions which take place from those configurations of the composite 

nucleus where all excited particles are bound (Q chain) but the system is still in a non-

equilibrated state contributes to the MSC component of the pre-equilibrium spectra. 

The MSD and MSC components are distinguished by their angular distributions. During 

MSD emissions, since fewer two-body interactions have taken place, correlations exist between 

the entrance and the exit channels. As a result the emissions have a forward peaked angular 
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distribution. For MSC emissions this correlation is washed out and the angular distributions are 

symmetric about 90° centre-of-mass angles as in the case of purely compound nucleus 

emissions.  

 

Figure 2.5 Multistep description of nuclear reaction using FKK theory [109, p-322]. 

The FKK theory of pre-equilibrium reactions considers that the P-chain and the Q-chain 

are non-interfering chains. In Figure 2.5 𝑃0 is the initial configuration with the projectile in the 

continuum and the two-body interactions are yet to begin. After the initial two-body interaction 

relaxation may proceed through either the P-chain or the Q-chain. The following are the 

important physical considerations in the FKK theory. 

(1) Transitions can take place only between neighboring stages through two-body 

interactions. This is known as the chaining hypothesis. 

(2) There is no interference between the P-chain and the Q-chain. Transitions from the Q-

chain to the P-chain can take place only through statistical fluctuations in energy which 

may lead to emission. 

(3) At low projectile energies the Q-chain interactions dominate giving the MSC emissions. 

As the energy increases the P-chain interactions become increasingly important giving 

MSD emissions. 
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(4) Since there is no interference between the P-chain and the Q-chain, the MSD and MSC 

components can be evaluated separately. Their sum is the total pre-equilibrium cross-

section: 

  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ) =   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 ) +   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝜀 )                                        (2.39) 

In the FKK theory,   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 ) and   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝜀 ) are calculated quantum mechanically. In an 

extension of the exciton model  [122,124]   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 ) is calculated by partitioning the partial level 

densities into densities of bound and unbound states. The exciton model calculates   𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ) and 

after calculating   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 )  the MSC component is obtained by subtracting   𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 ) 

from  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ). 

In calculating   𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 )  we have defined 𝐷𝑛 as the probability of reaching the 𝑛-exciton state 

without any prior particle emission. But same 𝑛 can be obtained from different combinations of 

excited particles and holes (𝑛 =  5 can be obtained from 3𝑝 − 2ℎ or 4𝑝 − 1ℎ states). Therefore 

instead of 𝐷𝑛,  𝑆𝑢(𝑝, ℎ) is used which is the probability of reaching a (p,h) configuration with at 

least one excited particle in the unbound state (denoted by the subscript 𝑢). 𝐷𝑛 is given by,  𝐷𝑛 =

 𝑆𝑢(𝑝,ℎ) + 𝑆𝑏(𝑝,ℎ) [109] where 𝑆𝑏(𝑝, ℎ) is the probability of reaching a (p,h) configuration 

when all excited particles are bound. 

Similar considerations apply to the emission rate 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀)  and the partial density of states  𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐) 

which take into account both bound and unbound states. These are replaced by 𝜆𝑐
〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ, 𝜀) and 

𝜌〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ,𝐸𝑐), respectively representing unbound states only. Writing 𝜌𝑛′(𝑈) = 𝜌(𝑝 − 𝜈, ℎ,𝑈) 

where 𝜈 is the number of nucleons in the ejectile 

𝜆𝑐
〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ, 𝜀) = 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀)

𝜌(𝑝 − 𝜈,ℎ,𝑈)
𝜌〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ,𝐸𝑐)                                          (2.40) 

With these modifications (2.38) is written as 
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  𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝜀 ) =   𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 � 𝑆𝑢(𝑝, ℎ).𝑇𝑢(𝑝,ℎ). 𝜆𝑐
〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ, 𝜀)   

�̅�

𝑝= 𝑝0
∆𝑝 =1

                        (2.41) 

where, the summation over n in (2.38) is replaced by a summation over 𝑝 with �̅� the number of 

excited particles in the equilibrated compound nucleus. 

 Now, MSD emissions occur from the P-chain where there should be at least one unbound 

particle at each stage of the relaxation process prior to emission. 𝑆𝑢(𝑝,ℎ) is the probability of 

finding the composite nucleus in the (𝑝,ℎ) configuration with at least one unbound particle but it 

is not ensured that there was an unbound particle at each stage of the relaxation process prior to 

the formation of the (𝑝,ℎ) configuration. To make sure that the unbound state has not been 

populated through statistical fluctuations from the Q-chain, 𝑆𝑢(𝑝, ℎ) in (2.56) is replaced by, 

𝑆𝑑(𝑝, ℎ), the probability of formation of the (𝑝, ℎ) configuration with at least one unbound 

particle such that the state has evolved from configurations which all had at least one particle in 

the continuum. This ensures that the system has always been in the P-chain prior to the emission 

- the condition for MSD emission. We then have 

  𝜎𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝜀 ) =   𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠 � 𝑆𝑑(𝑝, ℎ).𝑇𝑢(𝑝,ℎ). 𝜆𝑐
〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ, 𝜀)   

�̅�

𝑝=𝑝0

                       (2.42) 

Derivations and details of evaluating 𝑆𝑢(𝑝, ℎ), 𝑆𝑑(𝑝,ℎ),𝑇𝑢(𝑝, ℎ) and 𝜆𝑐
〈𝑢〉(𝑝,ℎ, 𝜀) are discussed in 

[123].  

 

2.4.6 Multiple two-body scattering kinematics 

The pre-equilibrium cross-section for the emission of a particle of type 𝜈 can be written as, 

𝑑2𝜎
𝑑𝜀.𝑑Ω

= 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠�𝑃𝑁𝜈(𝜀,Ω)
𝑁

= 𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠�𝐷𝑁𝑓𝑁𝜈𝑃𝑁(𝜀,Ω)
𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀)

𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀) + 𝜆𝑡𝜈𝑁

                 (2.43) 
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where 𝑃𝑁𝜈(𝜀, Ω) is the probability of emission 𝜈 type particle with energy 𝜀 in the direction Ω 

after Nth interaction. All other symbols have the same meaning as in eqn. 2.31. Eqn. (2.43) is a 

reformulation of the hybrid model. When integrated over all emission angles it reduces to the 

hybrid model for the angle integrated energy spectrum. In writing (2.43) the hybrid model has 

been reformulated in the following aspects. First ejectile emissions are considered after each 

representative two-body interaction instead of a given exciton state ′𝑛′ as is done in the hybrid 

model. Secondly, 𝑃𝑁(𝜀, Ω)  and consequently the probability  𝑃𝑁(𝜀) = ∫𝑃𝑁(𝜀, Ω)𝑑Ω  are 

obtained from the kinematics of multiple nucleon-nucleon scattering while the corresponding 

hybrid model probability of a nucleon having energy 𝜀 in the 𝑛-exciton state is expressed as the 

ratio of the partial level densities. The probability 𝑃𝑁(𝜀, Ω)  is related to 𝑃𝑁(𝐸,ω)  --- the 

probability of the particle of type ν of having energy E moving in the direction ω inside the 

nucleus where  𝜀 = 𝐸 − 𝐸0 − 𝑆𝜈(𝐶) and  Ω  is related to ω through the effect of refraction. 𝐸0 is 

the Fermi energy and 𝑆𝜈(𝐶) is the separation energy of  ν in the composite nucleus. 

To obtain 𝑃𝑁(𝐸,ω) from nucleon-nucleon scattering kinematics we use, for convenience, 

the equivalence 𝑃𝑁(𝐸,ω)𝑑𝐸.𝑑ω = 𝑃(𝑘)𝑑𝑘 , the probability of a particle having momentum 

between 𝑘  and 𝑘 +  𝑑𝑘 , after 𝑁 two-body interactions. After the first two-body interaction 

between the projectile and the target nucleon with momentum 𝑘𝑡 , the probability that one of the 

scattered particles has momentum 𝑘 is 𝑃𝑁=1 (𝑘) = 𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘), the transition probability from 

initial momentum 𝑘1to final momentum 𝑘, being the projectile momentum inside the nucleus. 

The differential cross-section, 𝜎(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘, for this transition is given by 

𝜎(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘 = �
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1𝑘𝑡

.𝜎(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ )
𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘
.𝑑𝑘.𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡                       (2.44) 
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where 𝑘𝑟  and 𝑘𝑟′  are the relative momenta of the nucleons before and after scattering, 

respectively. 𝜎(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ )𝑑Ω′ is the scattering  cross-section in the centre-o,f-mass frame of the 

two nucleons, Ω′ being the solid angle containing 𝑘𝑟′ . 2𝑘𝑟 𝑘1⁄  is the ratio of the relative to the 

incident velocity (needed for transformation from the centre-of-mass to the laboratory frame) and 

𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡 gives the probability of the target nucleon having momentum between 𝑘𝑡 and (𝑘𝑡 +

𝑑𝑘𝑡). The integration is over 𝑘𝑡 only. 

In (2.44) 𝜎(𝑘𝑟 ,𝑘𝑟′ )𝑑Ω′ is in the centre-of-mass frame of the interacting nucleons while 𝑘1,𝑘 and 

𝑘𝑡 are in the laboratory frame. 𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′  are the same in the two frames. If 𝑑Ω′ 𝑑𝑘⁄ is expressed as a 

function of 𝑘𝑟  and 𝑘𝑟′  then 𝜎(𝑘𝑟 ,𝑘𝑟′ )
𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘
 becomes invariant in the two reference frames and 

(2.44) can be solved in the laboratory frame. After doing the necessary algebra [130] we have, 

𝜎(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘 =
4𝑑𝑘
𝑘1

�𝛿 �𝑘𝑟′
2 − 𝑘𝑟

2�.𝜎(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ )𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡                       (2.45) 

where the 𝛿  -function ensures energy and momentum conservation. Since the transition 

probability 𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘 is proportional to the cross-section 𝜎(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘 we have, 

𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘)𝑑𝑘 =
4𝑑𝑘
𝑘1

�𝛿 �𝑘𝑟′
2 − 𝑘𝑟

2�.𝑃(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ )𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡                       (2.46) 

where 𝑃(𝑘𝑟  ,𝑘𝑟′ )  is the transition probability from𝑘𝑟  to 𝑘𝑟′  and corresponds to the nucleon-

nucleon differential scattering cross-section 𝜎(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ ). 

Once 𝑃𝑁=1 (𝑘) is known 𝑃𝑁(𝑘) for all subsequent two-body interactions can be obtained from 

the recursion relation, 

𝑃𝑁(𝑘) = �𝑃𝑁−1(𝑘′)𝑃(𝑘 ′ → 𝑘)𝑑𝑘 ′                                                   (2.47) 

where the scattering kernel 𝑃(𝑘′ → 𝑘) is defined with 𝑘′ replacing 𝑘1. 
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To solve (2.46) it is necessary to define 𝑃(𝑘𝑟 ,𝑘𝑟′ ) and 𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡. For 𝑃(𝑘𝑟 ,𝑘𝑟′ ) the following 

assumptions are made. Since free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections are nearly isotropic 

in the CM frame of the two nucleons 𝑃(𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝑟′ ) = 𝑃(𝑘1) 4𝜋⁄ . The target nucleon momentum 

distribution 𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡  is given by the Fermi distribution function. Since the nucleus is in the 

ground state at the time of the first interaction it is assumed that 𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡 is given by the zero-

temperature Fermi distribution: 

𝑃(𝑘𝑡)𝑑𝑘𝑡 =
3𝑑𝑘𝑡
4𝜋𝑘𝐹3

                                                             (2.48) 

where, 𝑘𝐹 is the Fermi momentum. With these assumptions Kikuchi and Kawai [130] have 

obtained the following solutions of (2.46) 

𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘) =
3𝑃(𝑘1)

4𝜋𝑘1𝑘𝐹3𝑞
{𝑘12𝑘2 sin2 𝜑 − 𝑘𝑞2(𝑘2 − 𝑘𝐹2)}                         (2.49) 

𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘) =
3𝑃(𝑘1)

4𝜋𝑘1𝑘𝐹3𝑞
(𝑘12 − 𝑘2)                                          (2.50) 

Here 𝜑 is the scattering angle and 𝑞 is the magnitude of the momentum transfer: 

 𝑞2 = 𝑘12 + 𝑘2 − 2𝑘1𝑘 cos𝜑. The different kinematic conditions under which (2.49) and (2.50) 

are to be used are 

𝐼𝑓 𝑘2 ≤ 𝑘12 − 𝑘𝐹2   𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝛼2 ≤  cos𝜑 ≤ 𝛽2    𝑢𝑠𝑒          𝐸𝑞𝑛. (2.49)  

𝐼𝑓 𝑘2 ≥ 𝑘12 − 𝑘𝐹2   𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝛼2 ≤  cos𝜑 ≤ 𝛼1    𝑢𝑠𝑒          𝐸𝑞𝑛. (2.49)  

                                            𝛼1 ≤  cos𝜑 ≤ 𝛽1    𝑢𝑠𝑒          𝐸𝑞𝑛. (2.50) 

                                            𝛽1 ≤  cos𝜑 ≤ 𝛽2    𝑢𝑠𝑒          𝐸𝑞𝑛. (2.49) 
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where, 

𝛼2 =
𝑘2 − 𝑘𝐹2 − 𝑘𝐹(𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘12 − 𝑘2)1 2⁄

𝑘1𝑘
 

𝛽2 =
𝑘2 − 𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘𝐹(𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘12 − 𝑘2)1 2⁄

𝑘1𝑘
 

𝛼1 =
𝑘12 − 𝑘𝐹2 − 𝑘𝐹(𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘2 − 𝑘12)1 2⁄

𝑘1𝑘
 

𝛽1 =
𝑘12 − 𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘𝐹(𝑘𝐹2 + 𝑘2 − 𝑘12)1 2⁄

𝑘1𝑘
 

Using the Kikuchi-Kawai solutions for 𝑃(𝑘1  →  𝑘) the angular distribution of pre-compound 

emissions can be obtained. The detail of the kinematical conditions with specific constraints can 

be found in Appendix - C.  

This is the brief overview of the existing pre-equilibrium models but all these models 

have their own merits and demerits based on the incident particle energy, shape of the composite 

system, density distribution geometry with respect to the axis of rotation (spherical/ prolate/ 

oblate) etc. The model developed in this work along with the theoretical validation of the same 

will be discussed in the next chapter. In the next subsections we will discuss about the existing 

computer codes available for evaluating the emission contribution from direct, pre-compound 

and compound nuclear with a very brief discussion about the codes been used in this work. 

 

2.5  Nuclear reaction model codes 

 The nuclear reaction model codes based on the type of reactions can be classified in same 

three categories, viz. direct, pre-compound and compound nuclear reactions codes. Among these, 

in the present work we have not considered the direct reaction components in the emission yield 

studies and the associated model codes will not be discussed here. There is a number of nuclear 
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reaction codes available to describe compound and pre-compound nuclear reactions based on 

different formalisms. The reaction codes ECIS88[131], STAPRE [132], GNASH [133], 

HAUSER-V [134], PERINNI [135], TNG [136] etc. use the exciton model for PEQ reactions 

coupled with  Hauser-Feshbach (HF) formalism to estimate evaporation contribution. The second 

one uses the same exciton model for the pre-compound calculations but the low energy 

evaporations are calculated using the Weisskopf-Ewing (WE) model. Example of such codes are 

PRECO [137], PRECO-D2 [138], PREM [139], PREANG-1 [140], PEQGM [141], AMAPRE 

etc. The third category uses the geometry dependent hybrid model (GDH) for calculation of the 

pre-compound emission. ALICE [142], HAFKA [143-144] are among the codes which uses the 

GDH model along with WE for obtaining the particle spectrum. In the code EMPIRE [79, 145] 

either exciton model or the hybrid model can be employed to calculate the PEQ emission. The 

details of the physical model and the basic structure of the codes can be found in the reference 

and references therein.  In this work, we have used the statistical model code EMPIRE and the 

Monte Carlo based code PACE [77-78] to calculate the compound nuclear emissions.  We shall 

discuss briefly about these two. 

2.5.1  The EMPIRE code  

EMPIRE is a flexible and adaptive set of nuclear reaction code, comprising of various 

nuclear models for different kind of projectiles viz. photon, neutron, proton or heavy ions, in a 

large energy range starting from a few keV for neutron induced reactions to a few hundreds of 

MeV for heavy ion reactions [79]. The models provide complete set of nuclear reaction channels 

involving the major nuclear reaction mechanisms with direct, pre-equilibrium and compound 

nuclear reactions along with observables like particle emission spectra, cross-section, angular 

distribution and double differential cross-section. At higher energies, the Distorted-Wave Born 
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Approximation (DWBA) and Coupled-Channel (CC) approaches are employed for dealing with 

the classical and quantum mechanical pre-equilibrium models for prediction of particles, clusters 

and γ-emissions from the composite nucleus before the thermal equilibrium of the compound 

nucleus is attained. Once the thermal equilibration is reached, the compound nucleus decay is 

described by the Hauser-Feshbach theory incorporating γ-decay and width fluctuations with 

angular momentum and parity coupling using l-dependent transmission coefficients. The angular 

distribution of the particles is assumed to be isotropic in the center of mass frame. Neutron, 

proton and other light ion emissions are taken into account with the competing fission channel. 

To account for correlation between the entrance and exit channel in the case of elastic scattering, 

the Hofmann, Richert, Teple and Weidenmuller (HRTW) model is used. Photon emissions are 

taken into account by statistical Hauser-Feshbach model with E1, E2 and M1 transitions using 

the giant multi-pole resonance model. The fission formalism involved in the code induced by 

photons and light particles work in the range from sub-barrier excitation energies to up to 200 

MeV. It describes the transmission through the multi-humped fission barrier and makes use of 

the optical models to account for the fission mechanism associated with the full or partial 

damping of different degrees of vibrational states. EMPIRE also accounts for different nuclear 

models, extensively dependent on the level densities and the choice of different systematics. The 

evaluation of the level density parameters depend on the type of nucleon induced reaction, range 

of energy and collective enhancement of the level densities due to rotation and nuclear 

vibrations. In the present study, the dynamic EMPIRE specific level density approach has been 

used with super fluid model below the critical excitation energy and the Fermi-gas model at 

higher energies for a proper accounting of the spin-dependent rotation-induced deformation of 

the nucleus at higher energies. Finally, the recoil energy spectra are calculated considering the 
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correlation between the compound nucleus excitation and the emission energy of the emitted 

particles by following throughout the de-excitation cascade. A particle emission depletes the 

spectrum bin of the parent and accumulates in the bin of daughter nucleus. Associated γ-

emissions lower the effective excitation energy of the same nucleus without producing any recoil 

particle.  

2.5.2  The PACE code 

The code PACE (Projection Angular-momentum Coupled Evaporation)is a modified 

version of JULIAN, the Hillman-Eyal evaporation code with angular momentum coupling at 

each stage of de-excitation [77]. The formation of the compound nucleus is calculated using the 

Bass Model  and for systems reported to de-excite solely by evaporation residues are determined 

by the height of the fission barrier and the ratio of level densities at saddle point to ground state. 

Transmission coefficients for the light particle emissions are calculated based on the optical 

model potentials till the energy regime where fission surpasses particle emission. The mode of 

de-excitation is calculated from the excited compound nucleus after normalization of the initial 

spin distributions using a Monte-Carlo random sampling with all possible decay channels 

according to their respective probabilities. The angular momentum projections are calculated at 

every stage of de-excitation for individually generated random emitted particles as functions of 

effective energy and angle around the recoil axis. In the present version of PACE2 a few 

modifications has been incorporated compared to the JULIAN code like incorporation of a 

fission decay mode using a rotating liquid drop fission barrier routine, level density information 

is taken from Gilbert-Cameron formalism. Further inclusions are like, artificial gamma cascade 

decay to simulate gamma multiplicity and photon energy when level density table cannot 

accommodate further decay due to spin inhibition. 
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These two model codes have been used in the present study to calculate the evaporation 

contribution from the thin or thick target systems. The estimated pre-compound emission 

contributions were then added with the evaporations to compare with the experimental emission 

spectrum of the ejectile (neutrons in the present case). Both the evaporation codes and the 

presently developed pre-compound code (HION) provides the emission spectrum from the thin 

targets, EMPIRE in the centre of mass frame whereas PACE and HION in the lab frame. So to 

estimate the emission spectrum from a thin target, the outputs of HION and PACE can be added 

together to compare with the experimental observations. Whereas in case of thick target neutron 

emissions, the codes need to run at different degrading energies considering a superimposition 

from projectiles of gradually reducing energies, starting from the incident energy up to the 

neutron emission threshold. A brief description of this superimposition is discussed in the 

following section.  

 

2.6  Thin to thick target neutron yield 

 The neutron yield estimation is of prime importance in terms of the safety of 

personnel, installation and environment. From the perspective of radiation safety in a nuclear 

installation, the primary need is the shielding which can reduce the energy of the emitted 

particles through large number of interactions. So for safety purposes, the thick target yield is 

more important than the thin target neutron yields. In case of a nuclear reaction after projectile 

interacts with a stopping target, the emitted neutron spectra with angular distribution and 

associated dose can be estimated assuming it to be a superimposition from projectiles of 

gradually reducing energies, starting from the incident energy up to the neutron emission 

threshold of the compound nucleus or the Coulomb barrier. The estimations from the statistical 
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model codes have been carried out in the same manner in the lab frame of reference for 

estimating the evaporation contribution. For the ease of calculation, the slowing down of the 

projectile is considered in small discrete energy steps and the thick target is divided in a number 

of thin slabs where the particle loses a specified amount of energy ΔE MeV in each of the slabs. 

In a given slab, the particle is assumed to interact with all the target nuclei with an average 

energy while ignoring the slowing down due to multiple scattering and straggling. After 

obtaining the neutron energy distributions at specified projectile energies through individual 

thicknesses, the effective thick target neutron spectra were generated. During the process of 

superimposition of thin target neutron spectra, the flux removal at individual target thicknesses 

and the respective fusion cross-sections at those energies were considered for the calculation of 

generated neutrons after each thickness grid, as discussed in the following part. The projectile 

energy 𝐸𝑝𝑖  incident on i-th thin slab and the average energy 𝐸�𝑝𝑖  at this slab is computed for the 

incident projectile energy 𝐸𝑝0 by, 

𝐸𝑝𝑖 =  𝐸𝑝0 − (𝑖 − 1)∆𝐸
𝐸�𝑝𝑖 =  �𝐸𝑝𝑖 + 𝐸𝑝𝑖+1� 2⁄

                                                                       (2.51) 

The slab thickness 𝑥𝑖 was estimated from the stopping power of the projectile 𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥⁄  as, 

𝑥𝑖 =  �
𝑑𝐸

−𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥⁄

𝐸𝑝𝑖+1

𝐸𝑝𝑖
                                                                      (2.52) 

The total thick target emission neutron yield 𝑌(𝜖, 𝜃)𝑑𝜖𝑑𝜃  at energy 𝜖  and direction 𝜃  with 

respect to the initial projectile direction is computed using the relation 

𝑌(𝜖, 𝜃)𝑑𝜖𝑑𝜃 = �𝜎�𝐸�𝑝𝑖 , 𝜖, 𝜃�𝑑𝜖𝑑𝜃𝑁𝑇

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−𝑁𝑇 ��𝜎𝑓𝑢𝑠�𝐸�𝑝𝑘�𝑥𝑘

𝑖−1

𝑘=1

��              (2.53) 
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Where, the 𝜎�𝐸�𝑝𝑖 , 𝜖,𝜃� is the emission cross section of neutrons with energy 𝜖 emitted at an angle 

𝜃 upon bombarded with a projectile of energy𝐸�𝑝𝑖  and the exponential factor for the first slice is 

considered to be unity. The running index n represents the number of thin slices depending upon 

the discrete energy decrement, 𝑛 =  �𝐸𝑝0 − 𝐸𝑝𝑇ℎ� ∆𝐸⁄  where, 𝐸𝑝𝑇ℎ  is the projectile neutron 

emission threshold. The other parameters like, 𝜎𝑓𝑢𝑠 is the fusion cross-section of the projectile 

with the target material and 𝑁𝑇 represents the total number of target atoms per unit volume. 

 So in this chapter, the basic nuclear physics models were discussed with a few 

derivations used in the compound or pre-compound emission cross-sections and yield 

estimations. In the next chapter we will discuss about the development and modifications of the 

pre-equilibrium nuclear reaction model code (HION) with validation of the emission yields with 

some literature available experimental data. 
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Development of the PEQ Model and 
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 The basic pre-equilibrium emission processes have already been discussed in the 

previous chapter using both closed form analytical solutions as well as quantum mechanical 

formalisms. Some other available phenomenological and theoretical proposals like moving 

source parameterization [146-147], Fermi-jet model [148-149] or quantum molecular dynamics 

(QMD) [62-64] approach have also been used widely to estimate the emission yield and angular 

distribution of the PEQ neutrons in heavy ion nuclear reactions. There are some shortcomings of 

these approaches as well. As for example, the moving source parameterization uses a number of 

fitting parameters to match the emission spectrum and does not explain the exact physical 

processes involved. The Fermi-jet model explains the pre-equilibrium (PEQ) emission spectra 

well at forward angle with respect to the incident beam direction but fails to predict the same in 

the backward direction. This model at higher incident projectile energies, predicts the total PEQ 

yield with a near linear increase, whereas the experimental yield increases in a power 

relationship, so it under-predicts the emissions compared to the experimental observations. The 

QMD approach predicts the yield fairly well, but this is a Monte-Carlo based simulation 

approach where the nucleons are represented as wave packets and the estimates are constrained 

by the Newtonian equation of motion. The QMD approach is computer intensive, time 

consuming and associates a large amount of statistical uncertainty even in case of light 

composite systems. The complexity involved restricts its use in the domain of heavy ion nuclear 

reactions. In order to overcome the shortcomings of these models, a two body scattering 

kinematics based pre-equilibrium model was developed by Ghosh et al [100-101] to estimate the 

pre-equilibrium emission spectra and angular distribution of neutrons.  
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3.1 The basic Pre-Equilibrium Model (HION)  

 In earlier works the heavy ion reaction model developed by Ghosh et al [100-101] energy 

angle distribution of nucleons in the target + projectile composite system was determined from 

the kinematics of two-body scattering.  Excitation of the composite system was taken into 

account by dividing the composite system into two subsystems – a) a hot spot in which the 

nucleons are in Fermi motion at finite temperature and b) a cold spot where the nucleons are at 

zero temperature. Relaxation of the composite system proceeds through two-body scattering. 

Two body scattering between a nucleon in the hot spot and one in the cold spot leads to 

production of an excited particle-hole pair. Scattering between two nucleons in the hot spot 

results either in annihilation of a particle-hole pair or redistribution of the energies of the 

interacting particles. At any stage of the relaxation process nucleons may be emitted or take part 

in further binary interactions. Different stages of the relaxation process is described in terms of 

the number of two body interactions (N) that has taken place by then within the fused system till 

an equilibrium is reached. The PEQ double differential cross-section can be expressed as, 

𝑑2𝜎𝜈

𝑑𝜀 𝑑Ω
= 𝜎𝑓𝑢𝑠�𝑓𝑁𝜈

𝑁

�
𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀)

𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀) + 𝜆𝑡𝜈(𝜀)� 𝑃𝑁
(𝜀, Ω)                              (3.1) 

where 𝜎𝑓𝑢𝑠  is the fusion cross section of the projectile with the target nucleus and 𝑓𝑁𝜈  is the 

number of excited particles of type 𝜈  after N two-body interactions. 𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀) and 𝜆𝑡𝜈(𝜀) are the 

emission rate and two-body interactions rate with other nucleons of 𝜈 -type particle with energy 

𝜀 respectively. 𝑃𝑁(𝜀, Ω)𝑑𝜀𝑑Ω is the probability that the ejectile has energy between 𝜀 and 𝜀 + 𝑑𝜀 

and is moving in the direction between the solid angles between Ω and  Ω + 𝑑Ω outside the 

composite nucleus. The probability 𝑃𝑁(𝜀, Ω)𝑑𝜀𝑑Ω  is determined from the probability 

𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω  of a particle moving inside the composite system with energy between 𝐸 and 

𝐸 + 𝑑𝐸  in the direction between 𝜔  and 𝜔 + 𝑑𝜔  after N two-body interactions. The energy 
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correlation can be represented as, 𝜀 = 𝐸 − 𝐸𝐹 − 𝑆𝜈(𝐶) , where 𝐸𝐹  and 𝑆𝜈(𝐶)  are the Fermi 

energy and separation energy of 𝜈 -type particle in the composite nucleus respectively. The 

direction Ω outside the composite nucleus is related to the direction ω inside through the effects 

of refraction at the nuclear surface [101]. So, for estimation of the emission probability in the lab 

frame of reference, we initially need to calculate the probability 𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω  inside the 

nucleus and this can be obtained from the kinematics of two-body scattering inside the excited 

composite nucleus. In the next subsection we will discuss the methodology of estimating this. 

 For nucleon-induced reactions the summation in equation (3.1) starts from 𝑁 = 1 as the 

projectile nucleon is removed from the entrance channel  (particle gets absorbed in the target 

nuclei) through a two-body interaction with a target particle. In the case of fusion between two 

heavy ions, the process begins through the free flow of nucleons between the reacting nuclei as a 

result of the lowering of the interaction barrier between the two. The summation for heavy-ion 

reactions, thus, starts from 𝑁 =  0. The upper limit of the summation should, in principle, extend 

up to infinity or at least to a very large number. However, since we are interested in pre-

equilibrium emissions the summation is terminated when equilibrium is reached. In the process 

of calculating the emission probability, the most important point need to be considered is, the 

emission of neutrons taking place from the composite system and after emission of one particle 

the residual composite system is of no importance as far as the calculation is concerned. So at 

successive stages,  one non-emission probability term needs to be introduced in the multiple two-

body kinematics approach.  

3.1.1 Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering in the composite system 

 The energy and angular distribution of the excited particles in the laboratory frame of 

reference remains incorporated within 𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω  and evolves through a sequence of two-
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body interactions in the composite nuclei. In the work of De et. al. [100] the interaction process 

within the composite system is considered to take place between the nucleons in two different 

subsystems, a hot spot and another cold spot. Considering partial equilibrium in the two sub-

systems, the emission probability 𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω within the nucleus will be governed by the two 

body kinematics in these sub-systems. The brief description and estimation of hot and cold spot 

fractions will be discussed in the next section. In the next part particle emission probability using 

the scattering kernels will be estimated . 

 The nucleons in cold spot does not contain the nuclear excitation carried in the incoming 

projectile, so interaction between two nucleons within the cold spot will not contribute to particle 

emission. So there are only two possibilities for particles emission: either interaction between 

two nucleons both from the hot spot or one in the hot spot interacting with the second one in the 

cold spot can lead to emission.  The former process can be described by the scattering kernel at 

𝑁 −th stage of two body interaction by, 𝑃𝑁(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) for scattering from the initial state of 

(𝐸′,𝜔′) to the final state (𝐸,𝜔). This interaction can lead to all possible processes, viz. the 

creation, annihilation or re-distribution of the energies of the excited particles. The energy-angle 

distribution probability at the 𝑁 −th interaction 𝑃𝑁(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) will consist of the components 

of creation, annihilation and redistribution of energy among the involved excitons which are 

denoted as 𝑃𝑁+(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) , 𝑃𝑁−(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔)  and  𝑃𝑁0(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔)  respectively in the 

laboratory frame of reference. 

𝑃𝑁(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) = 𝑃𝑁+(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) + 𝑃𝑁−(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) + 𝑃𝑁0(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔)             (3.2) 

 A short derivation of the transition probabilities for a multiple two body scattering is 

discussed in earlier and kinematical conditions with specific constraints are presented in 

Appendix -D and the more detail analysis can be found in [100].  
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 For the latter kind of interaction responsible for a particle emission, the scattering kernels 

𝑃𝐾−𝐾(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔) are calculated using the standard Kikuchi-Kawai formalism [21]. In this 

scattering process, only a particle-hole pair is created as all energy levels below the Fermi energy 

are filled up. The probability 𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω through these two processes can be estimated using 

the recursion relation,  

𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω

= �ξN−1�D(E′)𝑃𝑁−1(𝐸′, ω′) × 𝑃𝑁−1(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸′𝑑ω′

+ �1 − ξN−1��D(E′)𝑃𝑁−1(𝐸′, ω′) × 𝑃𝐾−𝐾(𝐸′,𝜔′ → 𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸′𝑑ω′� 𝑑𝐸𝑑ω   (3.3) 

where, ξN−1 is the hot spot fraction at the 𝑁 −th set of scattering. In this cascade of interactions,  

the number of particles in the hot spot reflects the measure of the effective temperature at each 

step. In eqn. 3.3, the first term denotes the interactions in the hot spot at 𝑁 −th scattering. D(E′) 

is the non-emission probability till (N-1)th interaction introduced to preserve the identity of the 

composite system.  This can be expressed as, 

𝐷(𝐸) = 1 −�
𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀)

𝜆𝐶𝜈(𝜀) + 𝜆𝑡𝜈(𝜀)
𝜈

                                     (3.4) 

The basic PEQ process does not consider the residual nucleus for further emissions, but multi-

nucleon emissions can occur from any stage of two-body interactions. In the later stage we will 

introduce the emissions from the residual composite systems while discussing the modifications 

in the calculation of emission probability.  

3.1.2 Hot and cold spot 

 The hot spot fraction of the composite nucleus and its defining temperature progressively 

varies as the system evolves through the number of scattering interactions. The hot spot fraction 
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�ξN� available for (𝑁 + 1)-th scattering interaction can be considered as the ratio of number of 

particles in the hot spot (𝐴𝑁) to the total number of particles in the composite system (𝐴). As 

described in [21] the hot spot fraction with excited particles(𝑝𝑁) and the chemical potential 𝜇 

can be represented as: 

𝜉𝑁 =
𝐴𝑁
𝐴

=
𝑝𝑁
𝐴
𝐴𝑁
𝑝𝑁

=
𝑝𝑁 ∫ 𝐹(𝐸,𝛽)𝑑𝐸∞

0

𝐴 ∫ 𝐹(𝐸,𝛽)𝑑𝐸∞
𝜇

                               (3.5) 

where, excited particles can be described using Fermi distribution at temperature  𝑇 = 1 𝛽⁄ ; 

𝐹(𝐸,𝛽) =
√𝐸𝑑𝐸

1 + 𝑒[𝛽(𝐸−𝜇)] ;  𝛽 =
1
𝑘𝑇

                                       (3.6) 

The number of excited particles(𝑝𝑁) after 𝑁-th interaction can be represented as, 𝑝𝑁 = ∑ 𝑓𝑁𝜈𝜈 . 

And is obtained through a recursion relation,  

𝑓𝑁𝜈 = 𝑓𝑁−1𝜈 + 𝑝𝑁−1𝑃𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 �
𝐴𝜈 − 𝑓𝑁−1𝜈

𝐴 − 𝑝𝑁−1
�                               (3.7) 

 𝑃𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the net creation probability at the 𝑁-th interaction and the total number of available 

𝜈 -type particle in the composite system is denoted as 𝐴𝜈 . 𝑃𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  is obtained from the 

probability of creation (𝑃𝑁+) and annihilation (𝑃𝑁−) of exciton at 𝑁-th level.  

𝑃𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑃𝑁+ − 𝑃𝑁−                                                  (3.8) 

3.1.3 Initial number of excited particles    

The initial numbers of the excitons (𝑛0) available within the composite system is important 

for estimating the hot spot temperature at the first stage and the net emission at 𝑁 = 0 in heavy 

ion reactions.  The simplest is the formalism used by Blann [21,150] where the total projectile 

mass number is considered to be the initial numbers of exciton at 𝑁 = 0 state i.e., 𝑛0 = 𝐴𝑃.  

A more realistic approach is estimation of the number of 𝜈-type excited particles at the initial 

stage of relaxation through the Fermi momentum sphere consideration. In this approach, the 
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Fermi sphere of the composite system in momentum space is assumed to be in the centre of mass 

(C.M.) frame where the Fermi motions of the projectile and target nucleons are coupled with 

their respective C.M. motions [151]. A typical heavy-ion reaction using Fermi sphere model 

[152] is described in the Figure 3.1 where centers of the Fermi spheres of the projectile and 

target are separated from the composite by their respective center-of-mass momentum per 

particle.  

 

Figure 3.1: A typical Fermi momentum sphere for heavy-ion reaction leading to the formation of 

the composite nucleus is shown with Fermi sphere centered at CP, CC, CT for projectile, 

composite and target nuclei respectively [21].  

The volume outside the composite system represents the momentum states above the Fermi 

level. The number of these states can be estimated from the density of the momentum states (𝑛𝚤� ) 

for 𝑖-type particle folded by the total volume obtained from integrating the momentum vector 𝑝 

over appropriate limits. The total number of excited particles of type  𝜈 at the initial stage is 

given by [21], 

𝑓𝑁=0𝜈 =
𝐴𝑃𝜈

𝐴𝑃
𝑛0𝑃 +

𝐴𝑇𝜈

𝐴𝑇
𝑛0𝑇                                             (3.9) 
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3.1.4 Angular distribution at initial stage  

 The information regarding the distribution of the excited particles at the initial 

stage, 𝑃𝑁=0(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω serves as the input for estimating the 𝑃𝑁(𝐸, ω)𝑑𝐸𝑑ω in relation (3.3) at 

𝑁 > 0. For nucleons of the projectile, the effective velocity can be obtained by adding the Fermi 

velocity to the incident velocity of the constituent nucleons, as 𝑣 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝑣𝐹. If  𝐸,𝐸𝐹 are the 

energies corresponding to 𝑣, 𝑣𝐹 respectively with ω and ωF being the solid angles defining their 

direction with respect to the projectile, then one can write the following relation, 

𝐸𝐹 = 𝐸 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 − 2�𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 cos 𝜂                                               (3.10) 

where, 𝜂 is the polar angle of 𝑣 with respect to 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑐. During the fusion of projectile in the target 

nuclei, it forms an excited nuclei but the initial direction of emission depends on the probability 

of particle having energy 𝐸𝐹 and direction ωF prior to the coupling of projectile velocity. This 

probability can be represented in terms of the finite temperature Fermi distribution [21]: 

𝑃0𝑃(𝐸𝐹 ,𝜔𝐹) = �
3

8𝜋𝐸0
3 2⁄ �

1
1 + 𝑒[𝛽(𝐸𝐹−𝜇)]                               (3.11) 

where, 𝜇,𝛽 = �1
𝑇� �  are the corresponding chemical potential and excitation parameter 

respectively. The Jacobian of the transformation from (𝐸𝐹 ,𝜔𝐹)  to (𝐸,𝜔)  being unity, using 

relation (3.10) in (3.11), we get 

𝑃0𝑃(𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔            

= �
3

8𝜋𝐸0
3 2⁄ �

√𝐸

�𝐸 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 − 2�𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 cos 𝜂
                                                                  

×
𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝�𝛽�𝐸 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 − 2�𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑐 cos 𝜂 − 𝜇��
                                                 (3.12) 
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The excitation parameter 𝛽 can be calculated from the entropy of the system with a knowledge 

of the partial density of states 𝜌𝑁(𝐸𝐶) after 𝑁-binary interactions at an excitation energy of 𝐸𝐶, 

𝛽 = 𝑑𝑆𝑁
𝑑𝐸𝐶

= 𝑑
𝑑𝐸𝐶

[ln𝜌𝑁(𝐸𝐶)]  ,  𝜌𝑁(𝐸𝐶)  is the statistically weighted average of the partial level 

densities 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝐶)  of all possible 𝑛  exciton states that may be formed after N two-body 

interactions. The average number of excitons after 𝑁  collisions, 𝑛�𝑁  , can be presented as 

𝜌𝑁(𝐸𝐶) = 𝜌 𝑛�𝑁(𝐸𝐶). At the initial stage of fusion 𝑁 = 0, the 𝑛�𝑁 = 𝑛0. For 𝑁 > 0, at progressive 

stages, the average number of excitons can be calculated using a recursion relation (3.13).  

𝑛�𝑁 = 𝑛�𝑁−1 + ∆𝑛�𝑁 ;      ∆𝑛�𝑁 =   𝑛�𝑁−1𝑃𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛                              (3.13) 

Using the Blann prescription of   𝑛0 =  𝐴𝑃 , one achieves 𝑃𝑁=0(𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔 = 𝑃0𝑃(𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝜔. 

 For the second formalism 𝑛0 = 𝑛0 𝑃 + 𝑛0 𝑇, where a part of both target and projectile is 

considered to be excited due to interaction and part of the target nucleons are supposed to gain 

the forward velocity due to forward motion of the composite system. For this choice, the forward 

velocity (𝑣𝐶.𝑀.) corresponding to the centre of mass energy of the target nucleons should be 

coupled with the Fermi velocity to obtain the initial distribution of the target nucleons. So using 

the similar approach used for the projectile distribution, one achieves the initial distribution of 

the target nucleons by [21],   

𝑃0𝑇(𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔

= �
3

8𝜋𝐸0
3 2⁄ �

√𝐸

�𝐸 + 𝐸𝑐.𝑚. − 2�𝐸𝐸𝑐.𝑚 cos 𝜂

𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔
1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝�𝛽�𝐸 + 𝐸𝑐.𝑚 − 2�𝐸𝐸𝑐.𝑚. cos 𝜂 − 𝜇��

   (3.14) 

So, the total probability distribution of the excited particles in the hot spot at energy 𝐸 within a 

solid angle 𝜔 at 𝑁 = 0, can be represented as the  

𝑃𝑁=0(𝐸,𝜔)𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔 =
1
𝑛0

[𝑛0𝑃𝑃0𝑃(𝐸, ω) + 𝑛0𝑇𝑃0𝑇(𝐸, ω)]𝑑𝐸𝑑𝜔                             (3.15) 
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3.1.5 Emission/Collision rate and emission probability 

 In the early version of the pre-equilibrium reaction model for heavy ion (HION), the 

hybrid model has been used for the calculation of the emission probability of the neutrons 

emitted from heavy ion reactions upto few tens of MeV per nucleon. The respective emission 

and collision rates were calculated based on the hybrid model formalism. The emission rate 

[𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀)], is calculated using the relation (2.24) whereas the collision rates [𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)] were calculated 

using the Blann formalism [85] presented as the relation (2.34) 

𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝜀) =
(2𝑠 + 1)𝑚 𝜀 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝜀)

𝜋2 ℏ3

  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) = [1.4 × 1021(𝜀 + 𝐵𝜈) − 6 × 1018(𝜀 + 𝐵𝜈)2]𝑘−1  𝑠𝑒𝑐−1
                         

(3.16𝑎)

(3.16𝑏)
 

 The symbols used in the earlier two relations carry their usual meaning. The cross-section 

for the reverse reaction 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝜀) is estimated using the method of Chatterjee et. al. [153]. From 

the emission and the collision rates the emission probability of the emitted particle can be 

calculated as; 

𝑃𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) =
 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)

 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) +   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)                                               (3.17) 

3.2  Literature Data for multiplicity (Ne/C +Ho at different energies) 

 The HION model discussed till now [21], has been tested with the experimental 

multiplicity data obtained from Holub et. al., Hilscher et al. [106-108] using 20Ne and 12C on 

165Ho target at different energies. A total of four different projectile energies for 20Ne viz. 11, 

14.6, 20.1 and 30 MeV/nucleon and 25 MeV 12C on 165Ho target have been studied. The 

multiplicity data obtained from the experiment were compared with the previously developed 

HION code (old HION/HION1) estimates at higher neutron emission energies considering it as 

majorly contributed by the PEQ neutrons. The comparisons are presented in the next subsection.  
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3.3  Comparison with primary version of HION code and requirement of modifications 

 The comparison of estimates from primary version of the HION code (now onwards will be 

considered as old HION) with the experiments are presented in the following figures [21]. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Comparison between the experimentally obtained (black circles with error bars) and 
theoretically calculated neutron multiplicities (evaporation from PACE4, PEQ from old HION 
model) for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 600 MeV. 
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 The evaporation contributions were calculated using the PACE4 nuclear reaction model 

code and the PEQ contributions from the old HION code. After obtaining the two estimates, the 

additive estimates were compared with the experimental observations. For the maximum 

projectile energy of 30 MeV/A, comparison at higher emission energies clearly shows a large 

underprediction at the forward angles as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). In the extreme forward angles, 14° 

and 20°, the multiplicity values underestimates drastically after 30 MeV of emission neutrons to 

the maximum. Whereas at other angles the underestimation is restricted to the intermediate 

energy regions (30° and 40°) showing relatively better match at the higher energies. Similarly at 

larger emission angles, presented in Fig. 3.2(b), angles 70° and beyond showed overprediction at 

higher emission energies for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 600 MeV. Similarly for decreasing projectile 

energies of 402, 292 and 220 MeV 20Ne target on the 165Ho target are presented in the following 

figures. 

 

Figure 3.3: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 
multiplicities for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 402 MeV. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 
multiplicities for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 292 MeV. 

 

Figure 3.5: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 
multiplicities for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 220 MeV. 

 The comparison shows that, for 402 MeV the initial underestimation at the intermediate 

energies were present whereas at backward angles, the code overestimates and the observations 
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are in line with earlier. At the same time from Figure 3.4 and 3.5 indicates no such 

underprediction in the forward angle estimates but backward angle over-predictions still persists 

at back angles. The similar behavior is found in case of 12C+165Ho system at 25 MeV/A 

projectile energy shown in figure 3.6. In this case also, model under-predicted at forward angles 

and over-predicted at back angles, similar to Figure 3.2 and 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.6: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 
multiplicities for 12C+165Ho reaction at 300 MeV. 

 The trend found from Figure 3.2-3.3 and 3.6 clearly shows that as projectile energy 

increases beyond 20 MeV/A, the difference between the estimated and experiment also 

increases. This indicates the presence of some physical process whose accounting has not been 

considered at the forward angles in the old model for projectile energies more than 20 MeV/A. 

based on the observations, a possibility of secondary emissions or multiple particle emissions can 

be considered over and above the single particle emission consideration of the HION code. So in 

the next subsection, while discussing the modifications incorporated, we will discuss the effect 

of multiple particle emissions. Secondly a common feature leading to the overprediction in the 
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back angles for all projectile energies need to be imposed in the present model to reduce the 

emission probabilities in the higher energies to make it more physically realistic. As a part of this 

exercise, there are two basic possibilities exist, firstly modifying the collision rates based on 

spatial nucleon distribution profile around the composite system to calculate a more realistic 

emission probability. Secondly, we need to review the effective excitation of the composite 

system, from which the emissions are taking place and possibly to reduce it by correcting the 

rotational energy contributions at different contributing azimuthal quantum numbers (l-values). 

 

3.4  Present work involving HION model: Emission probability from Density 

dependent collision rates 

 In the present work, the emission rate has been kept same as earlier but the collision rate 

calculations have modified. In place of the Blann formalism, which uses an empirical relation 

depending solely on the separation energy of the emitted particle with respect to the composite 

system, a more realistic approach has been introduced in the present calculation based on the 

spatial nucleon density distribution and mean free path based collision rate calculation within the 

composite nucleus [96]. In the case of a heavy in reaction at energies up from a few tens of 

MeV/u to a few hundreds of MeV/u, the de-excitation is predominantly through the nucleon-

nucleon interactions and the spatial distribution of the nucleons largely influences the total 

interaction/collision rate during the de-excitation phase of the nuclear reactions. Initially 

considering the over-predictions at backward angles as mentioned in the section 3.3, the effective 

nuclear excitations of the composite nuclei has been modified by accounting the rotational 

energy losses. The basic rotational energy relation has been used in the present work as 

expressed below, 
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𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 =
𝑙(𝑙 + 1)ℏ2

2𝜇𝑅2
;𝑅 = 1.2𝐴1 3⁄                                          (3.18) 

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓∗ = 𝐸𝐶𝑀 − 𝑆𝐸 − 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡                                                     (3.19) 

where, the 𝜇 is the reduced mass and 𝑙 is the azimuthal quantum number. So finally the effective 

excitation energy �𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓∗ � of the composite system is calculated after subtracting the separation 

energy of the ejectile and its of the axis rotational contribution from the centre of mass 

energy(𝐸𝐶𝑀). As the contribution of the rotational energy is very small compared to the 𝐸𝐶𝑀, so 

effective reduction in the emission neutron yield at backward angles were found to be vary 

between 2-4% of the total neutron yield and separately is not shown here. In the next subsections 

we will discuss about the modifications carried out in the earlier formalism in terms of the 

collision rates and how the nucleon density distribution affects the emission probability of the 

ejectiles. 

3.4.1 Mean free path and nucleon density distribution 

 The calculation of the collision rates within the composite system calculated 

based on relation (3.16b) does not consider the prevalent nuclear fields as well as spatial nucleon 

density distribution and calculates a gross behavior of the system. This formalism assumes that 

the nuclear matter to be uniformly distributed throughout the nuclear volume whereas in reality 

the matter density is less in the surface region. This reduced matter density will have the 

following effects. 

 The reduced matter density at the surface will increase the mean free path (MFP) and 

thereby reduce the two-body interaction rate  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀). Since,  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) competes with the emission 

rate,  𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) , reduction of   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)  at the surface will enhance the emission probability, 

according to relation (3.17). Secondly, nuclear potential results from the sum of two-body 

nucleon-nucleon interactions. A lower matter density at the surface will, therefore, results in a 
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potential of shallower depth at the surface. This will set a limit on the hole-excitation energy in 

the surface region. As a result, the ratio {𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐)⁄ } will differ in the surface region 

leading to a variation in the emission probability. So to make it more practical, a spatial nucleon 

density distribution around the centre of the composite system can give us a relatively better 

estimate of the emission neutrons. Before discussing the formalisms of density estimates a brief 

description of calculating the collision rate from MFP approach will be presented. 

3.4.1.1 Uniform density distribution and free nucleon- nucleon scattering  

The nucleon mean free path (MFP), L, is by definition, 

𝐿 =
1

𝜌〈𝜎〉
                                                                              (3.20) 

where, 〈𝜎〉 is the average two-body interaction cross-section and 𝜌 is the matter density. 

The two-body collision rate for a particle having velocity 𝑣 and MFP, 𝐿 can be expressed as, 

  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) =
𝑣
𝐿

=
�2𝐸 𝑚⁄

𝐿
= 𝜌〈𝜎〉�

2𝐸
𝑚

                                                (3.21) 

This simply refers that lesser the value of 𝜌, the larger is L leading to lower values of  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀). 

 To evaluate (3.21), it is necessary to define 〈𝜎〉. This has done by Kikuchi and Kawai 

[130] formalism using the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections. The measured 

nucleon-nucleon (free) interaction cross-sections are fairly well-reproduced by an empirical 

expressions [154]: 

𝜎𝑛𝑛 = 𝜎𝑝𝑝 = �
10.63
𝛽2

−
29.92
𝛽

+ 42.9�𝑚𝑏

𝜎𝑛𝑝 = �
34.10
𝛽2

−
82.20
𝛽

+ 82.2�𝑚𝑏
                                  (3.22) 

Where, 𝜎𝑛𝑛 ,𝜎𝑝𝑝  and 𝜎𝑛𝑝  denote the neutron-neutron, proton-proton and neutron-proton cross-

sections and  𝛽 = 𝑣 𝑐⁄  , 𝑐 being the velocity of light in vacuum. Representing the nucleon motion 
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inside the nucleus by a zero-temperature Fermi distribution function and applying constraints of 

energy and momentum conservation between the interacting nucleons, Kikuchi and Kawai obtain 

the average nucleon-nucleon interaction cross-section between a nucleon of type 𝑖 − and that of 

type 𝑗 − inside the nuclear matter as, 

𝜎𝚤𝚥���� = 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑃(𝜀𝐹 𝐸⁄ )                                                              (3.23) 

Where, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is given by (3.22) and 

𝑃(𝜀𝐹 𝐸⁄ ) = 1 −
7
5
�
𝜀𝐹
𝐸
� +

2
5
�
𝜀𝐹
𝐸
� �2 −

𝐸
𝜀𝐹
�
5
2�

 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛, 𝐸 ≤ 2𝜀𝐹 

                                              = 1 −
7
5
�
𝜀𝐹
𝐸
�        𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛, 𝐸 ≥ 2𝜀𝐹 

𝜎𝚤𝚥���� is the scattering cross-section between a given nucleon 𝑖 − and given nucleon 𝑗. There are 𝑁 

neutrons and 𝑍  protons in the nucleus with which the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  nucleon can interact. The average 

interaction cross-section of the i-type nucleon using the cross-section 〈𝜎〉 as, 

〈𝜎(𝐸)〉𝑖 =
𝑁
𝐴
𝜎𝑛𝚤����(𝐸) +

𝑍
𝐴
𝜎𝑝𝚤����(𝐸)                                              (3.24) 

 Once no surface effects are considered and the density 𝜌  is a constant, using an 

appropriate value of 𝜌 with an assumption of free nucleon-nucleon scattering one can obtain the 

relation (3.16b), i.e., Kikuchi-Kawai value of  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀).  

3.4.1.2 Non-uniform density distribution and nucleon- nucleon scattering inside nucleus 

 In case of scattering inside the nucleus, angular momentum and parity conservation as 

well as constraint imposed by the Pauli principle would reduce the number of scattering events, 

thereby increasing the MFP with consequent decrease in  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀). These may be included by 

dividing (3.21) by an arbitrary constant 𝜅 > 1. 
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  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) =
𝜌〈𝜎(𝐸)〉𝑖

𝜅
�2𝐸
𝑚

                                                      (3.25) 

 Blann [85] accounted for the effect of lower matter density in surface region by 

redefining 𝜅 as, 𝜅 = 𝐶𝜅′, 𝜅′ being the value of the arbitrary constant in the region of uniform 

density. The constant 𝐶 is related inversely to the density [The larger the value of 𝐶, the smaller 

is the value of  𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀) , with values of 𝜌 we get smaller values of   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀); hence   𝐶 ∝ 1 𝜌⁄ ]. In 

order to explicitly account for surface effects the nucleus needs to be divided into different zones 

characterized by the classical impact parameter, 𝑟𝑙 , corresponding to each orbital angular 

momentum, 𝑙, in the entrance channel:𝑟𝑙 = 𝑙𝜆 where, 𝜆 is the reduced de Broglie wavelength of 

the projectile. Then the PEQ cross-sections can be calculated for each reaction zone as, 

𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄𝑙 (𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) = 𝜋𝜆2(2𝑙 + 1)𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝑎) � 𝐷𝑛.
𝑛�

𝑛= 𝑛0
∆𝑛=2

�𝑓𝑛𝑥.
𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸)
𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐) � ∙

 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀)
 𝜆𝑐𝑛(𝑥, 𝜀) +   𝜆𝑡𝑛(𝜀)      (3.26) 

Where, 𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝑎) is the transmission co-efficient of the 𝑙𝑡ℎ − partial wave of the projectile having 

energy 𝜀𝑎 and the rest of the notations carry their usual meaning. The absorption cross section is 

𝜎𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑎) = 𝜋𝜆2 ∑ (2𝑙 + 1)𝑇𝑙(𝜀𝑎)∞
𝑙=0  and PEQ energy spectrum of ejectile 𝑥  is, 𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄(𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀) =

∑ 𝜎𝑃𝐸𝑄𝑙 (𝑎; 𝑥, 𝜀)∞
𝑙=0 . According to Blann (1972) the nuclear matter distribution can be represented 

by a two-parameter Fermi distribution function, 

𝜌(𝑟𝑙) =
𝜌0

1 + 𝑒(𝑟𝑙−𝑅) 𝛼⁄                                               (3.27) 

with half-density radius 𝑅 and diffusivity 𝛼. 𝜌0 is the saturation density. The average 〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉 can 

be evaluated between the impact parameters 𝑟𝑙 = 𝑙𝜆  and, 𝑟𝑙+1 = (𝑙 + 1)𝜆, as 

〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉 =
1

𝑟𝑙+1 − 𝑟𝑙
� 𝜌(𝑟𝑙)
𝑟𝑙+1

𝑟𝑙
𝑑𝑟𝑙                                   (3.28) 
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In a later paper, Blann [128] replaced the upper limit 𝑟𝑙+1, by the arbitrarily chosen limit, 

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑅 + 𝑆𝛼, being that point, where the density falls to (1 150⁄ ) of saturation density 𝜌0. The 

average was then evaluated between 𝑟𝑙 and, 𝑟𝑙+1. The reason given is that with, 𝑟𝑙+1, the upper 

limit of the 𝑠- or 𝑝-wave, will show lesser surface absorption with (3.28), in spite of the fact, that 

all partial waves do have to pass through the surface region as shown in the figures below. The 

inadequacy of model to include possible surface interaction of low 𝑙 −waves arises from the 

limitation of representing the three-dimensional nucleus by a single-dimension line divide in to 

segments by single-dimension impact parameter as shown in the left figure. The right one is 

more realistic, with a two-dimensional view of nucleus. The third dimension can be disregarded 

since the incident plane wave has azimuthal symmetry. 

 

 

 

 

Figure.3.7 A proposition for nucleon- nucleon scattering inside nucleus 

To compensate for the shortcoming, Blann [128] replaced (3.28) by evaluating 〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉 

between 𝑟𝑙  and a sufficiently large impact parameter 𝑅𝑆  where, the density is small enough 

Surfac
 

𝒍 = 𝟏, 𝒓𝒍 = 𝝀 

𝒍 = 𝟎, 𝒓𝒍 = 𝟎 

Surfac
 

𝒍 = 𝟏, 𝒓𝒍 = 𝝀 

𝒍 = 𝟎, 𝒓𝒍 = 𝟎 

Geometrical situation of Eqn.(3.28). The solid 
line represents the section of bulk region and 
the dashed line that of the surface region 

Actual situation shows the l-waves have to 
pass through the surface, even when l-is 
small. The heavily hatched area is the bulk 
region and the lightly hatched area is the 
surface region. 
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(𝜌0 150⁄ ) so that the surface region is covered in the average, 〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉 = 1
𝑅𝑆−𝑟𝑙

∫ 𝜌(𝑟𝑙)
𝑅𝑆
𝑟𝑙

𝑑𝑟𝑙 , 

which gives, 

1
𝐶

=
〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉
𝜌0

= 1 +
𝛼

𝑅𝑆 − 𝑟𝑙
ln �

1 + 𝑒(𝑟𝑙−𝑅𝑆) 𝛼⁄

1 + 𝑒(𝑅𝑆−𝑅) 𝛼⁄ �                           (3.29) 

Eqn. (3.29) is used to evaluate 𝐶  for 𝑟𝑙 ≤ 𝑅𝑆 . For, 𝑟𝑙 > 𝑅𝑆 , Blann uses the, straight forward 

arithmetic mean of 𝜌(𝑟𝑙) and 𝜌(𝑟𝑙+1), 

1
𝐶

=
〈𝜌(𝑟𝑙)〉
𝜌0

=
1
2
�

1
1 + 𝑒(𝑟𝑙−𝑅) 𝛼⁄ +

1
1 + 𝑒(𝑟𝑙+1−𝑅) 𝛼⁄ �                           (3.30) 

So this is one of the relations for calculating the spatial nucleon density distribution in a 

composite nucleus. In the next sub-section we will discuss two other approaches of calculating 

the spatial nuclear density distribution using a semi-phenomenological and a relativistic mean 

field approach.  

 3.4.1.3 The semiphenomenological Approach 

 The semiphenomenological approach proposed by Gambhir and Patil [103], provides a 

relatively simpler expression for the nucleon densities which satisfactorily brings out the nuclear 

properties like shell effects, approximate global consistency of neutron central densities, large 

surface thickness and root mean square radius for neutron densities compared to that of protons 

etc. So considering these advantages over the earlier approach, the semi-phenomenological 

approach has been introduced in the present work. This approach serves as a simple and 

meaningful description which satisfies two general requirements, firstly the asymptotic behavior 

of the density and the central behavior.  The constraints used for the density of particles were 

governed by the asymptotic nature, this in a nucleus is given by 

𝜌𝑖(𝑟) → 𝑟−2𝛼𝑖𝑒−𝑟 𝑎𝑖⁄     𝑓𝑜𝑟    𝑟 → ∞;     𝑎𝑖 =
ℏ

2(2𝑚𝐸𝑖)1 2⁄ ;  𝛼𝑖 =
𝑞
ℏ �

𝑚
2𝐸𝑖

�
1 2⁄

+ 1           (3.31) 
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Here, 𝑖 = 𝑛,𝑝, 𝐸𝑖 is the separation energy of the last neutron or proton and 𝑞 = 0 for neutrons 

and 𝑞 = 𝑍 − 1 for protons, where Z is the atomic number of the composite system. Based on 

these parameters, the neutron and proton densities based on the semiphenomenological approach 

is represented as; 

𝜌𝑖(𝑟) =
𝜌𝑖

1 + 𝛽𝑖 �1 + �𝑟𝑅�
2
� [𝑒(𝑟−𝑅) 𝑎𝑖⁄ + 𝑒−(𝑟+𝑅) 𝑎𝑖⁄ ]

                           (3.32) 

where, 𝑖 = 𝑛,𝑝 and 𝑅 is the nucleus size. The expression ensures the asymptotic behavior for 

𝑟 ≫ 𝑅 and includes significant corrections in the intermediate values of 𝑟 as well. The second 

exponential term in the denominator is very small and this makes the expression different than a 

Fermi distribution.  To identify the half density radius 𝑅, the term 𝛽𝑖 is taken as 𝛽𝑖 = 2−𝛼𝑖. There 

are a total of 3 unknown quantities to be evaluated 𝜌𝑛, 𝜌𝑝,𝑅 in the present study using the 

physical constraints and normalizations. The first two of these were estimated using the 

normalization over the total number of protons (Z) and neutrons (N) as follows; 

4𝜋 ∫𝜌𝑛(𝑟)𝑟2𝑑𝑟 = 𝑁
4𝜋 ∫𝜌𝑝(𝑟)𝑟2𝑑𝑟 = 𝑍                                                              (3.33)  

The remaining parameter, 𝑅 for protons 𝑅𝑝 can be predicted from the experimental rms charge 

density radius 𝑅𝑐 (Angeli, 2013) for proton density by using the relation,  𝑅𝑝 ≈ (𝑅𝑐2 − 0.6)1 2⁄ . 

This 0.6 is the small correction used for accounting the finite size of proton and the neutron. The 

analytical expression for the relation (3.33) near 𝑟 ≈ 𝑅 can be approximated as: 

𝛽𝑖 �1 + �
𝑟
𝑅
�
2
� ≈ 𝑒[𝛼𝑖(𝑟−𝑅) 𝑅⁄ ] 

By placing it in (3.32), integrations reduces to standard one involving Fermi distributions; 
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4𝜋�𝜌𝑖(𝑟)𝑟2𝑑𝑟 ≈
4𝜋𝑅3

3
𝜌𝑖(1 + 𝑥𝑖2)

 〈𝑟𝑖2〉 ≈ 𝑅2(0.6 + 1.4𝑥𝑖2) ;  𝑥𝑖 =
𝜋𝑎𝑖

𝑅 + 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝑖

                                  (3.34)  

So, finally all the parameters can be evaluated from the relation (3.33-34) to estimate the spatial 

density distribution relation (3.32).  

 In the semi-phenomenological approach, the spatial density distribution provides the 

density based on two basic patterns, firstly a central nucleon density behavior and an asymptotic 

behavior outside. The second important feature is that, the simplicity of the model provides a 

scope to readily use it for various calculations related to the nuclear scattering or heavy ion 

interactions, but individual nucleon interactions and the effect of nuclear potentials on the spatial 

nucleon distribution has not been considered in this formalism. But for an accurate estimation of 

the densities, these parameters need to be included in the estimation of density. So, a relativistic 

mean field based nucleon density distribution approach also has been introduced in the next 

subsection.  

 3.4.1.4 The Relativistic mean field (RMF) Approach 

 The theory of nuclear structure at low energies, treats the nucleus as quantum mechanical 

many body problem of Fermions through a non-relativistic two-body problem. After the 

understanding of exchange forces, a concept of relativistic Lagrangian has been introduced 

describing point-like nucleons interacting through the exchange of different types of mesons. In 

the RMF theory [104], the nucleus is described as a system of point like nucleons, Dirac spinors 

coupled to mesons and to photons. The mesons considered are the scalar σ, the vector ω and the 

iso-vector-vector ρ. The σ - meson provides a strong attraction whereas ω -meson provides 

strong repulsion, such that the sum (attraction + repulsion) of σ and ω contributions roughly adds 

up to  around 50 MeV, the value consistent with the accepted non relativistic value of the 
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average nucleon potential inside the nucleus.  The inclusion of ρ meson accounts for the small 

iso-spin dependence. The variation principle yields the equations of motion. There are three basic 

assumptions in the model: (a) nucleons are point particles; (b) theory is fully Lorentz invariant 

and (c) it strictly follows causality. The starting point of relativistic mean field theory is the well 

known local Lagrangian density: 

ℒ = 𝜓��𝑖𝛾𝜇𝜕𝜇 − 𝑚�𝜓 −𝑚𝜎
2𝜎2 −

1
3
𝑔2𝜎3 −

1
4
𝑔3𝜎4 −

1
4
Ω𝜇𝜈Ω𝜇𝜈 +

1
2
𝑚𝜔
2 𝜔𝜇𝜔𝜇 −

1
4

R��⃗ 𝜇𝜈R��⃗ 𝜇𝜈

+
1
2
𝑚𝜌
2�⃗�𝜇�⃗�𝜇 −

1
4

F𝜇𝜈F𝜇𝜈 − 𝑔𝜎𝜓�𝜎𝜓 − 𝑔𝜔𝜓�𝛾𝜇𝜔𝜇𝜓 − 𝑔𝜌𝜓�𝛾𝜇𝜏�⃗�𝜇𝜓

− 𝑒𝜓�𝛾𝜇
1 + 𝜏3

2
𝜓                                                                                                         (3.35) 

At this stage the mean field approximation is introduced. The fields are not quantized and so are 

replaced by the expectation values. Considering the time reversal invariance along with this we 

obtain the Dirac type equation. Here the potentials involving the meson fields describe the 

nucleons. Additionally, the Klein – Gordon type equations describe the sources involving 

nucleon currents and densities for mesons [96]. These nonlinear set of coupled equations known 

as RMF equations, are to be solved self-consistently. The required set of parameters is 

determined through the 2χ - fit to reproduce the observed ground state properties of a spherical 

nucleus. Several sets of parameters exist - some of which include additional coupling terms 

and/or additional mesons.  The most widely used set is NL3 [155]. The calculation yields the 

nucleon spinors, total binding energy (BE) and the deformation. Other observables like the 

proton and neutron rms radii, neutron skin, nucleon density distributions, quadrupole moments 

etc. can also be calculated. The resulting axially deformed (function of r and θ ) density 

distributions are expanded in terms of multipoles and the L=0 (the spherical) part is projected 

out. This spherical part with correct normalization is used in the present work [96].     
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3.4.2 Multiple pre-equilibrium (MPEQ) 

 The discussions and plots considered in the earlier subsection 3.3 clearly indicate that at 

forward direction the underestimation in the PEQ estimates with respect to the experimental 

observations increases with increase in the projectile energy. The probability of multiple 

emissions is only significant at relatively high excitation energies and can only be found at 

energies higher than 20 MeV/A projectile energies. This signifies a possibility of multiple 

particle emission contribution which has not been considered in the old formalism of the model. 

Along with that as the particles emits out, it shares a part of the excitation energy of composite 

system, the most probable energy of the particles will lie between both the extremities, the lower 

energy end will be dominated by the evaporation neutrons and the higher emission energies by 

the single particle emissions. So the pattern observed specifies the MPEQ contribution in the 

experimental measurements. So in the present work, an effort has been made to introduce the 

energy dependent multi-particle emission probability in the PEQ stage. In an earlier work Blann 

and Vonach [90] introduced a geometry dependent hybrid model approach to encounter the 

multi-particle emissions in the PEQ stages based on simple probability arguments. The similar 

approach has been adopted in this work also.  

 The multiple pre-equilibrium emissions from the composite system exciton hierarchy, 

can follow two different pathways depending upon the time scale of interactions and energy 

sharing processes. If we consider a particle-hole formalism, then multiple particle emission 

possibility exist from any of the configurations beyond a two particle - one hole system and both 

particles can be emitted at a time. In that case based on the recoil of the system, the particle 

energies and directions can be estimated and the process can be named as simultaneous MPEQ. 

The second possibility is emission of one particle from the composite system, leading to a recoil 
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nucleus with sufficiently excess energy beyond the particle separation energy. This excited 

residual nucleus, at later stages can de-excite via further single or multiple emission pathways 

based on the available excitation energy and is known as sequential MPEQ.   

 3.4.2.1 Simultaneous MPEQ 

 In case of a simultaneous emission, the particle emissions are taking from the un-

equilibrated (target + projectile) composite system as a whole and the source nucleus behaves as 

a reservoir from which both nucleons gets emitted. So in this case the physical constraints for 

estimating the particle emission probabilities and the kinetic energy distributions were estimated 

considering the system excitation energy of the initial nucleus. In the present study, the former 

option has been incorporated following the idea proposed by Blann and Vonach [90]. The 

probability 𝑃𝑛𝑛(𝜀,𝜔) of emission of two neutrons with energy ε in the direction ω from the same 

exciton hierarchy is taken as 𝑃𝑛𝑛(𝜀,𝜔) = 𝑃𝑛(𝜀,𝜔).𝑃𝑛(𝜀,𝜔) where, 𝑃𝑛(𝜀,𝜔) is the probability of 

single neutron emission.  

 3.4.2.2 Sequential MPEQ 

 In case of the Sequential multi-particle emissions, it is assumed that only the residual 

nucleus will be considered for tracking in the next exciton hierarchy where neutron has been 

emitted as the initial particle. The emission probability and the associated kinetic energy of the 

emitted neutron defines the residual nucleus excitation energy and the other kinematical 

conditions. The residual nucleus is then considered as a potential excited nucleus for a single or a 

multi-particle emission. For single particle emission the same set of constraints and conditions 

discussed earlier is used and the process continues till the system energy reduces effectively 

below the multi-particle emission threshold. So for the multi-particle emission through a 

"sequential" pathway needs even higher projectile energy compared to the "simultaneous" one 
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for generation of similar kinetic energy distribution of the emitted particles, due to the reduction 

in the system energy after initial particle emission. 

 Initially at energies starting from 20 MeV/A, the contribution from the simultaneous 

emission is found to be higher than the sequential emissions as the probability of a particle 

emission from the residual reduces due to the insufficient available energy in the later stages. As 

the projectile energy increases, the contribution from sequential emissions increases. The second 

important aspect in terms of the emission energies from these two types are, the simultaneous 

emissions are mostly restricted in the intermediate energy range of the emissions, whereas the 

sequential emissions tend to populate the higher energy regime and drastically reduces at larger 

angles and with projectile energy. In the next sections we will discuss about the implementation 

of the modifications mentioned in the HION code and its effect on the same systems discussed in 

section 3.3. 

 

3.5 Spatial Density profile of composite systems 

 The spatial nucleon density distribution of the composite systems under study are 185Ir 

and 177Ta generated from the bombardment of 20Ne and 12C bombardment on the 165Ho target 

respectively. In this subsection we will try to analyse the distribution pattern with both the 

formalisms, viz. semiphenomenological and RMF. 

 3.5.1 Semiphenomenological approach 

 The nucleon density distributions for both the composite systems using 

semiphenomenological approach are presented in the figure 3.8. The assumption considered in 

this calculation is that during the fusion process between the target and projectile during the 

evolution of the composite system, the nucleon density distributions remains unchanged 
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throughout the fusion process. This is not a strict realistic representation of the microscopic 

behavior within the nucleus in the true sense but by far a better assumption that an empirical 

relation presented by Blann [85]. Considering the time invariance of the density distributions to 

hold good, formalism shows a near consistent nucleon distribution in the central region and the 

nucleon density is found to be ~0.09 nucleon.fm-3 for neutrons and 0.07 nucleon.fm-3 for protons.  

 

Figure 3.8: The nucleon density distribution of composite systems (185Ir and 177Ta) using 

semiphenomenological approach. 

 The variation in the nucleon density values for both the systems are due to the 

experimental r.m.s. charge density radius values of the composite system. The 185Ir system 

generated from the 20Ne+165Ho system, shows a central neutron density of 0.93 fm-3 and almost 

remains the same till 4 fm from centre of nucleus and then falls 0.0061 fm-3 by 8 fm whereas 
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similar trends with a reduced nucleon density values were found for the proton densities. The 

proton density is found to be 0.068 fm-3 at the central point and reduces to 0.003 fm-3 at 8 fm 

from the centre core. A larger value of the neutron density compared to the protons is basically 

attributed to the repulsive Coulomb forces present within the nucleus. Similarly for 177Ta 

composite system, the density distribution value obtained from the semiphenomenological 

approach shows a value of 0.917 and 0.664 fm-3 respectively for neutron and proton respectively 

at the nucleus core. 

 3.5.2 Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) Approach 

 The relativistic theory of nuclear forces generally starts with a density dependent form of 

energy functional to be used for variational calculations of Hartree-Fock type and fitted with the 

experimentally obtained data of nuclear matter and nuclei using Gogny [ref] or Skryme [ref] 

forces [Ref: Ring et al]. As discussed earlier about the RMF approach, here the fields are 

represented by the wave functions of nucleons with several different kinds of interacting meson 

fields and electromagnetic potentials. Nucleons interact only by meson fields and the extent of 

interaction depends on the type of meson characterized by the angular momentum, isospin and 

parity. Among these, the exchange of scalar mesons (pion) lead to attractive and the vector 

mesons (ω-meson) to repulsive nature whereas the δ-mesons lead to scalar nuclear potentials 

leading to a different interaction for neutrons and protons within the nucleus. An interplay 

between all these forces deforms the spatial nuclear density distribution pattern in the RMF field. 

Both the composite systems under study, shows a depression in the total nucleon density 

distributions and among the two types, the protons have a much reduced nucleon density at 

centre due to the presence of short range repulsive exchange mesons and Coulomb repulsion. In 

case of neutrons the only repulsive nature is present so density profile shows a depression 
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compared to the intermediate range densities. In both cases it was found to have a double hump 

nature in the composite system spatial densities and the central density is found to be less than 

the semiphenomenological density profile.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: The nucleon density distribution of composite systems (185Ir and 177Ta) using 

Relativistic mean field approach. 
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 The skin thickness in the RMF case is also found to be less than the earlier one. The 

calculated density profiles for 185Ir and 177Ta systems are shown in Figure 3.9. In case of 185Ir 

system the central core density is found to be ~35% less compared at 5 fm and reduces to almost 

zero by 9 fm. Similar trend is found in case of 177Ta system as well.  

 For neutron densities, the central values are found to be ~83% of the maximum density 

and nucleon density appears as a double hump in the range of 3–5 fm with a dip at 4 fm. For 

protons densities a similar but more pronounced trend is found. The collective nucleon density 

distribution shows, at the center a density of 70% that of the maximum value at 5.0 fm. 

 

 3.6 Modified Emission probability 

 The modified emission probability based on collision rates from the density variation 

within the nuclei of the composite system is shown below. In the figure, all three formalisms 

(Empirical, semiphenomenological and relativistic mean field) were compared for the 

20Ne+165Ho system. From the calculated density profile and associated in medium N-N 

interaction cross-sections as obtained from [153-154], the two-body collision rates and 

subsequently the emission probabilities of neutrons are calculated as a function of neutron 

energy for different values of   for both the composite systems.  These emission probabilities 

for   = 10 are shown in figure 3.10 along with that calculated using the N-N collision rate. The 

variation is energy dependent and increases with increase in the emission energy of the neutrons. 

As the density of the composite system is assumed to be time independent, so it became 

independent of the projectile energy as well. So the density value in the relation 3.31 will remain 

valid for all energies from 220 to 600 MeV of projectile energy. In the figure, the maximum 

neutron energy theoretically has been calculated till 480 MeV considering the theoretical limit of 
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neutron energy derived from the excitation energy of the composite systems although the 

effective yield at this energy will be negligible from the scattering kinematics. The figure clearly 

indicates that the empirical relation (blue dash dot line) sharply increases after 100 MeV and 

after 150 MeV sharply increases to 0.5. Beyond 200 MeV, the emission probability values 

become unphysical. In contrary, for semiphenomenological and RMF cases the emission 

probability steadily increases till 300 MeV and after that retains a steady probability value till 

350 MeV and further reduces. 

 

Figure 3.10: The modified emission probability of 185Ir composite systems using Empirical, 

semiphenomenological and Relativistic mean field approach [96]. 

 The semiphenomenological densities are found to be higher compared to RMF one in the 

central part but the total effect of the collision rate reflects that the emission probability from 

RMF formalism will estimate a higher neutron yield compared to the semiphenomenological 

approach. The close view till the emission probability values up to 150 MeV, clearly shows that 
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the empirical relation provides a higher neutron yield till 75 MeV of emission energies and 

beyond this energy both the modified formalism showed a greater yield till 175 MeV of emission 

energy. This clearly supports the experimental observations discussed in section 3.3, where at 

lower projectile energies forward angle yield are overestimated and at higher energy is was 

underestimated with the older version of the HION code [21]. Similar trends were also observed 

for the 177Ta system shown in Figure 3.11. In this case also till 75 MeV and beyond 175 MeV of 

emission neutron energy, the empirical relation shows a higher probability whereas in the energy 

range of 75-175 MeV, the density dependent models showed a greater yield. In the next section 

we will discuss the effect of modified emission probability values in the pre-equilibrium neuron 

yield. The emission yields will be compared with the older formalism along with the modified 

ones.  

 

Figure 3.11: The modified emission probability of 177Ta composite systems using Empirical, 

semiphenomenological and Relativistic mean field approach. 
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3.7 Comparison with modified version of HION code 

 In this section the experimental neutron multiplicities will be compared with the modified 

emission probability calculation based on the modification of the density dependent collision 

rates. In the present comparison, only the PEQ component will be compared for all available 

energies of 20Ne+165Ho and 12C+165Ho system. In the figures, the old HION formalism will be 

denoted as the HION1 and the RMF and semiphenomenological modifications as HION2 and 

HION3 respectively [96].  
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 

multiplicities for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 600 and 402 MeV. 

At 600 MeV projectile energies, the neutron multiplicity was found to be underestimated largely 

at forward angle and at backward angles the yield is reduced compared to the HION1. This is as 

per the discussion of section 3.6, related to the higher emission probability estimated with 

HION1 till an energy of 75 MeV. The blue line indicating the HION1 formalism is found to be 

consistently overestimating the PEQ yield compared to HION2 and HION3. Among the two 

modified formalisms, the HION2 (with the RMF approach) is found to have comparatively 

higher yield. But for 600 MeV, the first four forward angle (14°, 20°, 30° and 40°) yields were 

still found to be underestimated largely by the modified HION code as well. So for this energy, 

being an energy of more than 25MeV/A projectile energy, the possibility of the multiple 

emission needs to be investigated as discussed in sub-section 3.4.2. The neutron yields at the 
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backward angles were found to be in close agreement with the experimental observations. On the 

other hand, for 402 MeV projectile energy, in both forward and back angles the multiplicity 

yields obtained from HION2 and HION3 is found to be in good agreement. The overprediction at 

the backward angles with HION1 got reduced due to the reduction in the emission probability 

due to the modification in the collision rate. The similar trend was also found in other two 

projectile energies, viz. 292 and 220 MeV. In both cases, the overprediction of the estimated 

neutron yield at all the angles got resolved by the modified collision rate as shown in Figure 

3.13. Similarly for 12C+165Ho system at 300 MeV projectile energy shown in Figure 3.14, the 

forward angle neutron multiplicities were found to be underestimated compared to the 

experimental observations and a further improvement through the multiple PEQ emission 

formalism needs to be incorporated. At neutron energies higher than 20 MeV, in the emission 

spectra shows a drastic reduction in the PEQ yields compared to the experimental observations 

for both 10° and 35° angles. Whereas at the two backward angles (80° and 160°), the estimated 

neutron multiplicity is found to be in good corroboration with the experimental measurements. In 

the next subsection, an effort will be made to match the forward angle experimental 

multiplicities for large projectile energies ≥25 MeV/A with the multiple pre-equilibrium 

prescription.  
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 

multiplicities for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 292 and 220 MeV. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron 

multiplicities for 12C+165Ho reaction at 300 MeV. 

 

 3.8 Comparison with multiple pre-equilibrium module at higher beam energies 

 The variation in the forward angle neutron multiplicities at higher projectile energies 

were not reproduced completely by the density dependent collision rate modification and the 

results found to be largely underestimating the experimental observations. To account this, the 

multiple pre-equilibrium module has been incorporated in the study. The result shows a large 

increase in the neutron multiplicities for projectile energies higher than 25 MeV/A through a 

sequential MPEQ formalism discussed in subsection 3.4.2.2. As in case of other energies also, 

there is a finite chance of the neutron emissions through the multiple pre equilibrium, either 

simultaneous (both neutrons are emitted from the composite system at the same time) or 

sequential (one neutron emission from the composite system and further emissions from the 
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residual state), so the MPEQ formalism is applied for both the systems at all energies. The result 

showed that, the MPEQ contribution is found to be only 2-3% at forward angle from the 

sequential MPEQ for both composite systems. Although the yield is projectile energy dependent, 

but not much variation is there from this component but at higher projectile energies, the 

sequential MPEQ contribution is large compared to the earlier formalism and found to contribute 

as high as 47% of the PEQ contribution. Both the PEQ and MPEQ contributions and comparison 

with the experimental measurements for both composite systems will be discussed in the next 

section and presently we will discuss the MPEQ contribution (sequential and simultaneous) for 

600 MeV 20Ne+165Ho and 300 MeV 12C+165Ho systems. In both the cases, the experimental 

neutron multiplicities were found to be largely underestimated by the modified HION (HION2 

and HION3) codes. The comparison of the neutron multiplicity with MPEQ  for the above two 

energies are given in Figure 3.15. The HION estimated MPEQ neutron yield is represented as 

HION4 (simultaneous + sequential) in the figure and all other nomenclature follows as earlier. 

The figure clearly depicts that at large projectile energies, the contribution from multiple PEQ 

plays a significant role. The HION2 and HION3 considers in the present case both modified 

emission probability with only the simultaneous multi-particle emission only and HION4 gives 

the addition of sequential MPEQ contribution over the HION2. The simultaneous MPEQ 

considers the probability of emission at the same time whereas sequential MPEQ considers a 

neutron emission and further residual systems emits further a single neutron or simultaneously 

more than one neutrons, so total emission probability increases by many folds in the sequential 

case if the incoming particle retains higher energy. The same is found in Figure 3.15(a), where 

the sequential MPEQ increased the yield by 4 times in the forward angle. The increase in the 

lower neutron energies specifies the multi-particle emissions from the residual systems. 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison between the experiment and theoretically estimated neutron PEQ 

multiplicities for (a) 20Ne+165Ho at 600 MeV and (b) 12C+165Ho system at 300 MeV. 
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 A similar trend was found in case of 12C+165Ho system at 300 MeV. In this system the 

neutron multiplicity values increased by almost three times in the energy range of 20-30 MeV of 

emission neutrons but at higher emission energies the yield reduced compared to the older 

formalisms to conserve the number of total emission neutrons. The same trend is found in case of 

earlier system as well at higher emission energies. For 12C+165Ho system at 300 MeV projectile 

energy, due to relatively lower excitation of the composite system the crossover of the neutron 

multiplicities took place at 55 MeV emission neutron energy in the extreme forward angle. At 

larger emission angles, the increase due to MPEQ formalism is found to be less and 

consequently, the conservation of the total neutron in turn reflects by a crossover at relatively 

larger emission energies. This figure clearly shows that by introducing the MPEQ formalism 

(simultaneous and sequential), the experimental neutron multiplicities are fairly well reproduced 

by the theory. The sequential MPEQ contributions in percentage to the total neutron multiplicity 

for both the systems are given in the Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Percentage contribution of PEQ emission at different angles 

Reaction Beam Energy 
(MeV) 

Angle (degree) PEQ emission (%) 

20Ne + 165Ho 600 14 33.9 
  20 33.0 
  30 32.7 
  40 31.9 
  50 3.18 
  70 2.22 
  101 1.51 
  130 1.47 
  159 1.23 

12C+165Ho 300 10 47.7 
  35 40.4 
  80 12.4 
  160 6.0 
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3.9 Comparison of total Neutron Multiplicity data with experiment 

In the earlier sections, only the higher energy neutron multiplicities using the PEQ component 

has been discussed. For a complete comparison of the neutron multiplicity, the lower energy 

evaporation also need to be estimated. In the present work, the evaporation contribution was 

estimated using the Monte Carlo based evaporation code PACE4 [78]. The thin target results 

obtained by the PACE4 yields were converted to the neutron multiplicity and then compared 

with the experimental data. The lower energy neutron part is fairly well represented by the 

PACE4 code for all energy and angles for both the systems. The experimental neutron 

multiplicity compared with the estimated one from PACE4 and different formalisms of the 

HION code are presented as separate contributions in the following figures. The comparison of 

the 20Ne+165Ho reaction at 600 MeV with the PACE4 contribution marked in red in shown in the 

Figure 3.16.  
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between the experimentally obtained (black circles with error bars) and 

theoretically calculated neutron multiplicities (evaporation from PACE4, PEQ from HION 

model): a) red line: PACE4, b) blue line: HION1, c) brown line: HION with RMF approach 

(HION2) d) pink line: HION with semi-phenomenological approach (HION3) for 20Ne+165Ho 

reaction at 600 MeV. 

 Similarly for other energies viz. 402, 292 and 220 MeV neutron multiplicities for 

20Ne+165Ho system is represented in Figure 3.17. In all cases it was found to have a reasonably 

well match in the lower energy part of the neutron multiplicity spectra using PACE4 and at 

higher energies with the HION2 and HION3. As the RMF formalism is more closure to the 

realistic nucleus-nucleus interactions compared to the semiphenomenological approach, the 

former is favored over the two formalisms. The comparison for 12C+165Ho reaction at 300 MeV 

is shown in Figure 3.18. The comparison of the neutron multiplicity at the forward angles of 

higher projectile energies viz., 600 MeV 12Ne and 300 MeV 12C are presented separately in 

Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.17: Same as figure 3.16 for 20Ne+165Ho reaction at a) 402 MeV, b) 292 MeV, c) 220 MeV. 

 

Figure 3.18: Same as figure 3.16 for 12C+165Ho reaction at 300 MeV. 
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Figure 3.19: Comparison between the experimental and theoretically obtained [evaporation 

contribution from the PACE4 code, pre-equilibrium from (i) HION1 model (black dash), 

(ii)HION2+simultaneous and sequential (from successive stages) multi-particle emission 

(HION4) (red solid line)] neutron multiplicities at different angles at (a) 600 MeV for 

20Ne+165Ho system and (b) 300 MeV for 12C+165Ho system. 

 The MPEQ contribution along with the PACE4 shows a better agreement with the 

experimental data as shown in the Figure 3.19. So from this work it can be concluded that for 

neutron yield studies at different neutron energies, one need to consider slightly different 

prescriptions to reproduce the experimental observations. The modified collision rates represents 

a more realistic physics approach of the nucleon-nucleon collision than the Blann formalism. 

Secondly, for relatively lower projectile energies till 20 MeV/A, single particle pre-equilibrium 
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emission is sufficient to reproduce the neutron yields from a nuclear reaction and at higher 

energy till 25 MeV/A, simultaneous multi-particle emissions can be used. In energies higher than 

this, one needs to account for the neutron emissions from the residual systems as well, 

considering a large residual energy left to the residual nucleus even after one neutron emission as 

shown in the discussions of the present work. As a concluding remark, it can be considered that, 

the present model works satisfactorily well to reproduce the emission neutron multiplicity 

spectra till an energy range of 30 MeV/A and in the next chapter we will try to compare the thick 

target neutron yields from this code at higher neutron energy region.      
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Validation of PEQ 

estimates from HION code 
 

 
4.1 Experimental system and its characteristics 
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4.3 Basics Detector and Electronics 
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4.5 Neutron pulse height extraction 
4.6 Neutron spectra generation 
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4.7.1 Energy Resolution 
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4.9 Study of the PEQ contribution  
4.9.1 Nucleon density distribution 
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 The objective of the present chapter is the validation of theoretical estimates obtained 

from the HION code and comparison with high energy emission neutrons emitted from 

experiment. For this purpose, neutron energy spectra were measured for 16O + 27Al reaction at 

two different projectile energies of 120 and 142 MeV. The experiments were carried out at 

BARC-TIFR Pelletron-LINAC Facility (PLF) [156], Mumbai, India. This is a tandem type two 

stage accelerator with a maximum terminal voltage of 14 MeV. Further the acceleration is 

provided through the superconducting LINAC boosters. During the experiment, the neutron 

energy spectra have been measured using the time of flight (ToF) technique. The 16O beam from 

the SNICS (source of negative ion through Cs-sputtering) source was made pulsed using the 

buncher facility available just after the ion source. The energies of the projectile were chosen to 

attain an excitation of the fused system to facilitate pre-equilibrium neutron emission. A 

theoretical dosimetric estimate of the relative contribution from the pre-equilibrium neutrons to 

those from evaporation neutrons has also been presented here. For comparison of the measured 

to estimated dose, a conventional dose equivalent meter has been exposed in the similar set up as 

the liquid scintillator for all five angles from 0° to 120°. 

 

4.1 Experimental system and its characteristics  

 The 16O beam was extracted using the analyzing magnet at a charge state of 16O6+ in the 

experiment and bombarded on a 3 mm thick hemispherical Al target. The neutrons emitted were 

measured using EJ301 detectors. The details of the experimental setup and detectors will be 

discussed in the next section. The system under study goes through the formation of 43Sc 

composite system. The evaporation residue from the composite system are estimated with the 

statistical model codes PACE, EMPIRE using the Houser-Feshbach model. The high energy 
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emissions from the pre-compound state are estimated using the HION code. The system has a 

Coulomb barrier [157] of 15.99 MeV and the Q-value for single neutron emission is 2.115 MeV 

having the neutron separation energy of -12.14 MeV. The centre of mass energies for the 

compound system for 120 and 142 MeV of projectile energies are found to be 75.35 and 89.16 

MeV respectively. The compound nuclear excitations are 89.6 and 103.42 MeV respectively for 

the above mentioned 16O beam energies. The PACE estimated fusion cross sections using the 

Bass model [157] for 16O + 27Al system at increasing energies are shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1: The fusion cross-section for the 16O + 27Al at different projectile energies. 

 The figure clearly shows that, the cross-section initially increases beyond 20 MeV and 

reaches a maximum value of 1135 mill barn at 62 MeV and then gradually decreases to 1024 mb 

at 142 MeV. The study emphasizes the thick target neutron emission study, so the cross-section 

variation will be used for the generation of the thick emission spectra by enveloping all thin 
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target results by appropriate folding with the residual yield at each successive hypothetical fixed 

energy thin slabs and corresponding decreased projectile energies. 

 

4.2 Experimental setup 

 In the present study, double differential neutron distribution has been measured out using 

the neutron ToF technique, with the help of five 5cm × 5 cm EJ301 (make Scionix, Holland) 

proton recoil liquid scintillator [56] detectors. Angular distribution of neutrons and 

corresponding thick target yields (TTNY) were measured at five different angles with respect to 

the incoming projectile beam direction.  

 

Figure 4.2: A Schematic of the experimental setup for 16O+27Al system 

 For 0°, 30°and 60° angles, the detectors were kept at a distance of 2 m from the source. 

The rest of the two detectors at 90° and 120° angles were kept at a distance of 1.5 m. The 

schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown in figure 4.2. The two different sets of 
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distances for neutron spectrometry was chosen to obtain better energy resolution at higher 

emission energies (for forward angles) and good statistics at backward angles. A longer flight 

path provides a better resolution for detection of higher energy neutrons. The contribution of the 

pre-equilibrium (higher energy) neutrons was expected to be significant in the forward directions 

with respect to the incoming beam and the source to detector distance was kept 2 m to ensure 

efficient energy determination. At backward angles, the major contributor is the evaporation 

neutrons (lower energy) and secondly total yield is lesser. So for backward angles the distance 

was kept at 1.5 m. During the experiment, the measured full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

the beam was ~ 0.8-1.0 ns inclusive of detector resolution. 27Al target was made in the form of a 

hemisphere of 40 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness, to reduce unwanted scattering and 

attenuation of emitted neutrons [158-159] during the experiment. The range of 16O particles in 

27Al medium was calculated to be 110 µm and 142 µm for 120 and 142 MeV energies, 

respectively, using the range-energy code SRIM [160]. This confirms the complete stopping of 

the incoming particle flux within the target thickness. The neutrons measured by this technique 

consist both of direct neutrons as well as neutrons scattered from structural and shielding 

materials. In order to estimate the neutron distribution from the reaction, the shadow bar 

technique was used which is pictorially depicted for the extreme forward angle in fig. 4.2. Two 

30 cm long cylindrical bars, one of iron and the other made of high density polyethylene were 

placed end-to-end between the target and detector. The iron cylinder will eliminate the gamma 

rays produced in the reaction. Any photoneutron generated in the iron bar and the neutrons 

emitted from the reaction will be absorbed by the high density polyethylene (HDPE) cylinder. So 

these two cylinders will completely screen all the direct neutrons emitted from the reactions. In 

this setup, the neutrons detected by a EJ301 detector represent the background neutrons scattered 
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from other directions. So subtracting it from the total neutron spectra at that specified angle will 

provide the net neutron spectra solely from the reaction. Background neutron measurement was 

carried out at all the five angles. 

 

4.3 Detector and Electronics 

The detection of the neutrons were carried out with the EJ-301 proton recoil scintillator 

[56] in these accelerator environment experiments due to its very good pulse shape 

discrimination (PSD) properties for fast neutron counting and spectrometry in presence of 

gamma radiation. The basic properties of the scintillator material are shown in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: The properties of EJ-301 Scintillator 

Light Output (% Anthracene) 78 

Scintillation Efficiency (photons/1 MeV e-) 12,000 

Wavelength of Maximum Emission (nm) 425 

Decay Time, Short Component (ns) 3.2 

Mean Decay Times of First 3 Components (ns) 
3.16 
32.3 
270 

Bulk Light Attenuation Length (m) 2.5-3 

Specific Gravity 0.874 

Refractive Index 1.505 

Flash Point (°C) 26 

Boiling Point (°C at 1 atm) 141 

No. of H Atoms per cm3 (x1022) 4.82 

No. of C Atoms per cm3 (x1022) 3.98 

No. of Electrons per cm3 (x1023) 2.27 
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 The detectors provides both anode and dynode pulse for the acquisition purpose, in the 

present work the anode negative pulse was taken for the analysis. The block diagram of the 

electronic set up used in the present work is shown in figure 4.3. The anode output of the photo 

multiplier tube (PMT) was input to a 4 channel pulse shape discriminator (PSD) (MPD-4, make 

Mesytec) for distinguishing neutrons over the gamma ray photons. The MPD-4 output was taken 

for estimating 3 different parameters - flight time of the particle, pulse height and pulse shape. 

The electronic set-up for the measurement is schematically shown below in figure 4.3. For the 

design of the master gate, the detector signals were combined in an OR logic through a quad 4-

fold logic unit (Philips, 755) and a level translator (Philips, 726) and transmitted to the data 

acquisition system VME analog to digital converter (ADC) (CAEN-V785) with proper 

impedance matching.  

 

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the electronic setup for signal acquisition for 16O+27Al system. 

 The particle energy is measured through the flight time between the source to detector 

and the time difference is calculated using the TAC module (Canberra) with proper tagging with 
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respect to the initial burst of the gamma ray photons. The RF signal was acquired from a BaF2  

detector through a constant fraction discriminator (CFD, 454) with an appropriate delay and a 

logic unit (LF 4000). Finally the RF feed goes to the TAC unit and the neutron detection time 

was recorded with respect to the initial gamma burst. The chopped beam reappear in an interval 

of 107.3 ns and the generated neutrons within this time difference is collected as a signature of 

the reaction corresponding to the initial burst of the projectile pulse. Once the second gamma 

pulses appear, the low energy delayed neutrons may get superimposed with fast counterparts of 

the second pulse, necessitating a detection threshold for neutron spectrometry. The TAC module 

has been calibrated using a TAC calibrator with known set of signal widths. The difference in the 

channel numbers for the set difference in time is the time calibration factor. During measurement 

neutron energies are determined from the time differences acquired through the TAC unit and the 

corresponding target to detector distance. The offline analysis has been carried out using the 

Linux advanced multi-parameter system (LAMPS) [161] software and the neutron spectra were 

generated after appropriately folding by the detector efficiency. 

 

4.4 Detector efficiency  

The EJ-301 measured pulse height distribution and TAC data was converted to the 

energy differential neutron yield distribution per projectile per unit solid angle at different 

angles, corrected for background and intrinsic efficiency of the detectors. Efficiency of the 

proton recoil detectors can be approximated as, 

𝜀 = 1 − 𝑒−𝑁𝜎𝑠𝐿                                                               (4.1) 

where, 𝜎𝑠 is the scattering cross section of hydrogen, 𝑁 is the number density of target nuclei, 

and 𝐿 is the path length for the neutrons in the detector medium. In EJ-301 the H/C (atomic ratio) 
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is 1.211, and hence recoil of carbon nuclei also need to be considered for efficiency calculations. 

In such cases, equation 4.1 gets a bit modified and the efficiency can be expressed as given in 

relation 4.2, where the subscript C and H stand for carbon and hydrogen respectively. Although 

the number densities are of similar order but the cross-sections vary largely leading to a small 

change in the effective efficiency; 

𝜀 =
𝑁𝐻𝜎𝐻

𝑁𝐻𝜎𝐻 + 𝑁𝐶𝜎𝐶
�1 − 𝑒−(𝑁𝐻𝜎𝐻+𝑁𝐶𝜎𝐶)𝐿�                                      (4.2) 

 

Figure 4.4: Efficiency plot for EJ-301 detector (from Monte Carlo simulations). 

The efficiency of a liquid scintillator can be calculated theoretically using a scoring algorithm 

(Monte Carlo method). It can also be determined by experimental methods using monoenergetic 

neutron source and counting the corresponding yields at different energy bins. The EJ-301 

detector efficiency in the energy range of 1 – 40 MeV is presented in Figure 4.4. The efficiencies 

at 0-40 MeV energies was calculated by Sunil et. al. using a FLUKA Monte Carlo code [159]. 
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4.5 Neutron pulse height extraction 

In the present experiment, the gamma-neutron separation has been achieved by the pulse 

shape discrimination and ToF information, as shown in figure 4.5. The figure shows a two 

dimensional plot, pulse height at the y-axis and pulse height discrimination being at the x-axis. 

The figure clearly indicates a wide separation between the two types of signals. The left one 

indicates the photon signals and the right one, the corresponding neutrons. The  

 

Figure 4.5: The pulse height vs. PSD spectra for 16O+27Al system 

The color code represents the counts and a typical projection in one of the axis provides an one 

dimensional PSD spectrum with clear separation between the photons and neutrons as shown in 

figure 4.6. At the TAC the gamma pulses should ideally appear as a sharp line but due to 

practical constraints like electronic noise, time walk jitters and statistical fluctuations etc. 

effectively appear with a finite spread. For the neutrons, the flight time is dependent on the 

energy of the neutrons and time spectra become very wide as shown in the inset of figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: A typical pulse height vs. PSD spectra for 16O+27Al system at 0° for 120 MeV energy  

 Similarly a two dimensional spectrum with two bunches of gamma and neutrons is presented in 

figure 4.7. This indicates the PSD vs. ToF spectra and the two gamma lines are separated by 

107.3 ns. The neutrons appear between the two gamma lines and correspond to one bunch of 

neutrons generated from a projectile flash on the 27Al thick target. The left gamma line represents 

the flash of projectile on the target. The neutrons generated from the reaction were acquired by 

the proton recoil detectors till the second bunch of projectile hit the target which is signaled by 

the second flash of gamma line. 
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Figure 4.7: A contour plot of PSD and TOF spectra showing n-γ separation for 16O+27Al system.  

 

4.6 Neutron spectra generation 

 The neutron spectra are recorded using appropriate gates to choose regions mentioned in 

figure 4.7. The area marked as neutrons can be extracted by a software gate generated to extract 

neutrons with minimum contamination of gamma photons. For proper estimation of neutron 

flight time from the onset of the reaction, the photon time distribution was fitted to a Gaussian 

peak by the least square minimization. The centre point of this Gaussian was chosen as the start 

time. The two gamma lines are separated by a time difference of 107.3 ns, so from this the 

calibration factor for the channel to time conversion can be achieved. Further using the same 

calibration factor, the neutron energy spectra and the corresponding yields at different energy 

bins can be calculated. In the present work, this is done using the Linux Advanced Multi-

Parameter System (LAMPS) software in an offline mode of analysis [161]. The neutron energy 

spectra was then folded with the efficiency distribution given in figure 4.4 to get the 
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experimental neutron distribution for 16O+27Al system at two different energies 120 MeV and 

142 MeV. These are shown in figure 4.8 below. The measured spectra at five angles 0°, 30°, 60°, 

90° and 120° have been plotted with multiplication factors of 104, 103,102, 101 and 100 

respectively to accommodate all data it in a single plot. 

 

Figure 4.8: A comparison between the experimental neutron yield at 120 and 142 MeV. 

 The red open circles represent the yield for 120 MeV projectile energy and the black 

closed circles correspondingly the 142 MeV projectile yields. The statistical uncertainties 

associated with the measurements are represented in terms of error bars for both measurements.  

 The corresponding background measurements at all five angles are shown in figure 4.8a 

for (i) 120 and (ii) 142 MeV projectile energies respectively, obtained with the shadow shield 

technique discussed in section 4.2. 
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Figure 4.8a: A comparison between the experimental neutron yield at (i) 120 and (ii) 142 MeV. 
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The variation between the measured total and background spectra of the neutron yield at two 

different angles, 0° and 90° for both the energies are shown in the figure 4.8b and c. 

 

Figure 4.8b: Comparison between the background to the total measured neutron yield at 0° and 

90° for projectile energy of 120 MeV. 

 The plots clearly show that a significant contribution of the measured neutron yield over 

background exists at higher neutron emission energies. For the 0° angle, the neutron yields were 

found to be more than five times higher than the corresponding background measurements in the 

lower energy evaporation region and two to three times at the higher emission energy region 

beyond 20 MeV. Similarly, at backward angle 90°, significant increase can be observed though 

the relative increase in the yield values were found to be less. This signifies the higher 
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contribution of the high energy neutrons at forward angles compared to the backward. The 

similar comparison at 142 MeV projectile energy shows a very similar trend shown in the figure 

below. In this case the difference between the background to measured neutron spectra at higher 

emission energies are found be separated by a factor of more than six times in the lower energy 

evaporation dominated emission region and three to four times in the higher emission energy 

region. This clearly indicates that the higher energy contribution increases as the projectile 

energy increases. 

 

Figure 4.8c: Comparison between the background to the total measured neutron yield at 0° and 

90° for projectile energy of 142 MeV. 
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4.7 Errors and uncertainties 

 The errors and associated uncertainties for the ToF measurements using EJ-301 liquid 

scintillator may originate from different sources like the variation in the projectile energy 

resolution, beam current normalization, time resolutions etc. Among these, the most predominant 

factor is the time resolution, as they can appear from different sources, viz. the intrinsic time 

resolution of the detector, spread in the photon pulse and determination of the centroid, self 

attenuation and energy reduction in the target itself and time spread resulting from the finite 

thickness of the detector.  

4.7.1 Energy Resolution 

 The relative energy resolution in this method can be represented as, 

Δ𝐸
𝐸

= 𝛾(𝛾 + 1) �
Δ𝑡
𝑡 �

;      𝛾 = 1 +
𝐸
𝑀𝑐2

                                    (4.3) 

Here the kinetic energy of neutron is represented by 𝐸, M being the rest mass and 𝑡,Δ𝑡 are the 

neutron flight time and overall time resolution respectively. This includes the error in the beam 

current normalization and found to be less that 2% of the measured values. 

4.7.2 Time Resolution 

  The factors contributing to the time resolution includes the experimental gamma photon 

energy spread, thickness of target and small uncertainty in the target to detector distance and 

angular correction. The rest of the important factors are detector resolution and finite thickness 

of the detector. Considering these factors, overall time resolution can be estimated using relation, 

Δ𝑡 = �(Δ𝜏)2 + �
Δ𝑥
v �

2

�
1
2�

                                               (4.4) 

where, Δ𝜏 is the time spread in the detector, v  is the velocity of the neutrons and the Δ𝑥 is the 

detector thickness. Considering these factors, the energy resolution �Δ𝐸
𝐸
�  of the ToF 
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measurements for 2 m and 1.5 m distance, the estimated resolution can go up to 15% for 40 MeV 

of neutrons. As neutron energy decreases, the energy resolution deteriorates. As mentioned 

earlier the time interval between two bunches of the projectiles was 107.3 ns. As a result the 

neutrons energy lower than 0.5 MeV reached the detector at the same time as that of the faster 

neutrons and the photon pulses of the next generation. This has put a constraint on the lower 

limit of the neutron energy detection and the low energy neutron identification in the present ToF 

set up was restricted up to 0.5 MeV. The statistical uncertainties in the measurements were 

minimized by providing a large counting time and varies from 0.01% for low energy (1 MeV) to 

a maximum of 4% for the high energy (40 MeV) region of spectra. The scattered component 

subtraction for estimating the net counts also adds to the uncertainty. The scattered contribution 

increases at the backward angles. These were found to be 1% for (0°, 30°), ~2% for 60° and up 

to 5% for 90° and 120°. The variation in the flight path due to error in source to detector 

measurements, solid angle corrections for a detector type of (5 cm×5 cm) and the pulse pile up 

effects at the detector were collectively found to pose an uncertainty of  <1%.  

 

4.8 Results and Discussions 

 In the present study, the emission neutron yield has been estimated for 16O+6+27Al system 

at two different energies. The corresponding pre-equilibrium (PEQ) neutron contributions has 

been estimated using the HION model with spatial density distribution. In order to identify the 

high energy PEQ contribution in the experimental data, the evaporation contribution for the 

reaction system has been estimated from statistical model calculations. Here we have used the 

code Empire ver. 3.2 (Malta) for estimating the evaporation neutron yields from heavy ion 

reaction and the Monte Carlo code PACE4 as discussed in section 2.5. The comparison of the 
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estimated neutron yields from both the statistical model codes and the experiment is shown in the 

next subsections. 

4.8.1 Experimental comparisons with evaporation code  

 Experimental emission neutron yields with the corresponding evaporation estimates are 

shown in figure 4.9 for 120 MeV 16O projectiles on a thick Al target. Here the thin target neutron 

yields with degraded incoming projectile energies were calculated using the PACE and EMPIRE 

codes and finally superimposed to convert to corresponding thick target yields using the steps 

discussed in section 2.6. In this calculation, the thin slabs having the fixed energy degradation is 

chosen to decrease by 5 MeV in energy. Further the particle is assumed to interact with all the 

target nuclei and there is no slowing down taking place due to multiple scattering and straggling. 

 

 Figure 4.9: A comparison between the experimental to statistical code estimates for thick target 

neutron yield at 120 MeV (black dots: experiment, solid red: PACE and brown dots: EMPIRE) 
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 The PACE is found to have a good agreement with the experimental neutron yield at 0o 

and 30o, whereas at large backward angles, the estimates are found to be largely overestimated 

compared to the experimental ones. In contrary, the EMPIRE estimates are found to be initially 

underestimated at forward angles, whereas at backward angles, this also over-predictions the 

experimental yields. In the figure, the experimental yields for alternate angles were marked in 

solid and open circles for a better understanding. The high energy neutron contributions and the 

multiplication factors associated with the measurements and estimates are mentioned in the 

figure. The statistical uncertainties for the experimental measurements are indicated in term of 

the error bars for 120 MeV projectile energy. The similar results for the 142 MeV projectile 

energy is shown in figure 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10: A comparison between the experimental to statistical code estimates for thick target 

neutron yield at 142 MeV (black dots: experiment, solid red: PACE and brown dots: EMPIRE) 
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 The PACE over-predictions at all angles in comparison to the measured evaporation 

neutron yield may be attributed to the overestimation of the fusion cross sections. The variation 

in emission probabilities resulting from the choice of level density parameters (A/10) for PACE 

also give higher neutron yield compared to Empire 3.2 predictions. In both the projectile 

energies, the PACE calculations were trimmed at higher emission neutron energies considering a 

sharp decrease in the population of neutrons leading to large calculation uncertainties.  

 In both the cases, the high energy neutrons are largely underestimated by both models. 

The difference in the yields between theory and the experiment is highest at 0o for both the 

measurements and decreases at wide angles. This clearly indicates a contribution from the pre-

equilibrium emissions along with the evaporation contributions. In order to account for this 

higher neutron yields, an attempt has been made to include the contribution of the PEQ neutrons 

at higher emission energies using the HION code and will be discussed in the next section. In the 

next subsection the angular distribution of the emission neutrons from the models and 

experiment will be discussed. 

4.8.2 Angular distributions of Neutron emission 

 The angular distribution clearly shows that the Empire results largely underestimates the 

experimental measurements at all angles and the similar with the PACE estimates (~20-40% 

underestimation) in the forward angles. This underestimation at the forward angles indicates the 

presence of another contributor in the emission neutron yield apart from the evaporation. The 

PEQ contribution and the associated increase in the total yield at different emission angles will 

be discussed in the next section. The angular distributions at back angles between 60o to 120o 

matches well with the PACE estimates for 120 MeV projectile energy, as shown in figure 4.11. 

In this angle range, evaporation is the major contributing factor and due to anisotropic nature of 
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the PEQ angular distribution, the effects will be very less and the variation from the PACE 

results vary by 8-12 %. In the calculation procedure, as the Empire calculation provides the 

energy differential neutron emission cross sections in the centre of mass frame, so it has been 

converted to the corresponding lab frame using the centre of mass to lab frame conversion 

relations. Further the thick target conversion using different equal energy degradation slices at 

various degrading projectile energies were assumed and the cross-sections were converted to 

double differential neutron yield distributions.    

 

Figure 4.11: Angular distribution of the emission neutrons at for thick target neutron yield at 120 

MeV (black square: experiment, red circle: PACE and blue triangle: EMPIRE) 

 Angular distributions of neutron yield are tabulated in Table 4.2 for both the 16O energies 

on thick Al target. Trends of emission neutron angular distributions for 142 MeV projectile 

energy are shown in figure 4.12. This also shows a similar trend to the earlier estimates. In this 

case, the PACE estimates showed a closer corroboration. In this case also the experimental yields 
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are found to be higher that the corresponding model calculations at the forward angles and the 

experimental yields at 30 o is found to comparatively higher than other angles. The Empire 

estimates are found to be still large underestimated with respect to the experimental yields. 

Table 4.2: Angular distribution of neutron yields from 120, 142 MeV 16O on thick Al target 

Angle 
(degree) 

Neutron Yield from 120MeV 16O 
(n.Sr-1.ion-1) 

Neutron Yield from 142 MeV 16O 
(n.Sr-1.ion-1) 

 ToF PACE  EMPIRE ToF PACE  EMPIRE 
0 1.279×10-4 8.482×10-5 2.234×10-5 1.428×10-4 1.388×10-4 3.205×10-5 
30 8.506×10-5 6.527×10-5 2.274×10-5 1.390×10-4 1.061×10-4 3.241×10-5 
60 3.302×10-5 3.920×10-5 1.618×10-5 3.942×10-5 6.253×10-5 2.282×10-5 
90 2.872×10-5 2.395×10-5 1.040×10-5 3.748×10-5 3.687×10-5 1.448×10-5 
120 1.573×10-5 1.637×10-5 6.713×10-6 2.305×10-5 2.433×10-5 9.262×10-6 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Angular distribution of the emission neutrons at for thick target neutron yield at 142 

MeV (black square: experiment, red circle: PACE and blue triangle: EMPIRE) 
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4.9 Study of the PEQ contribution  

 Emission neutron yield in the present study shows an underprediction by the model 

calculations, specifically in the forward angles with respect to the incoming beam directions, as 

shown in the earlier section. In this regard, the possibility of pre-equilibrium emissions has been 

investigated using the in house developed HION code [96]. This code have already showed the  

applicability in the energy range of 10 - 30 MeV/nucleon, in the earlier chapter and there are a 

number of evidences [162-168] regarding the contribution of PEQ emissions below 10 

MeV/nucleon also. So considering that, this HION code has been used in the present work and 

the yield of high energy neutrons were compared with the code estimates. 

 For HION code, the neutron yields are largely dependent on the spatial nucleon 

distribution within the nucleus and the emission probability and the collision rates are calculated 

based on this distribution.  

4.9.1 Nucleon density distribution 

 In the present work the density distributions has been calculated using both the semi-

phenomenological of Gambhir and Patil [103] and the relativistic mean field (RMF) [104] 

approach. The density profiles for composite system 43Sc using both the models are shown in 

figure 4.13. The density profile shows a larger neutron density compared to the corresponding 

neutron density considering the proton-proton repulsion to exist for both the formalisms. The 

semiphenomenological approach shows a near constant density values for both neutrons and 

protons till 2.5 fm and then the density values fall sharply to become almost zero by 6 fm. The 

central neutron density is found to be 0.11 fm-3 and corresponding proton one is 0.1 fm-3. The 

RMF estimated spatial density distribution also shows a steady decrease in the density values at 

larger distances from the centre of the nucleus. 
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Figure 4.13: Nucleon density distribution for compound nucleus 43Sc (16O + 27Al) system using 

(a) semiphenomenological and (b) RMF approach 

 The density values for both proton and neutron steadily decreases by 25% of the central 

value till 2 fm and then becomes almost steady till 3 fm. Further the density values decreases 

after 3 fm and reduces to zero by 6 fm. So apart from the core part density variation, the density 

profile remains almost similar at the external part of the nucleus.  

4.9.2 Study of the high energy neutron yield 

 Using both the spatial distributions, further particle emission, collision rates and emission 

probability calculations were done as discussed in chapter 3. In the present work, considering the 

projectile energy to be less than 10 MeV/nucleon, only the single neutron emission possibility 

has been included for HION calculations and both the simultaneous and sequential multiple pre-
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equilibrium modules were not used during the calculations. The neutron emissions obtained from 

the emission probability calculations for 142 and 120 MeV projectile energies using both the 

density values (semiphenomenological and RMF), showed only a 5% variation in the thin target 

yields. For the thick target neutron yield calculations, at lower energies, the variation becomes 

even lesser and the weighted sum of all the gradually decreasing energies makes the total 

integrated yield difference to be negligible. So, in the present study only the emission probability 

and neutron yields from semiphenomenological approach and the corresponding experimental 

counterpart is shown. The experimentally obtained neutron spectra for 120 and 142 MeV 16O 

energies on a thick 27Al target and the corresponding PEQ neutron yields at different angles 

estimated from HION code are presented in Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Comparison of experimental neutron yield with HION estimated PEQ contribution 

at 120 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target. 
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of experimental neutron yield with HION estimated PEQ contribution 

at 142 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target 

 At lower energies, the HION results are found to have a low yields and at higher 

emission energies, the PEQ estimates obtained from the HION code shows a very good 

corroboration. For a better estimation of the sole PEQ contribution, the evaporation estimates 

calculated from the PACE were subtracted from the experimental measurements and the 

resulting spectra were compared with the HION. At forward angles, the subtraction was done 

above 25 MeV and for 90o and 120o angles above 20 MeV. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 shows that 

HION estimates reproduces the experimental data at higher energies and for both 142 and 120 

MeV beam energies and the PEQ contribution is found to be 3.3% and 2.3% of evaporation 

contribution respectively at 0o emission angle. 
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of evaporation subtracted experimental neutron yield with HION 

estimated PEQ contribution at 120 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target 

 

Figure 4.17: Comparison of evaporation subtracted experimental neutron yield with HION 

estimated PEQ contribution at 142 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target 
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 The percentage particle variation for the PEQ range at forward angles may not appear to 

be large as we are considering the PACE estimates till the 25 MeV at forward angles and 20 

MeV till the backward angles. But if a comparison from the dosimetric point of view is 

considered using a conventional neutron dose equivalent (NDE) meter, the total estimated dose 

variation becomes very significant. It is because the maximum possible measurable energy range 

for a NDE meter is restricted up to 17-20 MeV, so the variation in estimated dose arising from 

the large energy neutrons can be significantly large. This problem needs to be addressed and for 

this purpose, the estimate of the high energy neutron dose contributions has been carried out in 

the next section.   

 

4.10 Dosimetric estimates with experiment and NDE meter 

 In the present work the neutron dose estimates from the nuclear reaction has been carried 

out using the dose conversion coefficients (DCC) as published in ICRP publication number 74 

[12]. The fluence to dose conversion coefficients [ICRP74] were calculated from the figure 4.18 

for the energy range 0.5 to 40 MeV. For the dosimetric estimations, a LB6411 (make Berthold) 

type NDE meter has been used in the present work and the meter has been kept at all five 

measurement angles. The NDE meter has been kept at 1 m and 0.5 m distances from the target 

depending on the measurement angle. For 0° to 60°, the NDE meter was kept at a distance of 1 m 

and for rest two backward angles, it was kept at 50 cm distance. The variation in the distance has 

been adjusted to acquire a greater neutron yield by increasing the solid angle covered. The results 

were then normalized with appropriate corrections for solid angle, current integrator (CI) 

readings and associated CI-scales, i.e., the total accumulated charge at the target. Finally the 
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results were converted in the unit of mSv.µC-1 of the projectile charge. The comparison of dose 

equivalents from ToF technique and corresponding evaporation estimates are given in table 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.18: The flux to dose conversion coefficients for neutrons as given by ICRP; close look 

at the 1-50 MeV region in linear scale (inset) 

Table 4.3: Angular distribution of dose equivalent from 120 and 142 MeV 16O on thick Al 

target. 

Angle 
(degree) 

Dose Equivalent from 120MeV 16O 
(mSv.µC-1) 

Dose Equivalent from 142 MeV 16O 
(mSv.µC-1) 

ToF EMPIRE PACE NDE ToF EMPIRE PACE NDE 

0 57.8 10.6 39.1 38.1±2.7 65.5 15.4 64.5 58.6±2.3 
30 38.4 10.7 29.8 29.3±2.3 63.4 15.5 48.9 46.4±2.3 
60 14.7 7.5 17.5 14.1±1.3 17.8 10.7 28.2 21.3±1.3 
90 12.7 4.7 10.5 6.3±0.8 16.5 6.6 16.3 12.4±1.1 
120 6.9 3.0 7.1 3.7±0.6 10.1 4.1 10.6 7.7±0.9 
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 Measured neutron doses using the NDE meter for both projectile energies are shown in 

figure 4.19 with associated measurement errors. A comparison of measured to estimated neutron 

equivalent dose with ToF and model predictions are shown in figure 4.20 and 4.21. 

 

Figure 4.19: Measured Neutron doses using NDE meter for 16O beam on a thick 27Al target  

 For 120 MeV projectile energy, the measured equivalent dose with NDE meter is found 

to be close to the PACE measurements for the angles 0° to 60° but underestimates largely 

compared to the ToF measured ones. This is because the high energy emitted neutrons cannot be 

detected  by the NDE meter. At backward angles the measured dose are found to be less than the 

PACE estimated one, as seen in fig. 4.20.  
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Figure 4.20: Estimated neutron dose at 120 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target.  

 

Figure 4.21: Estimated neutron dose at 142 MeV 16O beam on a thick 27Al target.  
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Similar results are found for 142 MeV projectiles as well. A separate estimation for the PEQ 

neutrons estimated from the HION code has been done in this work and found to have almost 6-

10% of the evaporation contribution in the forward angle, and at backward angles, contribution 

reduces due to reduction in the large energy neutron contents. The PEQ estimated dose for both 

the energies are shown in figure 4.22. 

 

Figure 4.22: HION estimated PEQ neutron dose from 120 and 142 MeV 16O beam.  

 So in the present work it has been found that the HION code can estimate the high energy 

neutrons from thick target emissions for projectile energies even at less than 10 MeV/A. The 

reproduction of the experimental data at higher emission energies for all angles with the code 

estimates also validates the applicability of the code at low energies as well. Calculations also 

showed that for 7.5 and 8.8 MeV/A cases the PEQ contributions at 0° are 2.3% and 3.3% of the 
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evaporation contribution respectively in terms of the neutron yield. Whereas the estimated dose 

using the dose conversion coefficients of ICRP74, for the PEQ neutrons can go up to  6-10 % at 

forward angles, due to large DCC values at higher neutron energies as shown in fig 4.18. The 

contributions increase significantly at larger projectile energies beyond 17 MeV. In the next 

chapter a theoretical estimate of the neutron yields and the corresponding dose equivalents for 

various target projectile system at increasing energies will be estimated to get an estimate of the 

dosimetric corrections to be incorporated due to large energy emissions in an accelerator 

environment. 
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Chapter 5 
Estimation of Preequilibrium component 

for heavy ion reactions at large 
projectile energies 

 
 

5.1 Choice of target and projectiles 

5.2 Study of yield and angular distributions 

5.3 Empirical relation for Pre-equilibrium neutron yield 

5.4 Estimation of dose from neutron beyond 20 MeV 

5.5 PEQ estimates at higher projectile energies 
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The present chapter deals with the determination of PEQ neutron yield from different 

target projectile combinations, which can serve as an additional support for the yield and dose 

estimation from PEQ neutrons. These estimates are very important from the radiological 

protection purposes, the design of shielding or estimation of equivalent doses for radiation 

workers. In a radiation installation, prior to commencement of construction, a detailed shielding 

and dose apportionment analysis is carried out. The shielding thickness is decided based on the 

available source term and the consequences in case of incidents or accidents due to some wrong 

practices or otherwise. In such calculations, for an accelerator installation, neutron distribution 

from different elements need to be studied, as the beam interactions can take place with the 

structural materials, machine components, air or water. So yield studies need to be carried out 

with a wide range of target elements in order to have a proper idea about the shield design and 

dose profiles inside or outside the accelerator hall. To obtain such information, the possible ways 

are, firstly to carry out some experiments with the known set of commonly used target and 

particle beams. Other options are careful examination of possible yield and angular distributions 

from available literature data or carrying out some model calculations to obtain the respective 

yields. In most of the cases, the experimental validation is difficult considering the complexities 

in neutron spectra measurements with a large setup of detectors and electronics and is time 

consuming. The second constraint appears from the available particle fluence (current) and beam 

energies in different facilities. With available experimental facilities, at times the desired 

energies and target projectile combinations are not available. so one of the most effective option 

is to look for one or more model codes for estimation of the neutron spectra, angle or energy 

integrated yield and total yield. These parameters are used as the source term for designing an 

optimized shielding for the facility or estimation of the dose levels at different locations of the 
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facility. The dose distribution study allows an accurate zoning to facilitate the administrative 

control and to minimize the radiation exposure to the workers.  

 With the motivation to enforce the radiological safety in a nuclear installation, the present 

work can provide a good estimate of the doses from the PEQ and evaporation neutron 

components originating from the heavy ion nuclear reactions in the projectile energies between 

few MeV to tens of MeV. This energy range regime a very limited number of codes are 

available, though heavy ion accelerators at these projectile energies are widely used for basic 

studies and isotope production. As discussed earlier in chapter 2, most reaction model codes 

dealing with heavy ion reactions like PACE [77-78], EMPIRE [79], GEMINI [169], The GEM 

code [170], restricts its usage till 7-10 MeV per nucleon. Monte Carlo based codes like FLUKA 

[171] which uses relativistic quantum molecular dynamics [172-173] at higher energies between 

0.1 to 5 GeV per nucleon and Boltzmann master equation at lower energies at lower energies or 

fluid dynamics based models using the Vlasov or Vlasov-Uhlenbeck-Uhling (VUU) models [73-

76] provide a better estimate at energies of 100 MeV per nucleon or more. So with an aim to 

calculate the neutron energy and angular distributions in the intermediate gap area of the 

incoming projectile energy, this part of the work has been carried out. In the present work a total 

of seven different elements have been chosen as the target material and five different projectiles 

were used to estimate the effective neutron yield from the concerned heavy ion reaction at 

energies between 10-50 MeV per nucleon. In the following sections, we will discuss about the 

choice of projectile and target elements and increase in the neutron yields and associated doses 

evaluated from the PEQ code. 
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5.1 Choice of target and projectiles 

 The five different projectile beams were chosen for the theoretical estimation of neutron 

yields based on the experiences gained from PLF operations during last 25 years. The projectile 

beams operated most frequently in the facility have been chosen for evaluation of the neutron 

yields from PEQ process. These beams are 7Li, 12C, 16O, 19F and 28Si and all calculations are 

carried out at projectile energies between 10-50 MeV per nucleon. Choosing the target materials 

in an accelerator domain for the study of yields are very difficult considering the variety of 

elements available in different shielding materials, beam line assembly and beam dump. Among 

these, the dump is the prominent source of radiation during the accelerator operation. Mostly Ta 

and Cu are used for fabrication of the dump assembly. So yields from 63Cu, 65Cu and 181Ta are 

chosen for the evaluation studies. 12C and 56Fe are chosen as C and Fe are the constituents of the 

components of beam line assembly. Cu is also extensively used in electrical and cryogenic 

components. In most of the cases stainless steel, which contains Fe and C along with many other 

elememts, is primarily used for the beam housing. 107Ag and 197Au are widely used in basic 

research as scattering or stopping target in experiments, so evaluations involving these two 

elements have also been carried out. All the projectile-target combinations were studied with 

both PACE4 and HION codes to estimate the evaporation and the PEQ contributions at different 

energies. The estimated results are discussed in the next sections.  

 

5.2 Study of yield and angular distributions 

As mentioned in the last section, reaction systems formed from the combination of five beams 

and seven different targets were chosen for study of neutron yields.  But some of the composite 

systems under study involving 107Ag target or 28Si projectile form highly unstable systems with 
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limited knowledge of the level density. Those systems were not considered for the present work. 

In Figure 5.1 the angular distribution of the evaporation and PEQ contributions for 12C projectile 

on 65Cu target at 20 MeV per nucleon projectile energy is shown. 

 

Figure 5.1: A typical evaporation to PEQ neutron yield distribution pattern for (12C + 65Cu) at 20 

MeV per nucleon projectile energy 

 The figure depicts the evaporation and PEQ neutron energy spectra at different emission 

angles, calculated using the PACE and HION codes respectively. For evaporation calculations, a 

significant particle yield is found till 30 MeV of emission energy. At energies beyond this point 

the yield reduces drastically incorporating large estimated uncertainties. To overcome the issue 

for all sets of estimation, the evaporation data are trimmed beyond 30 MeV. For the PEQ 

contribution, the lower energy component is small, it reaches a maximum and then the yield 
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gradually reduces over a long range of energies. The maximum of the PEQ yield is dependent on 

the emission angle and at angles closer to the beam direction appears to have a large energy 

component compared to corresponding backward angle spectra. 

 The total multiplicity distributions for both the processes for available set of composite 

systems with variation in energy are shown in the following figures.  

 

Figure 5.2: Evaporation and PEQ neutron multiplicities with 7Li beam at different targets. 

All results are calculated considering a thin target scenario and the emission multiplicities are 

calculated considering the total 4π geometry. The figures are represented in a double Y-axis 

format. The left y-axis indicates the evaporation multiplicities marked in back and the 

corresponding PEQ contributions are shown in blue in the right y-axis. The set of composite 

systems, not calculated due to lack of availability of input data regarding the density of states or 
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separation energies include the 28Si beam on all three high Z targets (107Ag, 181Ta and 197Au). The 

rest of the systems are the yields from 107Ag target with all beam particles, except 16O. The plot 

of the neutron multiplicities using a beam with all available target elements at all five projectile 

energies are shown in figure 5.2 to 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.3: Evaporation and PEQ neutron multiplicities with 12C beam at different targets. 
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Figure 5.4: Evaporation and PEQ neutron multiplicities with 19F beam at different targets. 

 

Figure 5.5: Evaporation and PEQ neutron multiplicities with 16O beam at different targets. 
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Figure 5.6: Evaporation and PEQ neutron multiplicities with 28Si beam at different targets. 

 In all the figures, it's evident that both the evaporation and the PEQ multiplicity values 

increases with increase in the beam energies, but the slope of the curves are different. The 

effective sharing of the evaporation to PEQ multiplicity fractions vary between 3-40% depending 

upon the energy and the composite system mass and density of states available at the effective 

excitations. The yield percentages with different beam target combinations are shown in the 

figure 5.7 to 5.11. 
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Figure 5.7: Yield percentages from PEQ to Evaporation with 7Li beam at different targets. 

 

Figure 5.8: Yield percentages from PEQ to Evaporation with 12C beam at different targets. 
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Figure 5.9: Yield percentages from PEQ to Evaporation with 16O beam at different targets. 

 

Figure 5.10: Yield percentages from PEQ to Evaporation with 19F beam at different targets. 
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Figure 5.11: Yield percentages from PEQ to Evaporation with 28Si beam at different targets. 

 The maximum contribution of the PEQ multiplicities was found for cases where the low 

mass projectiles are bombarded on a low mass target atom. In the case of 12C target, almost all 

low mass projectile beams showed a large contribution from the PEQ and the contributions are 

found to be as high as more than 40% for 50 MeV per nucleon (12C projectile). The contribution 

reduces to 15-20 % at 50 MeV per nucleon energy for the rest of the projectile beams. This is 

attributed to a lower emission probability due to high collision rates and lower excitation energy 

per particle for the higher number of nucleons in a heavy target. This PEQ contribution remains 

unaccounted for in the evaporation codes and in the case of results obtained from conventional 

NDE meter leading to a large underestimation of the total doses. It would be helpful to find out 
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an empirical relation to give a conservative estimate of these PEQ contributions. With an 

approach to estimate this yield, an empirical relation has been proposed and compared with the 

HION estimates in the next section. 

 

5.3  Empirical relation for Pre-equilibrium neutron yield 

 In this section, a simplified empirical relation to reproduce the integral yield of PEQ 

neutrons from most of the target-projectile systems mentioned earlier has been proposed. The 

relation is developed by fitting the PEQ yield distribution obtained from HION code. HION 

results are obtained using both single and multiple PEQ formalisms. For projectile energy of 10 

MeV per nucleon, only single PEQ emission has been considered and for energies of 20 – 50 

MeV per nucleon, both simultaneous and sequential MPEQ are used. The empirical relation is 

based on the simplified geometrical consideration and the neutron excess in the composite 

system. This empirical relation calculates the total yield of neutrons in the projectile energy 

range of 10 - 50 MeV/nucleon in complete 4π geometry. The simplified relation can be presented 

as; 
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               (5.1)                   

where the subscripts P,T and C denote the projectile, target and composite systems respectively. 

The incoming projectile energy is designated as 𝐸𝑃 and the ratio �𝐸𝑃
𝐴𝑃
� is the projectile kinetic 

energy in MeV-amu-1. This formula describes data generally within factors of two for ions from 

Li to Si incident ions interacting with the thin targets ranging from C to Au over the specific 

energy domain 10 to 50 MeV amu-1. The results obtained using this formalism have been 
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compared with the HION estimated neutron multiplicities. The comparison is shown in figures 

5.12 to 5.16 for all five projectiles with different target elements.  

 

Figure 5.12: Comparison of integral yield from HION with empirical relation for 7Li beam. 

 The closed circles represent the HION estimates at different projectile energies and the 

solid lines represent the simplified empirical relation estimates. In the case of 7Li projectiles, the 

neutron yield for carbon target is overestimated (compared to HION results) at lower projectile 

energies, whereas for all other targets, the relation has reproduced the HION estimated yield 

within a factor of 2. Estimated yield for 12C projectile also shows a small overestimation 

compared to the HION estimates at 10 MeV per nucleon for 12C target. A small overestimation 

has also reported at ~50 MeV/nucleon for high Z targets but the estimates are within a factor of 2 

and mostly conservative in nature. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of integral yield from HION with empirical relation for 12C beam. 

 

Figure 5.14: Comparison of integral yield from HION with empirical relation for 16O beam. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of integral yield from HION with empirical relation for 19F beam. 

 

Figure 5.16: Comparison of integral yield from HION with empirical relation for 28Si beam. 
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 For most of the reaction systems considered the empirical relation has reproduced the 

HION data fairly well. In the case of 19F beam induced reaction on heavy mass targets and for 

16O beam on 12C target the agreement is not very good. 

 These empirical relation estimates can be highly beneficial for the estimation of the 

shielding calculations around heavy ion accelerator in this energy range. In the next section the 

variation in the estimated doses beyond 20 MeV of emission neutron energies is estimated.   

  

5.4 Estimation of dose from neutron beyond 20 MeV 

 The study of different target projectile combinations at intermediate energies have shown 

an increase in the total neutron multiplicities as discussed in the earlier sections. Presently, based 

on the ICRP-74 DCC values, an effort has been made to estimate the doses from the high energy 

neutrons for these target-projectile combinations. In this part of the calculation, the effective 

doses are calculated based on the thick target assumption, considering the thickness of the target 

to be sufficient to stop the projectile beam. In this process, the thick yield has been calculated 

based on the formalism described in section 2.6. These estimates are calculated beyond neutron 

emission energies of 20 MeV, assuming these neutrons will not be accounted properly with a 

conventional NDE meter. So the overall variation in the dose estimates from the higher energy 

neutrons calculated using the HION code can be added to the NDE meter reading for a better 

estimate of the equivalent doses. The result for different projectile-target combinations are 

presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2.  
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Table 5.1: Evaporation and PEQ estimated doses for 7Li, 12C and 19F projectiles  

Projectile Target 
Energy 
(E/A) 

Evaporation 
(pSv.ion-1) 

PEQ 
(pSv.ion-1) 

Target 
Evaporation 
(pSv.ion-1) 

PEQ 
(pSv.ion-1) 

7Li 

12C 

10 1.37218 0.04168 

56Fe 

2.23993 0.06598 
20 2.21837 0.18004 3.45558 0.19829 
30 2.97203 0.37198 4.58575 0.34603 
40 3.43685 0.70124 5.67747 0.54111 
50 3.65495 1.04908 6.72902 0.76752 

63Cu 

10 1.7898 0.06129 

65Cu 

2.36534 0.06498 
20 3.82884 0.18814 3.85142 0.19165 
30 5.62091 0.31964 5.14004 0.33583 
40 7.22541 0.50074 6.25683 0.52598 
50 8.69538 0.71273 7.26605 0.74743 

181Ta 

10 2.14207 0.04126 

197Au 

2.14207 0.0487 
20 3.62822 0.11823 3.62822 0.14367 
30 4.70513 0.20006 4.70513 0.24673 
40 5.61557 0.30507 5.61557 0.37514 
50 6.4384 0.43247 6.4384 0.5328 

12C 

12C 

10 0.33519 0.01329 

56Fe 

0.55983 0.0147 
20 0.92874 0.06499 1.09414 0.04216 
30 1.38297 0.1257 1.56991 0.07083 
40 1.61137 0.20603 2.02509 0.11084 
50 1.67188 0.30686 2.46836 0.15733 

63Cu 

10 0.79339 0.02014 

65Cu 

0.51989 0.01222 
20 1.49528 0.05862 1.10624 0.03559 
30 2.12118 0.09876 1.60957 0.06027 
40 2.65341 0.1538 2.06808 0.09428 
50 3.15899 0.2171 2.50602 0.13364 

181Ta 

10 0.74808 0.00712 

197Au 

0.35236 0.008 
20 1.26793 0.02159 0.61869 0.02477 
30 1.64601 0.03802 0.83012 0.04385 
40 2.02107 0.05854 0.99784 0.06788 
50 2.27567 0.08279 1.16927 0.09816 

19F 

12C 

10 1.02 0.09873 

56Fe 

0.54497 0.06364 
20 1.6864 0.14727 1.0796 0.07444 
30 2.13257 0.2544 1.52933 0.12473 
40 2.32392 0.39057 1.93882 0.19453 
50 2.34079 0.54474 2.29268 0.27458 

63Cu 

10 0.36 0.01568 

65Cu 

0.3924 0.01786 
20 0.71442 0.04452 0.71346 0.04994 
30 1.02661 0.07651 0.99763 0.08348 
40 1.29715 0.11943 1.23716 0.12975 
50 1.54329 0.16911 1.44951 0.18267 
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19F 181Ta 

10 0.36823 0.00427 

197Au 

0.16782 0.00372 
20 0.58578 0.01224 0.32617 0.01121 
30 0.75596 0.01983 0.45425 0.01926 
40 0.89167 0.02965 0.5642 0.02967 
50 1.02263 0.04191 0.65912 0.04361 

Table 5.2: Evaporation and PEQ estimated doses for 16O and 28Si projectiles 

Projectile Target 
Energy 
(E/A) 

Evaporation 
(pSv.ion-1) 

PEQ 
(pSv.ion-1) 

Target 
Evaporation 
(pSv.ion-1) 

PEQ 
(pSv.ion-1) 

16O 

12C 

10 0.36577 0.01291 

56Fe 

0.44052 0.00974 
20 0.84208 0.05067 0.92135 0.02769 
30 1.19488 0.08525 1.3422 0.04859 
40 1.38289 0.13067 1.72814 0.07304 
50 1.40971 0.18711 2.10355 0.10344 

63Cu 

10 0.4779 0.01128 

65Cu 

0.66396 0.01683 
20 1.02236 0.03239 1.27083 0.04919 
30 1.50086 0.05514 1.82107 0.08286 
40 1.92929 0.08634 2.28857 0.12937 
50 2.32179 0.1223 2.72156 0.18275 

107Ag 

10 0.53682 0.0169 

181Ta 

0.42264 0.0036 
20 1.07622 0.04967 0.68685 0.01075 
30 1.47777 0.08377 0.90218 0.01884 
40 1.866 0.13178 1.06991 0.02874 
50 2.23765 0.18791 1.2057 0.04115 

197Au 

10 0.14558 0.004 

 
20 0.2884 0.00616 
30 0.40182 0.01093 
40 0.50305 0.01689 
50 0.57572 0.02444 

28Si 

12C 

10 0.3732 0.01198 

56Fe 

0.44 0.01326 
20 0.80742 0.03749 1.01849 0.0262 
30 1.02346 0.06633 1.49418 0.04047 
40 1.10086 0.10325 1.89135 0.06985 
50 1.11892 0.14635 2.22531 0.05909 

63Cu 

10 0.45 0.00997 

65Cu 

0.49 0.01299 
20 0.95766 0.02927 1.04733 0.03757 
30 1.43099 0.04963 1.56207 0.0629 
40 1.80781 0.07835 1.96987 0.09927 
50 2.13523 0.11378 2.33517 0.14089 

   

 The first table represents both evaporation and PEQ doses over the complete 4π geometry 

for 7Li, 12C and 19F projectiles on available target and the table 5.2 for 16O and 28Si projectiles. 
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Estimated values clearly shows that for low Z projectile interaction with Low Z targets at higher 

energy has contributed up to 30% additional dose from PEQ process for (Li+C) composite 

system. In case of high Z target elements, the doses are found to vary between 3-20% for 

energies between 10 to 50 MeV per nucleon. All the doses are calculated based on the total thick 

target neutron yield values at complete 4π geometry.  

 

5.5 PEQ estimates at higher projectile energies 

 The high energy PEQ estimates at higher projectile energies up to 50 MeV per nucleon 

has been studied in the present work. In this section, an extension in the higher projectile energy 

of 100 MeV per nucleon has been tested. In the present work, the estimated HION estimated 

high energy neutron component is compared with an experimentally measured emission from 12C 

projectile beam bombarded on a stopping natural C target (98.93% 12C and 1.07% 13C) [174]. 

The experimental yield variations at different angles were compared with the HION code 

including both Simultaneous and sequential multiple PEQ processes with single particle 

emission probabilities. The resulting lower energy neutron components are estimated using the 

PACE4 code and the comparison with the experimental observations are shown in figure 5.17. 

The experimental data (black dots) [175] has been scaled with a factor of 10 for the extreme 

forward angle with respect to the beam direction, considering a very large contribution from the 

high energy neutrons in the range of 80-200 MeV of emission neutron energies. For rest of the 

angles, the data is presented in the measured form. The comparison with the evaporation 

estimates clearly shows that the emission estimates largely underestimates the experimental yield 

even at energies less than 10 MeV. At larger emission energies, the extent of underestimation 

increases up to a factor of 10 for all emission angles. The higher energy neutron multiplicities 
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were then estimated using the HION code with single and multiple (simultaneous and sequential) 

pre-equilibrium formalisms to estimate the high energy neutron yields, as shown in figure 5.18. 

 

Figure 5.17: Experimental yield vs. evaporation estimates for 12C beam on a thick C target. 

 

Figure 5.18: Experimental yield vs. PEQ from HION (simultaneous + sequential) estimate for 

12C beam on a thick C target. 
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 The figure clearly shows a relatively good match at the forward angle neutron spectra 

with HION estimates and for the rest of the angles, the yields are found to be significantly higher 

than the corresponding experimental observations. At forward direction the PEQ formalism 

reproduces the neutron yields up to 70 MeV emission energies. The underestimations in the  

range of 80-200 MeV of emission neutron energies at extreme forward angle measurement may 

be attributed to a significant contribution from the direct reaction processes taking over at very 

large projectile energy of 1200 MeV. Secondly, large over-predictions at other angles indicate a 

partial contribution from the multiple PEQ at backward angles. The overestimations were tried to 

standardize at 100 MeV of emission energy to check the emission pattern from the HION codes 

for 30° to 90° angles. The variation in the standardized emission pattern with the experimental 

observations are shown in figure 5.19. 

 

Figure 5.19: Experimental yield vs. PEQ from HION (Simultaneous + Sequential) normalized at 

100 MeV for 30°,60° and 90°. 
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 The figures indicates that the pattern of the neutron emissions from HION estimates at 

larger energies matches well with the experimental observations. The variations from the 

multiple PEQ needs further correction based on the angular distributions and upon 

standardization, it has been found that 27%, 6.9% and 2.6% MPEQ contributions have 

reproduced the experimental data effectively with HION code. So further study involving the 

contributions of direct reaction components and the effective fraction leading to the multiple 

particle emissions at wider angles or the effective angular distribution of the multiple PEQ 

process needs to revisited for estimating the higher energy emission beyond 50 MeV per nucleon 

projectile energies.   
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Scope 

 

6.1 Summary 

6.2 Conclusions 

6.3 Future Scope 
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6.1 Summary 

 The present dissertation focuses on the estimation of high energy neutrons from heavy 

ion nuclear reactions using the pre-equilibrium model. Emissions at intermediate energies of few 

tens of MeV per nucleon are very important considering the possibility of emissions from 

equilibrated as well as non-equilibrated systems. In this work, an improved version of the pre-

equilibrium model HION has been proposed with a set of modifications to estimate neutrons 

with emission energies higher than 20 MeV. HION model uses a series of two body scattering 

interactions and associated kernels to estimate the energy angle distribution of pre-equilibrium 

neutrons. The emission of neutrons from the composite system with excitation energies of few 

MeV to few tens of MeV and different target-projectile masses were investigated. This model 

helps us to understand the significance of PEQ mechanism in heavy ion reactions and can serve 

as an estimator for high energy neutron emission for intermediate particle beam energies for 

most of the target elements beyond the evaporation limits. This study is important for various 

academic and material science studies for understanding of reaction mechanism, material 

characterization and shielding designs in radiation facilities. This study will provide a strong 

support for estimation of the equivalent doses from neutrons above 20 MeV energy to ensure 

proper radiological protection for upcoming intermediate energy particle accelerators. The code 

will also help in minimizing the doses from shielding compositions based on the prior estimation 

of neutron yields and induced activity from the structural and construction materials. The 

experimental validation of the code in estimating the yield of pre-equilibrium neutrons from 

heavy ion reactions in the projectile energy range of less than ten MeV per nucleon extends its 

applicability manifold in the area of radiation protections. The limitations of conventional 

neutron dose equivalent meters in estimation of the equivalent doses beyond 20 MeV, can also 
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be supplemented with the neutron spectra calculated from this model. With a proper accounting 

of the ICRP-74 dose conversion coefficients, for various target-projectile combinations, it has 

been shown both experimentally and theoretically that an underestimation up to 40% with 

respect to the conventional NDE meters can be corrected based on the model code calculations. 

This will provide a reliable estimate of the pre-equilibrium neutron contributions from heavy ion 

nuclear reactions and ensure proper radiation protection practices at low to intermediate energy 

heavy ion accelerators facilities.  

6.2 Conclusions 

 The present work serves the need of a nuclear reaction model code capable of estimating 

the neutron yields at intermediate projectile energies using a pre-equilibrium model framework. 

A number of nuclear reaction codes available for heavy ion reactions in the lower projectile 

energies till 8 MeV per nucleon and for energies beyond ~100 MeV per nucleon but there is a 

lack of efficient reaction model in the intermediate energies. So this work complements both the 

upper limit of the lower energy regime and the lower limit of the high energy range by serving in 

the range of few MeV to few tens of MeV.  

 To estimate the higher energy emission neutrons from a heavy ion nuclear reaction, the 

modified version of the PEQ nuclear reaction model HION is used. The primary interaction 

phenomena are based on the two body scattering kinematics and the emission probabilities are 

calculated using the exciton model framework. The major improvements to estimate the neutron 

emission probabilities from excited nuclear system include the modifications in the collision 

rates within the nuclei based on the spatial nucleon density distributions. The second 

modification is the consideration of the rotational energy at large values of rotational quantum 

numbers (ℓ) (which effectively provides an off centre rotational motion of the composite nuclei) 
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in calculating the nuclear excitations. The calculations showed that the effect of the second factor 

is less than 2-3% at large ℓ values. Collision rates calculated from spatial density distribution 

provides a better estimate compared to that obtained from the empirical formalism [85] based on 

excitation energy the fused system and binding energy of the nucleons. In the present work, the 

nucleon density distributions are calculated using two formalisms, semiphenomenological and 

relativistic mean field approach. Both showed significant differences in the density distribution 

patterns of the composite system. Although final emission probabilities in case of single PEQ 

emission formalism showed a variation of only 3-5%, but at higher projectile energies the 

emission probabilities differed significantly compared to the older formalism. At neutron 

emission energies beyond 15 MeV per nucleon, HION model with a single particle PEQ 

emission failed to predict the neutron multiplicities at the forward angles and underestimated the 

experimental findings. 

 In order to account for the underestimations multi-particle PEQ emissions from the 

composite system is further proposed in this work. Two basic formalisms for the multiple PEQ 

emissions are considered: i) simultaneous multiple pre-equilibrium emission where both the 

particles are ejected out of the composite system simultaneously from a single exciton hierarchy 

and ii) sequential PEQ emission where the second PEQ neutron is emitted from the residual 

system after one neutron PEQ emission from the composite nucleus. In the latter process, 

emission from the second stage is strongly dependent on the effective excitation energy retained 

by the residual system after emission from the first stage. Calculations showed that at higher 

projectile energies, the emissions from the sequential process are higher compared to the 

simultaneous multiple PEQ. This modification reproduced the forward angle neutron yields 

significantly well, above energies of 15 MeV per nucleon for heavy ion interactions. 
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 An experimental validation of the model has also been carried out to compare the yield 

estimations and angular distributions at higher emission energies. 16O6+ beam at two different 

energies (120 and 142 MeV) is bombarded on a thick Al target and the yields are measured using 

the ToF technique with proton recoil scintillator detectors. Measurements are carried out for 

neutron emission energies up to 40 MeV. The higher energy neutrons beyond 20 MeV are 

estimated using the PEQ model. Comparison with the experimental data showed a good 

agreement with the measured neutron distribution. This work provides a strong support to 

estimate doses from neutron energies beyond 20 MeV from low energy heavy ion reactions. In 

such facilities the equivalent doses measured with a conventional NDE meter are underestimated 

as the operating range of such meters are between thermal to less than 20 MeV. So this work can 

complement the measurement of a conventional NDE meter. The doses recorded by folding the 

ToF yield data with ICRP-74 DCC values are compared with the estimated doses from NDE 

meter readings for 16O projectile on thick Al target. The results showed an underestimation by 

the NDE meter readings. Equivalent doses obtained from the HION estimated yields and added 

to NDE meter readings agree fairly well with the dose estimated from the ToF measurements.

 In the present work a theoretical estimate of neutron yield and dose for different target-

projectile systems at various incoming energies has been carried out. This work will be helpful in 

planning the shielding design for facilities with sources of low to intermediate energy neutrons 

and to estimate the neutron doses from the structural, construction and dump materials in an 

accelerator. The study with different projectile beams at incident energies between 10 to 50 MeV 

per nucleon showed that for low Z target-projectile combinations the PEQ doses can be as large 

as 60% of its evaporation contributions at 50 MeV per nucleon. For targets with higher atomic 

number, the PEQ contribution varies between 5-20% of the corresponding evaporation estimates. 
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An empirical relation has also been proposed for estimating the energy integrated yields for the 

PEQ neutrons. This integral value can serve as the source term for different shielding design 

calculations at various nuclear facilities.   

 Future Scope 

 The modified pre-equilibrium nucleon emission model HION has been developed in the 

present work with realistic emission probabilities to estimate emission neutron energy spectra 

and angular distributions from heavy ion nuclear reactions in the intermediate projectile energy 

ranges. The code has reproduced the emission neutron spectra from different experimental 

systems for both thin and thick targets. However there are scopes of further improvements by 

extending the range of applicability of the model by incorporating further additional formalisms 

like association of the direct reaction kernels at high excitation energies or formalisms to 

understand the emissions from small clusters with the nuclei. The study of the angular variation 

in the emission probabilities from the multiple PEQ formalisms at energies beyond 100 MeV per 

nucleon is also a challenging aspect for further work. Another important improvement can be, 

the incorporation of a step by step interaction mapping for determining the exact evolution of the 

reaction process using a Monte Carlo based analysis. This will eliminate the approximations 

enforced in the spatial density measurements of the nuclei assuming the time independent nature 

of the fused system. In a real time evaluation, the target-projectile fusing together is a time 

dependent phenomena and the spatial density distributions also evolve through a continuously 

progressive time dependent structure. So incorporating this physical feature in the present work 

will provide a more accurate estimation of the higher energy emission neutrons.  
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APPENDIX - A 

The Intra-nuclear Transition rates 

The transition rates are defined as 

𝜆+𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀+|2.𝜌𝑛+2

𝜆−𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀−|2.𝜌𝑛−2

𝜆0𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀0|2.𝜌𝑛 ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

                                                         (𝐴. 1) 

𝑀±,0 are the matrix elements of the respective transitions and 𝜌𝑛+2, 𝜌𝑛−2 and 𝜌𝑛 are the density 

of states available in the 𝑛 + 2 , 𝑛 − 2  and 𝑛  exciton states after ∆𝑛 = 2,−2,0  transitions 

respectively. A common practice is to assume 𝑀+ =  𝑀−  =  𝑀0 (=  𝑀 ). With this assumption 

and the consequent restrictions imposed on the final density of states the transition rates are 

written as: 

𝜆+𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀|2.
𝑔3𝐸𝑐2

2(𝑛 + 1)

𝜆−𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀|2.
𝑔.𝑝. ℎ(𝑛 − 2)

2

𝜆0𝑛 =
2𝜋
ℏ

|𝑀|2.
𝑔2𝐸𝑐(3𝑛 − 2)

4 ⎭
⎪⎪
⎬

⎪⎪
⎫

                                                         (𝐴. 2) 

Compound nuclear equilibrium is attained when the rate of creation of particle-hole pairs 

approximately equals the annihilation rates of such pairs so that the exciton number 𝑛� remains 

unchanged with two-body interactions. Eqn. (A. 2) give us the value of 𝑛� ≅ (2𝑔𝐸𝑐)1 2⁄  from the 

condition 𝜆+𝑛� =  𝜆−𝑛� . 

The matrix element M is evaluated empirically by making global fits of calculations with 

experiment. The most common form of |𝑀|2 is  

|𝑀|2 =
𝐾

𝐸𝑐𝐴3
 𝑀𝑒𝑉2;    𝐾 = 190(±32%)𝑀𝑒𝑉3                                   (𝐴. 3) 
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for nucleon-nucleon scattering with A the mass number of the composite nucleus. As can be seen 

|𝑀|2 is independent of the exciton number. A later empirical expression includes dependence 

on 𝑛: 

|𝑀|2 =

𝐾
𝑒.𝐴3

�
𝑒

7 𝑀𝑒𝑉
�
1 2⁄

�
𝑒

2 𝑀𝑒𝑉
�
1 2⁄

  ,   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑒 < 2 𝑀𝑒𝑉

𝐾
𝑒.𝐴3

�
𝑒

7 𝑀𝑒𝑉
�
1 2⁄

       , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 2 𝑀𝑒𝑉 ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 7 𝑀𝑒𝑉
𝐾

𝑒.𝐴3
          ,                    𝑓𝑜𝑟 7𝑀𝑒𝑉 ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 15 𝑀𝑒𝑉

𝐾
𝑒.𝐴3

�
𝑒

7 𝑀𝑒𝑉
�
1 2⁄

      ,                   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒 > 15𝑀𝑒𝑉 ⎭
⎪⎪
⎪
⎬

⎪⎪
⎪
⎫

                 (𝐴. 4) 

 

Where, 𝑒 = 𝐸𝑐 𝑛⁄  and 𝐾 = 135 𝑀𝑒𝑉3. 

Eqn. (A.2) are the most widely used expressions for calculating the individual transition rates. 

The two-body interaction rate, 𝜆𝑡𝑛, can be obtained as the, sum of the individual transition rates 

or directly from a knowledge of the mean free path (mfp) of a particle inside the nucleus. The 

mfp, 𝐿, being the average distance travelled between two successive interactions, 

𝜆𝑡𝑛 = 𝑣 𝐿⁄ =
1
𝐿 �

2𝐸
𝑚 �

1 2⁄

                                                  (𝐴. 5) 

Where, 𝑣  and 𝑚  are the velocity magnitude and mass of the particle, respectively, and 𝐸  its 

kinetic energy inside the nucleus. Of the several methods available in literature for calculating 𝐿 

we discuss the two that are most commonly used. The first method is described by Kikuchi and 

Kawai [130] but is limited to the case of' nucleon mfp only. The mfp is determined by, 𝐿 = 1
𝜌.𝜎

 , 

where 𝜌 is the nuclear matter density and 𝜎 the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-section. The 

scattering cross-sections between two free nucleons have been measured from a few keV to 

several hundreds of MeV. Two important features have come out of these experiments. First, the 
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cross-sections are nearly isotropic in the centre-of-mass of the interacting nucleons.  Secondly, 

the cross-sections can be fairly well represented by the empirical relations 

𝜎𝑛𝑛 = 𝜎𝑝𝑝 = �
10.63
𝛽2

−
29.92
𝛽

+ 42.9�   𝑚𝑏

𝜎𝑛𝑝 = �
34.10
𝛽2

−
82.20
𝛽

+ 82.2�      𝑚𝑏
⎭
⎬

⎫
                               (𝐴. 6) 

Where, 𝜎𝑛𝑛,𝜎𝑝𝑝,𝜎𝑛𝑝  denote the neutron-neutron, proton-proton and neutron-proton cross-

sections, respectively. 𝛽 = 𝑣 𝑐⁄  with 𝑣  and 𝑐  being, respectively, the relative velocity and the 

velocity of light. From the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections Kikuchi and Kawai 

obtained the average two nucleon scattering cross-section inside the nuclear matter as 

𝜎�𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗(𝐸).𝑃(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ )                                               (𝐴. 7) 

Where, 𝜎�𝑖𝑗 is the average scattering cross-section between a nucleon of type 𝑖 and a nucleon of 

type 𝑗. 𝜎𝑖𝑗(𝐸) is the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-section of (B.6) and 𝑃(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ ) is the 

function (𝐸𝐹 being the Fermi energy) 

𝑃(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ ) = �
1 −

7
5

(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ ) +
2
5

(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ )(2 − 𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ )5 2�   𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ ≥
1
2

 

1 −
7
5

(𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ )                                              𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝐹 𝐸⁄ ≤
1
2

          (𝐴. 8) 

Eqn. (A.5) gives the cross-section between a given nucleon 𝑖 and a given nucleon  𝑗. But ′𝑖′ sees 

not just one nucleon but 𝐴 nucleons, 𝑍 protons and 𝑁 neutrons, and it can interact with anyone of 

these. The average scattering cross-section of nucleon of type 𝑖 inside the nucleus is 

〈𝜎(𝐸)〉𝑖 = �𝑁𝜎�𝑛𝑖(𝐸) + 𝑍𝜎�𝑝𝑖(𝐸)� .𝐴−1                                         (𝐴. 9) 

The nuclear matter density is commonly represented by the function, 𝜌(𝑟) = 𝜌0
1+𝑒[(𝑟−𝑅0) 𝑎0⁄ ] , where 

𝜌0 is the saturation density, 𝑅0 is the half-density radius and 𝑎0 the diffusivity. The average density,  

〈𝜌(𝑟)〉 =
1
𝑅
�𝜌(𝑟)𝑑𝑟 =

𝜌0. 𝑎0
𝑅

𝑙𝑛 �
1 + 𝑒𝑅0 𝑎0⁄

1 + 𝑒(𝑅0−𝑅) 𝑎0⁄ � ;  𝑅 = 𝑅0 + 𝑎0. 𝑙𝑛 �
𝜌(𝑟 = 𝑅)

𝜌0
�            (𝐴. 10) 
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One can choose a sufficiently large value of 𝑅 so that 𝜌(𝑟 = 𝑅) 𝜌0⁄  is small enough (~10−2) to 

justify the assumption that 𝑅 represents the nuclear boundary. 

It should be noted that the Kikuchi-Kawai expression for the two-body interaction rate is 

independent of the exciton number n as 〈𝜌(𝑟)〉  and 〈𝜎(𝐸)〉𝑖  have no dependence on 𝑛 . It, 

however, depends on the particle energy. Eqn. (A.2), on the other hand, is independent of the 

particle energy but depends on the exciton number as also on the excitation energy. The detailed 

Kikuchi-Kawai calculations were simplified by Blann [85] through an empirical expression for 

the two-body interaction rate: 

𝜆𝑡𝑛 = [1.4 × 1021(𝜀 + 𝐵) − 8.0 × 1018(𝜀 + 𝐵)2]𝑘−1                               (𝐴. 11) 

𝜀 being the particle energy outside the nucleus (the ejectile energy) and 𝐵 its separation energy. 

𝑘  is an adjustable constant and when 𝑘 =  1, eqn. (A.11) reproduces the Kikuchi-Kawai 

interaction rates. The adjustable constant 𝑘 is used considering Kikuchi-Kawai calculations are 

based upon the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections and the only restriction imposed to 

deal with scattering inside the nucleus is that no scattering be allowed into levels below the 

Fermi energy. There are few restrictions which has not been considered like the presence of well 

defined quantum states (e.g., states defined by definite spins and parities), which during 

interactions inside the nucleus must be conserved. The need to conserve the quantum numbers 

would restrict the scattering events more than the Kikuchi-Kawai calculations. This would result 

in longer mean free path and consequently lower values of 𝜆𝑡𝑛 . The adjustable parameter plays 

an important role in these kind of situations, 𝑘 >  1 adjust 𝜆𝑡𝑛 to correspond to longer mfp. 

The mfp can also be obtained from the imaginary part W of the optical model potential. 

The mfp is related to W as, 

𝐿 = ℏ2 �𝐸 + �𝐸2 + 𝑊2�
1 2⁄

≅
ℏ
𝑊
�𝐸 2𝑚⁄  ;      𝜆𝑡𝑛 =

2𝑊
ℏ

                   (𝐴. 12) 
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APPENDIX - B 

Evaluation of Particle level densities 

 To calculate the PEQ emission cross-section one needs to evaluate partial level densities 

𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) and 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐). In this section, the derivation from first principle is presented for the 

familiar expression: 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐) = 𝑔𝑛𝐸𝑐𝑛−1 𝑝! ℎ! (𝑛 − 1)!⁄ , with number of excited particles and hole 

p and h, making up n-exciton system: 𝑛 = 𝑝 + ℎ.  

Considering a simple system of two excitons sharing the excitation energy 𝐸𝑐. The two 

excitons may be identical, viz., 2 particles (2p) or 2 holes (2h); or the excitons may be 

distinguishable, viz., 1-particle and 1-hole (1p-1h). To start with, we consider the case 1p-1h 

sharing the energy 𝐸𝑐. 

B.1 Density of states for 1p-1h system 

Suppose either one of the excitons has energy x. This energy can lie anywhere between 

zero and 𝐸𝑐, i.e., 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐸𝑐. Let us denote the density of states of this single exciton by 𝜌1(𝑥). 

In other words, the number of levels per unit energy interval available to this exciton at energy x 

is 𝜌1(𝑥). Consequently, the number of levels available in the energy interval between x and 

(x+dx) is 𝜌1(𝑥)𝑑𝑥. 

Let y be the energy of the other exciton. By energy conservation 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝐸𝑐 or, 𝑦 = 𝐸𝑐 −

𝑥. Let the density of states of this exciton at energy 𝑦 = 𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 be 𝜌2(𝑦) = 𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ). 

The density of states of the combined system of two excitons when one has density of 

states 𝜌1(𝑥), then density of states available to the two-exciton system is simply, 𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ). If, 

instead of only one energy level, two energy levels are available to the first exciton in the same 

energy interval [i.e., 𝜌1(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 2], then the density of states for the two-exciton system is 

2 × 𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ), for each level of the excitons the density of states for the two-exciton system 
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equals the density of states available to the second exciton. In general, if 𝜌1(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 number of 

levels are available to the first exciton (in the energy interval between x and (x+dx)), then the 

density of states available to the two exciton system is 𝜌1(𝑥)𝑑𝑥𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ). 

This is for a given energy interval between x and (x+dx) for the first exciton. But since x 

can vary as 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐸𝑐, the total density of states for the two-exciton system must be obtained 

by summing 𝜌1(𝑥)𝑑𝑥𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ) over all values of x from zero to 𝐸𝑐. We thus have the two-

exciton density of states as, 

𝜌𝑛=2(𝐸𝑐  ) = � 𝜌1(𝑥)𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 )𝑑𝑥

𝐸𝑐

0

                                           (𝐵. 1) 

To solve (C.1) the actual functional dependence of 𝜌1(𝑥) and 𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ) on x should be 

known. In the present state of knowledge about the nucleus this functional dependence can be 

described only by invoking an appropriate nuclear model. There are a number of working 

nuclear models − the shell model, the collective model, the liquid drop model, the free gas 

model. The model used to solve (B.1) is a simplified version of the free gas model, known as the 

equidistant spacing free gas model. According to the free gas model, each energy level of the 

nucleus can accommodate either one particle or one hole. In other words, as nucleons are 

Fermions the occupancy of a level is either 1 (particle state) or 0 (hole state). The spacing 

between a level at energy 𝜀 and the next level is, from the model, 2𝜀𝐹
3𝐴 �

𝜀𝐹
𝜀

, where 𝜀𝐹 is the Fermi 

energy and A is the number of nucleons. Thus the spacing between the levels are inversely 

proportional to √𝜀. In the equidistant spacing model, it is assumed that the spacing between the 

levels is constant, say d MeV. This means that in the energy interval of d MeV, there exists only 

one energy level. Hence, the number of levels in unit energy interval, i.e., the level density, is 1/d 

MeV-1. We call this, the single particle level density and denote it by 𝑔(= 1 𝑑⁄ ). 
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 Since, according to the equidistant spacing model only one particle or one hole (i.e., one 

exciton) can occupy a level and since the density of state is 𝑔, we have𝜌1(𝑥) = 𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ) = 𝑔. 

Eqn. (B.1) then reduces to,    𝜌𝑛=2(𝐸𝑐  ) = ∫ 𝑔.𝑔𝑑𝑥𝐸𝑐
0 =   𝑔2𝐸𝑐                                                    (𝐵. 2) 

And the density of state for 1p-1h system is,     𝝆𝒏=𝟐(𝑬𝒄 ) =   𝒈𝟐𝑬𝒄                                          (𝐵. 3) 

B.2 Density of states for 2p or 2h system 

Similarly in the case of two identical excitons, this can be treated in the same way as in the 

1p-1h system except that the indistinguishability of the two excitons has to be taken into account. 

The differences between the 1p-1h case and 2p or 2h configurations are illustrated in Figure B-1. 

 

Fig. B1 Possible combinations of two distinguishable exciton system 

Fig. B1 shows the different ways in which the energy, 𝐸𝑐  can be partitioned between a 

particle and a hole of the 1𝑝 − 1ℎ configuration when one exciton (particle or hole) has energy x 

and the other exciton (hole or particle) has energy (𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 ). The energies of the excited particles 

and holes are both measured from the Fermi surface − the excited particle lies above the Fermi 

surface and the excited hole below it. The energy difference between the particle and hole is 𝐸𝑐. 

In Fig. B1(a) the particle has energy x and the hole has energy 𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥; in Fig. B1(b) the particle 
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has energy 𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 and the hole has energy x. Clearly, the two configurations are distinguishable 

because the excitons are distinguishable. 

 

 Fig. B2 Possible combinations of two indistinguishable exciton system (particle) 

Similarly in Fig. B2 two identical particle-excitons sharing the energy 𝐸𝑐 . Fig. B2(a) 

shows the configuration with one particle having energy x and the second with 𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 whereas in 

Fig. B2(b) vice versa. Clearly since the particles are identical, the two configurations are 

indistinguishable and we really have only one configuration with energies x and  𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 . It 

means that, if we use Eqn. (B.1) to describe the density of states when two identical particles are 

sharing the energy 𝐸𝑐 then it will lead to counting the same configuration twice and eqn. (B.1), 

therefore, must be divided by 2 to compensate for this double counting: 

𝜌𝑛=2(𝐸𝑐  ) =
1
2
� 𝜌1(𝑥)𝜌2(𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥 )𝑑𝑥

𝐸𝑐

0

                                           (𝐵. 4) 

 

Fig. B3 Possible combinations of two indistinguishable exciton system (hole) 
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Similarly for two identical holes (Fig. B3), invoking the equidistant spacing model, we 

have 

𝜌𝑛=2(𝐸𝑐  ) =
1
2
� 𝑔.𝑔𝑑𝑥

𝐸𝑐

0

 

and the density of states for two identical excitons sharing the energy 𝐸𝑐 is, 

𝝆𝒏=𝟐(𝑬𝒄 ) =
𝒈𝟐𝑬𝒄
𝟐

                                                            (𝐵. 5) 

B.3 Partial level Densities of system of n-excitons 

Extending the deduction of partial level densities of two- and three-exciton systems to the 

general case when the excitation energy 𝐸𝑐 is shared among n-excitons. We shall consider three 

cases: (1) When the n-excitons are all different; (2) when the n-excitons are identical and (3) 

when there are p identical particles and h identical holes in the n-exciton system. 

B.3.1 Density of states of n- different excitons 

The energy 𝐸𝑐 is shared among n-different excitons. 

If the first exciton has energy 𝑥1 with 0 ≤ 𝑥1 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 

and the second exciton has energy 𝑥2 with 0 ≤ 𝑥2 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 − 𝑥1 

and the third exciton has energy 𝑥3 with 0 ≤ 𝑥3 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑖=1  

: 

and the rth exciton has energy 𝑥𝑟 with 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑟 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑟−1
𝑖=1  

: 

and the (n-1)th exciton has energy 𝑥𝑛−1 with 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑛−1 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−2
𝑖=1  

the nth exciton has energy 𝑥𝑛 with 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑛 ≤ 𝐸𝑐 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−1
𝑖=1 . 
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The partial density of states is then, 

𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  ) = � 𝑑𝑥1

𝐸𝑐

0

� 𝑑𝑥2

𝐸𝑐−𝑥1

0

� 𝑑𝑥3

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑖=1

0

⋯⋯⋯ � 𝑑𝑥𝑟

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑟−1
𝑖=1

0

⋯⋯ � 𝑑𝑥𝑛−1

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−2
𝑖=1

0

 

× 𝜌1(𝑥1)𝜌2(𝑥2)𝜌3(𝑥3)⋯⋯𝜌𝑟(𝑥𝑟)⋯⋯𝜌𝑛−1(𝑥𝑛−1)𝜌𝑛(𝑥𝑛)                    (𝐵. 6) 

Since, 𝑥𝑛 is fixed, there is no integration over 𝑑𝑥𝑛 −i.e., for n-different excitons we have (n-1) 

integrations over 𝑑𝑥1,𝑑𝑥2,⋯⋯ ,𝑑𝑥𝑛−1. Using the equidistantly spaced free gas model, 

𝜌1(𝑥1) = 𝜌2(𝑥2 ) = ⋯⋯ = 𝜌𝑟(𝑥𝑟 ) = ⋯⋯ = 𝜌𝑛−1(𝑥𝑛−1) = 𝜌𝑛(𝑥𝑛) = 𝑔, 

And (B.6) reduces to,                     𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  ) = 𝑔𝑛. 𝐼𝑛−1,                                                                (𝐵. 7𝑎) 

where,𝐼𝑛−1 = ∫ 𝑑𝑥1
𝐸𝑐
0 ∫ 𝑑𝑥2

𝐸𝑐−𝑥1
0 ∫ 𝑑𝑥3

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑖=1

0 ⋯⋯⋯∫ 𝑑𝑥𝑟
𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑟−1

𝑖=1
0 ⋯⋯∫ 𝑑𝑥𝑛−1

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−2
𝑖=1

0   

It can be shown that,                                   𝐼𝑛−1 = 𝐸𝑐𝑛−1

(𝑛−1)!
                                                            (𝐵. 7𝑏) 

and 

𝝆𝒏(𝑬𝒄 ) =
𝒈𝒏𝑬𝒄𝒏−𝟏

(𝒏 − 𝟏)!
                                                             (𝐵. 8) 

B.3.2 Density of states of n- identical excitons 

When the n-excitons are identical, there will be multiple counting of identical 

configurations to define the level density. The number of configurations arising from the 

permutation of n-different excitons taken all together is 𝑃𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛! and when the n-excitons are 

identical, this reduces to 1, hence (B.8) need to be divided by 𝑃𝑛𝑛  to obtain the particle level 

density for n-identical excitons: 

𝝆𝒏(𝑬𝒄 ) =
𝒈𝒏𝑬𝒄𝒏−𝟏

𝒏! (𝒏 − 𝟏)!
                                                             (𝐵. 9) 

B.3.3 Density of states of p- identical particles and h identical holes 
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The n-excitons are made up of p identical excitons of one kind (say particles) and 

h identical excitons of another kind (say holes) with 𝑛 = 𝑝 + ℎ. If eqn. (C.8), is used to calculate 

the partial level density of such a system, then (B.8) will include the identical configurations 

arising from (a) the identical particles and (b) the identical holes. The number of configurations 

arising from the p-particles is equal to the number of permutations of p-different object, i.e., 𝑝!. 

The number of configurations for h holes is ℎ!. Therefore, the partial level density is obtained by 

dividing (B.8) by 𝑝! and ℎ! and for p-excited particles and h excited holes: 

𝝆𝒏(𝑬𝒄 ) =
𝒈𝒏𝑬𝒄𝒏−𝟏

𝒑!𝒉! (𝒏 − 𝟏)!
                                                             (𝐵. 10) 

Extending this argument to n-excitons made up of m -different kinds of excitons:  

𝝆𝒏(𝑬𝒄 ) =
𝒈𝒏𝑬𝒄𝒏−𝟏

(𝒏 − 𝟏)!∏ (𝑵𝒊!)𝒎
𝒊=𝟏

                                                       (𝐵. 11) 

Where, 𝑁𝑖 is the number of ith type exciton in the system, i.e.,  ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑚
𝑖=1 = 𝑛    

Eqn. (B.11) is the general expression for partial density of states for n-excitons sharing the 

energy 𝐸𝑐. It reduces to (B.10) when 𝑚 = 2 (for two types of excitons: particles and holes) with 

𝑁𝑖=1 = 𝑝 and 𝑁𝑖=2 = ℎ. When all the excitons are different, we have 𝑚 = 𝑛 and 𝑁𝑖=1 = 1 for 

each i. Then, from (B.11), 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  ) = 𝑔𝑛𝐸𝑐𝑛−1

(𝑛−1)!∏ (1!)𝑛
𝑖=1

= 𝑔𝑛𝐸𝑐𝑛−1

(𝑛−1)!
  which is same as (B.8). 

  In the hybrid model no distinction is made between neutrons and protons and 

neutron-holes and proton-holes. It considers only two types of excitons − p identical excited 

particles and h identical excited holes. So (B.10) is the partial level density expression used in 

the hybrid model.  
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Evaluation of partial level density  𝝆𝒏(𝑼,𝑬) 

As defined 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸), is the density of the states available to n-excitons under the 

constraint that one exciton has energy E and the rest (n-1) excitons share the energy 𝑈 = 𝐸𝑐 − 𝐸. 

The n-excitons are made up of p identical particles and h identical holes. Also, it is a particle-

exciton that has energy E. 

Let us assign the energy E to the nth exciton, which is a particle-exciton. The other (n-1) 

excitons then share the energy U among these (n-1) excitons, 

If the first exciton has energy 𝑥1 with 0 ≤ 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑈 

if the second exciton has energy 𝑥2 with 0 ≤ 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑈 − 𝑥1 

if the third exciton has energy 𝑥3 with 0 ≤ 𝑥3 ≤ 𝑈 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑖=1  

: 

if the (n-2)th exciton has energy 𝑥𝑛−2 with 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑛−2 ≤ 𝑈 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−3
𝑖=1  

then the (n-1)th exciton has a fixed energy 𝑥𝑛−1 with 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑛−1 ≤ 𝑈 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−2
𝑖=1 . 

Then as before, the partial density  𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) is given by, 

 𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) =
1

𝑝! ℎ!
� 𝑑𝑥1

𝑈

0

� 𝑑𝑥2

𝑈−𝑥1

0

� 𝑑𝑥3

𝑈−∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑖=1

0

⋯⋯ � 𝑑𝑥𝑛−2

𝐸𝑐−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛−3
𝑖=1

0

𝜌1(𝑥1)𝜌2(𝑥2)𝜌3(𝑥3) 

× ⋯⋯𝜌𝑛−2(𝑥𝑛−2)𝜌𝑛−1(𝑥𝑛−1)𝜌𝑛(𝑥𝑛)            (𝐵. 12) 

Ordinarily, when n-excitons share a given energy, the expression for partial level density 

involves (n-1) integrations and not n integrations as energy conservation fixes the energy of one 

exciton, while the other exciton energies are allowed to vary. In (B.12), the nth exciton, has been 

assigned the fixed energy E and the rest (n-1)th exciton has a fixed energy (𝑥𝑛−1) on account of 

energy conservation. A factor 1 ℎ!⁄   and 1 𝑝!⁄  comes in to remove the multiple counting of the 

identical configurations arising from the permutation of h holes and 𝑝 particles. 
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Using equidistant spacing model (B.12) reduces to:  𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) = 𝑔𝑛

𝑝!ℎ!
𝐼𝑛−2, which finally becomes  

 𝝆𝒏(𝑼,𝑬) =
𝒈𝒏𝑼𝒏−𝟐

𝒑!𝒉! (𝒏 − 𝟐)!
                                                    (𝐵. 13) 

From (B.10) and (B.13) one can evaluate the ratio  𝜌𝑛(𝑈,𝐸) 𝜌𝑛(𝐸𝑐  )⁄  in the hybrid model 

equation (2.28), 

 𝝆𝒏(𝑼,𝑬)
𝝆𝒏(𝑬𝒄 )

=
𝒈𝒏𝑼𝒏−𝟐

𝒑!𝒉! (𝒏 − 𝟐)!
.
𝒑!𝒉! (𝒏 − 𝟏)!
𝒈𝒏𝑬𝒄𝒏−𝟏

=
𝒏 − 𝟏
𝑬𝒄

�
𝑼
𝑬𝒄
�
𝒏−𝟐

                       (𝐵. 14) 
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APPENDIX - C 

Quasi-free Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Inside Nuclear Matter 

Consider the elastic scattering between two free and identical nucleons of mass m. Let 𝑘1����⃗ ,𝑘𝑡���⃗  

with 𝑘1 > 𝑘𝑡  be the momenta before scattering and 𝑘1
′�����⃗  and 𝑘𝑡

′�����⃗  the momenta after scattering. 

Since, 𝑘1
′�����⃗  and 𝑘𝑡

′�����⃗  are complementary we use 𝑘�⃗  to denote either of them. 

𝑘𝑟����⃗ = 1
2
�𝑘1����⃗ − 𝑘𝑡���⃗ � is the relative momentum before scattering of nucleon 1 with respect to 

nucleon t. 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ = 1

2
�𝑘1

′�����⃗ − 𝑘𝑡
′�����⃗ � is the relative momentum of 1 with respect to t after scattering. 

𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ � is the differential scattering cross-section in the C.M. frame of the two nucleons. 

𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ � is the differential scattering cross-section in the laboratory frame. 

𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ ,𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ � =

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑘𝑟����⃗  𝑡𝑜 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒� 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛�  

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚  𝑘𝑟����⃗  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎⁄
        (𝐶. 1) 

 

𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ � =
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑘1����⃗  𝑡𝑜 𝑘�⃗ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛⁄  

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚  𝑘1����⃗  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎⁄
            (𝐶. 2) 

 

From the definition of,  𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ = 1

2
�𝑘1

′�����⃗ − 𝑘𝑡
′�����⃗ �, 

𝑘1
′�����⃗ = 𝑘𝑡

′�����⃗ + 2.𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ ,            𝑘𝑡

′�����⃗ =  𝑘1
′�����⃗ − 2.𝑘𝑟

′�����⃗  

𝒌𝟏����⃗ + 𝒌𝒕���⃗ = 𝒌𝟏
′������⃗ + 𝒌𝒕

′�����⃗ = 𝟐 �𝒌𝟏
′������⃗ − 𝒌𝒓

′�����⃗ � = 𝟐 �𝒌𝒕
′�����⃗ + 𝒌𝒓

′�����⃗ � 

Since, from momentum conservation 𝑘1����⃗ + 𝑘𝑡���⃗ = 𝐶  a constant, there is a one to one 

correspondence between 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗  and 𝑘�⃗  (i.e., 𝑘1

′�����⃗  or 𝑘𝑡
′�����⃗ ), i.e., for each value of 𝑘𝑟

′�����⃗  there can be one 

and only one value of 𝑘�⃗ . Hence the numerators in (C.1) and (C.2) are equal. 
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To evaluate the denominators consider two cylinders each with unit cross-section but one 

with length 𝑘1 𝑚⁄  and the other 𝑘𝑟 𝜇⁄ , 𝜇-being the reduced mass of the two nucleons. If 𝑛0 is the 

density of incident nucleons then, 

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚  𝑘𝑟����⃗  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎⁄ =
𝑛0𝑘𝑟
𝜇

 

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚  𝑘1����⃗  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎⁄ =
𝑛0𝑘1
𝑚

 

and, 

𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ �

𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ �

=
𝑚𝑘𝑟
𝑛𝑘1

 

Since, 𝜇 = 𝑚
2

 

𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ �

𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ �

=
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1

,      𝑜𝑟,   𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ � =
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1

.𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ ,𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ �                               (𝐶. 3) 

Equation (C.3) is the conversion of cross-section from C.M. frame to laboratory frame for 

two-nucleon scattering. 

The total cross-section, 

𝜎𝑡′ = �𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ � 𝑑𝑘�⃗  

If  𝑑Ω′ is the solid angle containing the vector 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ , then 

𝑑Ω′ =
𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘�⃗
𝑑𝑘�⃗  

and, 

𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ �𝑑𝑘�⃗ =
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1

.𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ � .

𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘�⃗
𝑑𝑘�⃗                                        (𝐶. 4) 
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These expressions are true, when 𝑘1����⃗  and 𝑘𝑡���⃗  have well defined values. For scattering inside 

nuclear matter the target nucleons have a momentum distribution given by the Fermi distribution 

and the final momentum 𝑘�⃗  may result from scattering with any one of the target nucleons. Hence 

for quasi-free scattering inside the nuclear matter, 

𝜎�𝑘�⃗ �𝑑𝑘�⃗ = � 𝜎′�𝑘�⃗ �𝑑𝑘�⃗

𝑘𝑡����⃗

.𝑃�𝑘𝑡���⃗ �𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗  

Where, 𝑃�𝑘𝑡���⃗ �𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗  is the probability that a target nucleon has momentum between 𝑘𝑡���⃗  and 

𝑘𝑡���⃗ + 𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗ . 

𝜎�𝑘�⃗ �𝑑𝑘�⃗ = �
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1

.𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ � .

𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘�⃗
𝑑𝑘�⃗

𝑘𝑡����⃗

.𝑃�𝑘𝑡���⃗ �𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗                                   (𝐶. 5) 

and the total cross-section is, 

𝜎 = � �
2𝑘𝑟
𝑘1

.𝜎 �𝑘𝑟����⃗ , 𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ � .

𝑑Ω′

𝑑𝑘�⃗
𝑑𝑘�⃗

𝑘𝑡����⃗

.𝑃�𝑘𝑡���⃗ �𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗                                      (𝐶. 6)
𝑘�⃗

 

The solid angle element 𝑑Ω′ is related to 𝑘𝑟
′ as, 

𝑑𝑘𝑟
′ = 𝑘𝑟

′2𝑑𝑘𝑟
′𝑑Ω′ 

The kinetic energy and momentum conservation in elastic scattering require that 𝑘𝑟
′ = 𝑘𝑟. 

To ensure this, the Dirac 𝛿-function:  𝛿(𝑘𝑟
′ − 𝑘𝑟)𝑑𝑘𝑟

′ is used to define, 

𝑑Ω′ =
𝛿(𝑘𝑟

′ − 𝑘𝑟)𝑑𝑘𝑟
′

𝑘𝑟
2                                                       (𝐶. 7) 

2.𝑑𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ = 𝑑𝑘𝑡

′�����⃗ − 𝑑𝑘1
′�����⃗  

and since from momentum conservation: 

𝑘1����⃗ + 𝑘𝑡���⃗ = 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = �𝑘𝑡
′�����⃗ + 𝑘𝑟

′�����⃗ � 
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𝑑𝑘𝑡
′�����⃗ = −𝑑𝑘1

′�����⃗ ,             𝑑𝑘𝑟
′�����⃗ = 𝑑𝑘�⃗  

and, 

𝑑Ω′ =
𝛿(𝑘𝑟

′ − 𝑘𝑟)𝑑𝑘�⃗

𝑘𝑟
2                                                       (𝐶. 8) 

Using the relation, 

𝛿 �𝑘𝑟
′2 − 𝑘𝑟

2� =
𝛿(𝑘𝑟

′ − 𝑘𝑟) + 𝛿(𝑘𝑟
′ + 𝑘𝑟)

2𝑘𝑟
 

and noting that 𝛿(𝑘𝑟
′ + 𝑘𝑟) = 0 as 𝑘𝑟

′ + 𝑘𝑟 ≠ 0 always. 

[Note that 𝑘𝑟
′ + 𝑘𝑟 = 0  only when 𝑘𝑟 = 0 , i.e.,  𝑘1����⃗ = 𝑘𝑡���⃗ . Since the target nucleons have a 

maximum momentum = 𝑘𝐹  and 𝑘1 = 𝑘𝐹 + separation energy of incident nucleon + kinetic 

energy of incident nucleon, 𝑘1 > 𝑘𝑡.] 

𝛿(𝑘𝑟
′ − 𝑘𝑟) = 2𝑘𝑟𝛿 �𝑘𝑟

′2 − 𝑘𝑟
2�                                            (𝐶. 9) 

And substituting (C.9) in (C.5) 

𝜎�𝑘�⃗ �𝑑𝑘�⃗ =
4𝑑𝑘�⃗
𝑘1

�𝛿�𝑘𝑟′
2 − 𝑘𝑟

2�.𝜎�𝑘𝑟����⃗ ,𝑘𝑟′����⃗ �.𝑃�𝑘𝑡���⃗ �𝑑𝑘𝑡���⃗                       (𝐶. 10) 
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